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BABY'S FACE WAS RAW

Cuticura

reme-

used them
faithfully, and iu one
wpek the boy looked
better. In oue month
he was cured, aud
now he is three years
and hosigus of it
returning. The child
w as so
bad I had to
tie him in a pillowcase.
and pin his
hands down so that
be could not scratch
his face, t cann d speak too highly of theCuticura Remedies. 1 recommend Cuticura
whenever lcau. 1 would be pleased to see any
one and talk to them of the good It has done
my boy.
Mrs. ( VRUS PKOSCH.
Ooytesvibe Fort Lee P. O. N. J.
N. B. My husband Is president of the Pro&ch
Manufacturing Company, proprietors of the
Duplex” and “Triplex” Photographic Shutters. 3H9 Broome Street, New York City. He
dislikes undesirable notoriety, but is willing to
make sacrifices to benefit others, and assents
to this testimonial to encourage the use of
Cuticura, and thus bring reliet to others.
dies.

The

Purifier, internally, and Cuticura, the great Skin Cure, and Cuticura Soad,
an exquisite Skin Beautt&er,
externally, instantly relieve and speedily cure every disease
and humor of tqe skin, scalp and blood, with
new

Blood

loss of hair, from iulancv to

from niniDles

a ire.

to scrofula.

s>

Personal.
Brief Jottings.
The Ocean steamer.
The mile track again.
The Keeley Gold Cure.
Pennell Institute at Gray.
Funeral of Miss Alice Warren.
Miss Bennett’s lecture on Chaucer.
Fine quarters for the W. C. T. U.
Man found dying by police officers.
Presentation to Shepley Camp, S. of V.
Enforcement of the Liquor Law in this

County.
Preparat ons for the Annual Dinner of the

Sold everywhere. Price, Cuticttra.BOc. ;Soap,
26c. ; Resolvent. $1. Prepared by the Potter
Druo and Chemical Corporation. Bostou.
H3F“Seud for “How to Cure Skin Diseases ”
C4 pages, 60 Illustrations, and 100 testimonials.
D1 |>V>0 Skin and Scalp purified and beautified
IWiD t O by CtmcuRA Soap. Absolutely pure

RHEUMATIC PAINS
la

Cnticnrn
And-Pnin PlaaMr relieves rheuchest
and
matic, sciatic, hip, kidney,
muscular pains and weaknesses.
Price 26c.
dec2W&8&wlw
minute

one

the

Children's Christmas Club.
SPECIAL

C. L. FOX STUDIO.

NOTICES.

HIGHEST AWARD

Painting, Drawing and Modelling In
Clay from Life and from the antique.

REOPENS OCT.
1*3

at 478

5th,

Congress Street,

PORTLAND.

$10 a month, Antique and Portrait Classes, (1st
course). $13 a month, Life and PortraitClasses
(2nd course). $4 a month, Evening Class lor
Antique.
Each course fills the entire day.
eod4m
seplB

EXCELLENCE.

BAKEE’S are the only Extracts in the State
that have received the Highest Award (over 8
comoetitors) and always been hottled Pnll
IHwnwnw.

Akwwlwe.l.

everywhere.

than is

A. M.

n_

WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN.

948 1-9 CtigNM 8b

GONSUTATIQN FREE.

IT IS BECAUSE

all Around You I

THE WEATHER.
Storm Going to Sea-Another and

energetic, it was hard to

Wave

find himself the victim
of fell disease. No
appetite—when he did
eat then came the ago^ny of indigestion

[at pit headache

la-

to Eastport.

Boston, December 29.—The storm ’central Tuesday night in the lower lake region, will move oat to sea Wednesday. A
second storm has appeared in the extreme
Northwest and will move rapidly eastward.
At present it appears likely to be followed
by colder weather than so far experienced
this winter.

Sarsaparilla guaranteed

to CURE.

Local Weather Report.

We Make the Kind that Cures!

Pobtland, Me., December 29,1891.

WE GUARANTEE IT.

|8

We refund the Money if not Benefited!
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Blind,

They are blind
not

who will

f

ii|!

try a bo* of

11

BEECHAM’S:
PILLS 3
ifor the disorders which
grow;
lout Of Impaired Slues. !
ltlon. For a "Weak \
_| Stomach .Constipation ;
]|
i'Disordered liver, Sick Headache,!
; ! or any Billons and Kervons ailments,;
•; they take the place of an entire

|

!

1

>

!
[
>

|

medicine;;

Of all druggists. Price 2S cents a box. |
New York Depot, 365 Canal St.
J!
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P. M.

Barometer. 30.390 30.037
Thermometer. ?5.
43.
Dew Point. 21.
39.
85.
Humidity. Rfi,
Wind. W
SE

COULD WE DO MORE?
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

a

—Following

ing; colder, and fair Wednesday night and
winds
Thursday;
shifting to west;
cautionary signals displayed from Hatteras

This was his condition. Well, you say,
what of it 1 O, nothing, only this,—Four
Bottles of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA
cured, yes, ACTUALLY CURED him.
Had you rather be cured than suffer? If
you had, remember DANA’S is the only

/- mwr. a

29

the weather for New
England: Bain, clearing during the morn-

ter in the day, and naFred l. Brown,
ture was constantly trying to throw off the impurity of his blood
in the form of Boils and* Abcesses.

a

Cold

Coming.

Washington, December

in the morning
of stomach.

[Sick

a

is the forecast of

‘and deathly faint-

u nrnoniD

eodtf

an%4

Fred L. Brown is a
prominent citizen of
Palmyra, Me. Naturally

ness

J
»

M,W&huiinlychd,»8t,8Uior5Uip

38
Velocity.5
Weather. Cloudy Cloudy

Mean dally ther....30.0!Max. velwlnd.^
Maxtmumther.43.0 Total precip ...
Minimum tber.18.01
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Weather Observations.

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather Bureau for yesterday December 29, taken at 8
p. m. 75th n^eridan time, the observations
for each station being given in this order:
Al/Ui^VlU«UtV|
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of the weather:
Boston. 46°, S, rain: New York, 52°, S,
rain; Philadelphia, 54°, S, rain; Washington. 48°, SW, rain; Albany, 50°, S, clourii ;
Buffalo, 36°, NW. rain; Detroit, 34°, SW,
clear; Chicago, 32°, W, clear; St. Paul, 10°,
W, clear; Duluth, 4°. W, clear; St. Vincent, 30°, N. clear; Huron. So. Dak., 16°,
SE, Clear; Bismarck, 2°, SE, fair; Jacksonville, 66°, SW, clear.
Maine Items from

Washington.

Washington, D. C., December 29—A.

H. Walker has been appointed nostmaster
beach, Me., vice C. F. Walker.
Patents have been granted to George W.
Blanchard, Waterville, electric beating
tool; Willis Dodge, Blaine, car coupling;
James B. Miller, Rockland, shackle for
vessel chain.
at Lamoice

Jt> to use with children. A remedy
Oil te, Bums, Scolds and'Infla’.nmotMjy.
tiou of all Kinds. For tale everywhere.
RANDIETTE & co., Richmond. Me.

aplSMWfcFJ ylstr)

SOUTHERN PINE
Timber, Flank and Flooring Boards.

Largest

Assor ment and Lowsst Fiices.

PEERING, WINSLOW

&

CO.,

PORTLAND, ME., HEAO BROWN’S WHARF.

Janio

eodtt

Customary,

THE NAYY DEPARTMENT AND THE

Opium Victim.
Plainfield, Ind., December 29.—The
Keeley institute in this place has something
of a curiosity in the shape of a patient only
five years old, who is a confirmed morphine
eater. He has been fed the poison since
Five-Year-Old

infancy

to make him

sleep.

President Gates of Amherst, President
Andrews of Brown University. President
Raymond jof the Wesleyan University,
Prof. Geo. P. Fisher of Yale were the
speakers at the conference of college presidents in Brooklyn last night.
The North German Gazette says Dr.
Von Hollenbein, German Minister to
JapaD„ls to he transferred to Washington.
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Adopted Son’s Right to Prop?rty
la Dispute in Rockland,

States

United

have taken their stand and now occupy a
position from which they cannot and will
not retreat.

ACCIDENTS AND COURT NEWS IN

_____

CHJLIAN TROUBLE.

Chili Will Get No

England

Has

Chili—An

try’s

Aid

English

Nothing

More to Gain in

Englishman Says

Diplomacy

Because

is that

Shillings, Pence—Chili’s
the Captain Pratt..

His
of

Coun-

Pounds,

New War

Ship,

[Special to the Press.]
Washinqton, December 29.—The Chilian situation remains in status quo. There
have been no new development, today
and, until some answer comes from Chill,
no more may be expected from this end.
President Montt has not yet formed his
cabinet. When he does and the cabinet
has been fairly installed into office, it will
be time enough to lock for news from
Chill. The Navy Department has done
about all It can do in preparation for bostilities and it is now waiting to see what
the outcome will be.
This being cabinet day, Secretary Tracy
spent but little time at the department, but before he went to the White
House, Senator AIHsod, chairman of the
appropriations committee, and Mr. Lodge
of Massachusetts, of the House naval committee, called upon hipi by appointment.
The naval authorities from the Secretary
down, still maintain their recent attitude
of talking peace tor publication and keeping the mails and wires hct with martial
orders. An official of very high rauk in
the department and who has on more tUan
one occasion been the acting secretary, attempted to minimise the preparations
which the department has been making
for
that
some
time
saying
by
it is
aim
of the
the
department
always to be prepared for what might happen hut he significantly added that, at
some times the department was just a little
bit better prepared than at others.
At the cabinet meeting the Chilian complications were discussed at considerable
length, but the discussion brought out no
new facts or change of programme
the
administration has made as to the course
to be pursued and until the next, move is
made by Chill there is nothing for the
Washington government to do except to
wait and be ready
act when the
to
decisive moment arrives. That will not
now be

long delayed.
Englishman, now in this city, who is
well qualified to speak about the ways of
the British foreign office, when told about
the rumor of an English-Chilian alliance,
gave the Press correspondent interesting

Why Egan Wasn’t There.
New Yoke, December 29.—A Valparaiso special to the Herald says: It is
rumored that the reason for Mr. Egan’s
absence from the inauguration exercises
was the insulting tone of Minister of
Foreign Affairs Matta’s reply to President
Setor Matta’s desHarrison's message.
patch was regared by Minister Egan as
grossly traducing his veracity. The Procurator Fiscal has not yet completed his
review of Judge of Crimes Foster’s report
of the Baltimore affair.

The

Reciprocity Arrangement with

out} lias

umjuireu fcri

every new province means
another outlet for her manufactured poods
and her surplus capital. It means that the
transactions which the trade involves will
be settled in London. Other nations seek,
through diplomatic means, to gain a political advantage. Great Britain wants something represented by those cabalistic letters L. S. D. and the nation Having the
bank
account
is
largest
generally
the
roost
That
was
powerful.
time
why
England a short
ago
surrendered
Heligoland to Germany,
and In return got an empire in Africa. The
Heligolanders don't use much cotton or
The Africans
cheap Brummagem goods.
do. There are large English interests in
Chili. The nitrate trade is in the hands of
London houses. Of course we want to hold
on to it and not have it go to New York.
That is business. But when you talk about
England backing up Cbili, you make a great
mistake. England has now pretty much
everything Chili can give her and can get
nothing more by war, and it would cost
her a great deal of
You
money.
may rest assured that England will do
nothing more than lend her moral support
to Chill.''
Gen. Miles is in Washington but he denies very positively that he was ordered
here by the War Department and that he is
going to assume command of the army of
invasion.
He is related to the Sherman
family, and as tomorrow Miss Sherman is
to be married to Dr. Paul Thorndike of
Boston, the general came to Washington
to witness the ceremony.

CHILI’S TERROR.
The Capitan

Prat

Might

Set

Oat

to

Capture Portland in 60 Days.
New Yoek, December 29.—A despatch
to the Herald today from La Seyne,
France, describing the new Chilian warship, Capitan Prat, says:
She is fitted with powerful engines combining ail the latest improvements and is
guaranteed to steam eighteen knots an
hour. All her engines are now in working
order. If necessary shefcould steam out to
sea at once; but she has been delayed by
the non-arrival of her armament, which is

Washington, December 29—The reciprocity arrangement entered into between Secretary Blaine and the British
minister to embrace the British West
Indian colonies of Jamaica, Barbadoes,
the Leeward and the Windward islands,
fexcept Granada) Trinidad, and the Colony
of British Guiana, it is expected, will go
into opperation as to the West Indian colonies named Febiuary 1st. next, and as to
r>ruisn

uumna

of an iDcb).
None of the above have

yet arrived, but
all the armor shields are iu place, as well
as the gun machinery.
If the vessel is to be thoroughly finished
and armed and is to have the alterations
and fitting of topedoes made and is to
wait until she can receive her guns—which,
I understand, have not yet left Havre—and
if she has to undergo the usual preliminary
trials of ships of war, I do not think she
can be ready for sea before the expiration
of two months; but she could under pressure, armed with torpedoes and small guns
get underway in a mouth.
WATCHING CHILI’S TERROR.
Chicago

Hears

the War Will

Be

Over

Before the Prat Sails.

Chicago, December 29.—A special to
the Herald from Washington says: Chili
must express her regrets for the assault on
the sailors of the Baltimore and pay to the
families of the murdered seamen a snug
indemnity. She must do this within two
Her refusal will mean war with
weeks.
the United States. The Chilian mau-vl-

aisi,

next.

me

Mr. Blaine and the

Duty

on

Hides.

Washington, December 29.—The folj
lowing explains itself:
Camden. Ohio, )
Dec. 29, 1891.
J

My Dear Mr. Blaine:—Your letter of
the 4!h instant, euc odng Hon. Ooorge
Halsey's letter, is at hand. Mr. Halsey
must have misunderstood me. 1 could not
have told him you favored a duty on hides,
and that at some time in tbe course of toe
consideration of the tariff bill, you wrote
me an earnest lettar protesting against the
taking of hides from the free list, and placing them upon the dutiable list. I return
you Mr. Halsey’s letter and will be glad If
you will send him mine.
Very trulv vours.
Wm McKinley, Jr.
PARNELLITES JUBILANT.
Mr: Redmond

Predicts a

Revival of Old-

Dublin, December 29.—A meeting of
the National League was held here today,
with John E. Redmond in the chair. The
members present congratulated themselves
and Mr. Redmond upon his election to
rttpresent Waterford City in parliament.
Mr. Redmond, in opening the meeting, declared that the victory in Waterford was
the beginning of a revival of the trust
formerly placed in the Parnellites. The
rirnsnppfs

nf that. sf»f*tinn nf

amentary party, he
pecially brignt.
King

said,

Oscar

Trioh nnrli

were

now

es-

Very 111.

Stockholm, December 29—The King
shows lut c it any improvement. The at-

tack of Influenza from which he is sufferis severe and his lungs are effected.
He is incapacitated for tne performance of

ing

state duties
as regent.

and the Crown Prince is acting

Biarritz, December 29.—The municipal
authorities of this place waited upon Mr.
Gladstone today and congratulated him
upon the 82d anniversary of his birthday.
Fif teen members of the British club called
upon him, presenting him with a floral
crown.
This evening Mr. Gladstone visited the club house where he was heartily
congratulated by the members.
BEFORE A TRAIN.
A Gatcman’s Blunder Tens

a

Coach

on a

Railroad Track.

New York, December 28.—By an error
the part of a gateman employed by the
Long Island Railroad at the Green Point

on

avenue

crossing, Blissville, yesterday,

Skowhcgan

Dine

Republicans

—Maine

Central

at

Locomotive and the Result

ure

Senning

Kpiscoxmlinus Interested.

New Haven, Ct., December 29 —Objection to the admission to probate of the will of
Mrs. Henry Penny of Southport is made by
Edward A. Sturges, a grandnephew, on the
ground of mental incapacity. The estate
amounts to $90,000. In the will, executed
several years ago and filed for probate today, the executrix matte a number of bequests to Episcopal institutions and funds,
including $1000 to the Episcopal fund of
Maine. The contestant was given nothing.

Big

Seiz-

of Small Lobsters at Kiclimond.

to the Press.l
29—At an adDecember
Rockland,
journed session of the December probate
court held in this city last night, the petition in the somewhat noted Clark—Pillsbury adoption case was denied. The case
which has attracted considerable interest,
sum3 up briefly as follows: About a year
previous to the death of the late Samuel
Pillsbury, that gentleman adopted a young
man named William Henry Clark, at present a student in the Boston Daw School,

and who. bv this act. became the fifth heir

to the property of the deceased.
Mrs. W.
P. Hurley of this city, a daughter of Mr.
Pillsbury, has recently bought up the interests of the other heirs, Mrs. Grace Green
of Holbrook, Mass., Mrs. Mary jv. Dinsraore and Mrs. Fannie E. McDermott, of
Dorchester, Mass. Then, at a recent term
of court, Mrs. Hurley presented a petition
asking mat the adoption be denied, owing
to certain irregularities in its legal makeHer effort, as has been seen, failed,
up.
but it is understood that she will enter an
appeal when the matter will be taken before a higher court. Hon. William L. Putnam of Portland and John F. Ltbhy Esq.,
of this city appeared lor Mrs. Hurley, and
Mortland and Johnson of this city for defendant.
The couDty commissioners are in session
sion at the court house, settling up their
year's business.
The steamer Richmond arrived here this
morning from Portland, having been tied
up at Boothbay since Satuiday.
She will
return from Machias Thursday making
her last trip here of the season.

grippe.
Fire in the Weston, Hill & Pitts block,
Manchester. N. H., did nearly $50,000 damage

He

Cannot

in Boston.

JURORS HEAR THE LAW.
Closing Scenes in tin Long Trial of
T. Thatcher Graves,
TJIE CHARGE OF THE JUDGE AND

THE CLOSING ARGUMENTS.

Biddeford Court Busy—A|Friendly Scuffle's

December 29.—Mitchell
Biddeford,
of
Quarter
Biddeford, a barber, is in a
critical conditi«n from an Injury received
by falliDg on a curbstone while engaged In
It is
a friendly scuffle with Fred Lord.
feared he cannot recover.
Dr. Frank Gratton was arraigned in the
Biddeford municipal conrt today charged
with the embezzlement of a sum of money
left with him for safe keeping Dy Mrs.
Henry Trembley. The case was assigned
for trial tomorrow.
Cyrus Hill, of Lyman, who is the defendant in a civil suit to be tried >n the
kiui.'tuutv
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claims damages for domestic troubles
alleged to have been caused by Hill’s selling cider to her husband, was brought into
the Blddeford court today aud arraigned
under the liquor nuisance act. Owing to
tbe absence of important witnesses, tbe
trial was postponed until Friday.
By an accident iu the boiler room of G.
A.
Crosmau & Co.’s
box factory
late
this
atternoon, the
engineer,
Henry Nason, was badly scalded. He will
recover.

A horse belonging to F. C. Allen ran
away in Saco last evening. The animal
cleared himself from the carriage just before reaching the James street bridge.
The animal then ran onto the bridge and
became caught between the sleepers. A
moment
later, a train swept onto tbe
The cow-catcher of the engine
bridge.
struck the horse fairly, giving him his
death blow and lifting him up and carrying him fifty feet before the body was
thrown down the steep embankment. Tbe
carriage was also struck and was thoroughly demolished. Mr. Allen had followed-tbe horse up and was so near the
carriage when it was struck that he was
covered with splinters.
The horse was
It was a fortunate
nearly cut in two.
thing that the horse started when he did
for Mrs. Alien was abont to get into the
carriage and had she had time to have
done so might have also met her death.
SOMERSET

REPUBLICANS.

One Hundred and Ten of Them Banquetted at

Skowliegan.

Skowhegan, December 29.—Somerset
county Republicans, n umbering 110, from
all parts of the county, attended a banquet
at Hotel Coburn tonight.
Of the invited
guests, Hon. A. F. Wiswell, Hon. H. B.
Cleaves, Hon. E. F. Webb and J. H. ManLetters were
ley, Esq, were present.
read from Gov. Burleigb, Senators Hale
and Frye and Congressmen Milllken, Boutelle and Dingley.
Three Thousand Lobsters.
■Dn»r»TOViTrr.tr
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received

telegram from Hon. James G.
Blaine, saying: "Owing to the private
cause I spoke of [the health of Mrs-BIaine],
I will be compelled to decline, much to my
regret" This refers to his announced appearance at the dinner of the association

January

a

7.

NO REST FOR SAWTELLE.
Great Falls People Would Dig Dp the Body
if Buried There.

Great Fai.ls, N. H., December 29.Isaac Sawtelle’s bodv Is in care of Under.
taker Faunce, who simply awaits orders
and knows nothing of Its final disposal,
save that there is talk of carrying the
body
to Boston. If Sawtelle’s counsel have any
plans, they are very indefinite. Mr. Edgerly is reticent and has apparently made no
plans. He first talked of taking the body
to Boston tomorrow in the first train. Now
he does not kuow when it will be sent.
Lawyer Worcester of Rochester was here
this afternoon and looked at the body. He
had a conference with Mr. Edgerly. It is
thought the body will never leave this
town and that attempts are being made to
mislead the public, as the body is not
wanted here. The report that a prominent
physician is to prepare Sawtelle's skeleton
Jor disposal is believed by many.
If the
body was burled here and the people discovered it, the feeling Is so strong it would
undoubtedly be dug up.
SETTLED BY CANVASSERS.
Three of Four

Contests for Now

York

Camden's Boss.

ings owned by the town of Camden were
destroyed by fire last evening; probably'
incendiary; loss, $3,500; insured.
Dropped

Albany, N. Y, December 29,—The state
board of canvassers met tonight and decided the four disputed senatorial districts
as follows: In the fifteenth district the
certificate of election was awardeel to Osborne, Democrat. In the sixteenth district
the certificate was awarded to Derby, Republican. In the twenty-fifth di-trict the
certificate was awardeel Nichols. Democrat,
In the twenty-seventh district, Sherwoca’s
district, the board did not award the certificate, leaving it to the Senate to deter
mine whether any candidate was elected,

Dead.

Livermore Falls, December 29.—Mrs.
William Green Griffith of Livermore,
dropped dead of heart disease, while getting breakfast this morning, aged about
5G.

PolftoneU,

in viAU/ nf rhA riteni cinn r.f thu

Her—Not

*.

I'.avn

that Grave*

bnt

Kemunry

State’s Attorney Declares the Case

Lifting

Their Debt.
December
29 —The finanWaterville,
cial and executive committee of the Unitarian church last eveniDg raised $900 of the
debt, leaving only $400 which it is expected
will be raised this week.
A Smash

Bp

at Cornish.

Cornish, December 29.—A collision
curred

on

oc-

the northern division of th«

a

Clear One of Guilt.

Denver, Col., December 29.—Judge
Rising delivered his charge to the jury iu
the Graves trial today.

Ia it he said:
“Tho court instructs as a matter oi law
that the burden of proof is on the prosecution, to establish by the evidence beyond a
reasonable doubt—first, that the deceased
came to her death by poison; second, that
it was administered to her by the defendant, or that he caused it to be administered
to her in her lifetime; third, that thedefendant administered, or caused to be administered the poison to the deceased, wilfully and knowiDgly, aud with the intention of depriving her of life; and fourththat tne deceased actually died from tbe
effects of the poison so administered to
her.

“These are material and essential propositions necessary to be establisned to war
rant a conviction, and if you entertain any
reasonable doubt upon either of them,
then tbe prosecution has failed to establish
Its case, and you should acquit the defeudant.

“The court further instructs you that inconsideriDg the question whether the defendant did or did not administer poison to
the deceased, as charged in tbe Indictment
if you believe from the evidence bey mid a
reasonable doubt tbe defendant sent, or
caused to be sent to tbe deceased, poison
with the intention that she sbonld take a
swallow of It, then you are authorized to
fiud the fact that ne administered such
to the deceased.
poison
“
The court instructs yon that in this class
of cases where tbe indictment charges that
death was cansed by poisoning it is not
subnecessary to prove the particular
stance or kind of poison used, nor is it necessary to give direct and positive proof
what is the quantity which would destroy
life, nor is it necessary to prove that snch
quantity was found iu the body of the deceased. It is sufficient it you are satisfied
by the evidence, beyond a
reasonable
doubt, that tbe death was caused by poison
of some kind and that the poison was administered by the deiendant or that he
caused it
to.
be
administered
to
the
deceased
with
tbe
intent
of
causing her death.
The court instructs
you that the burden of proving everything
essential to the establishment of thechargo
against the defendant lies upon the prosecution, and even if it be conceded that
murdered the deceased, yet the
somebody
/iaf
f
In
n

*

r.

v

k

mbama

committed the murder.
“The prosecution is required to prove bea
reasonable douot that the deyond
ate.
fendant and not somebody else commuted
tbe murder charged in the ird ctment.
“It is not sufficient to justify you in a
OBITUARY.
verdict of guilty that the evidence discloses that tbe deceased was murdered and
Daniel F. Emery.
that the defendant or somebody else murYesterday morning, Mr. Daniel F. Em- dered her, or that the probabilities are that
the defendant, and not somebody else,
ery dismissed his carriage, which had been murdered her.
It must be shown by the
brought round to his house on State street, prosecution beyond reasonable doubt that
telling his driver he would walk tc his tbe defendant is the guilty party.”
At tbe conclusion of the judge’s charge.
counting room. He had proceeded but a
Attorney Peirce began the closing arguvery short distance when he fell to tbe ment for the state. “You have no right to
sidewalk.
Dr. W. L. Dana and two other take a man’s life unless the la a allows you.
gentlemen happened to be passing and I have no right to ask you to take this man’s
life unless the law justifies me.
The law
quickly assisted Mr. Emery into the front requires you to be satisfied without a reahall of Mrs. Moore’s boarding bouse, sonable doubt before vou fiid him guilty.
where he expired in a few moments.
Mr. If Dr. Graves did not prepare the fatal
which sect his benefactor to death,
Emery had been in feeble health for a long draught
and you do not believe he did from the evitime, and on that account, and his extreme dence, let him go. There is no excuse
In
the
age—he was 83— his family had urged for
world
to
any
juror
him to guard against over exertion but hesitate a moment in bringing in a
veidict that be polBoned this woman.
Mr. Emery insisted on going to tbe count- His relations with her
began a year before
ing room twice every day and taking an her husband’s death. She was bis patient.
active part in the business. It is thought It must be evident to you, as it is to me
and her children, that her husband who
that Mr. Emery was the oldest merchant
had spent a long life with Mrs. B&rnaby
in active business in town.
better
understood her needs and the
Mr. Emery was bom in Portland, in May proper limitations to be placed on her
after bis death than did a tramp interloper
1808, and one of a large family of children
who came In after his death.”
of which only one, Mr. Joshua T. Emery,
This evening Col. Ballou opened the
survives. The family resided in the Long- argument for defense and spoke until a
fellow mansion, so called, on tbe comer of late hour. The court then adjourned until
tomorrow.
Hancock and Fore streets.
When young
Emery was fourteen he was employed as a
Chipinan’g Iilg Scheme.
clerk by Henry Goddard, father of the
Washington, December 29.—Represenlate Judge Goddard, who was then in tbe
tative Cbipman of Michigan will bring behardware business in Market now Monu- fore
Congress a bill to provide for tbe conment square. When Mr. Emery became struction of a ship canal around the Ameriof age he was admitted a partner can side of Niagara Falls, and also of, a
with Mr. Goddard and continued with similar waterway across tbe state of New
York from a point near Buffalo to the Hudhim about six years, until 1835 when he son river, so that vessels going to the lakes
went to New Orleans, and engaged in con- may have free access to those waters. The
canal is to be 150 feet wide,
tracting for granite paving for a short projected
with an average depth of 20 feet, and will
when
he
returned and took a posi- cost from §30,000,000
time,
to
850,000,000.
tion with the West India firm of Smith & Mr.
Cbipman thinks such a canal would
BrowD, then the leading commercial house soon pay tor itself.
tom
A

~ m
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Joshua T. Waterhouse established themselves in the hardware business as Emery
& Waterhouse, and since that time the only
change in the firm’s name has been to Em*
ery, Waterhouse & Co., when Mr. Daniel
F. Emery Jr., and Mr. John T. Eustis
were admitted.
It has been one of, if not
the leading, hardware firms In the State,
and owned an ax and shovel manufactory
at North Monmouth.
Mr. Emery married Miss Woodbury who
survives him. He leavetwossons Daniel F.
Jr., of Portland, and Fred W.t of Boston,
and two daughters, Mrs. Reed and Mrs.
He was a man of
Johnson of Boston.
strict business integrity and had amassed
He was a constant ata large fortune.
tendant at the State street Church and also
had a pew at the New Jerusalem church.

Carnegie Cuts

Down

Wages.

Pittsbukw, Penn., December 39.—The
3000 steel workers employed by Carnegie,
Phipps & Co., at Homestead, will receive
notice tb»t for

three months .succeeding

January 1, they will be compelled

to work

for lower wanes than any they have ieceived since the mill was built, ll years ago.

Officer Blood Bound Over.

Lewiston, December 29 —a despatch
from Paris says that Officer Blood, charged
with irregularities in liquor seizures, tried
at Paris to-day, was bound over in $500.

to

Show the Kxact Kind of Poison Used-

peals that Sherwood was Ineligible. The
board then adjourned sine die. Its decision
will probably give the Democrats the Sen

VTA

Camden, December 29.—The farm build-

Wan

Meant to Kill

Boston, December 29.—J, It. Leeson ol
the Boston Merchants’ Association, today

TV_X_

Sheriff Despaux and Officers Coombs and
Graves seized three thousand short lobsters to-day from George Roberts of Brunswick. Roberts, who is a farmer, claims
that he was hired to haul the lobsters to
the train. They were packed in barrels
and he says he did Dot know what the barrels contained.

State Must SUotv Not Only that Mi

ahy

THE CITiES BY THE SACO.

yesterday.

Edward Field still persists in fasting and
refuses now to take even brandy that was
prescribed by the jail physicians.
A New York paper says that the state’s
attorney will cause officials of the New
York Central road to be indicted with
Brakeman Herrick, believing the officials
to be partly responsible lor the recent disaster owing to a change in the schedule of
which It is said proper notice was not given.
It is rumored that Dord Randolph
Churchill has intimated to the government
that he is desirous of entering the diplomatic service, and it fe further rumored he
will be appointed British ambassador to
Russia in place of Sir. R. B. Morior who
holds the position at present.

Speak

Illness,

Senate Seats.

BRIEFLY TOLD.
In New York during the 24 hours ending
yesterday noon, there were 16 deaths from

to His Wife's

How a

Biddeford Man’s Horse got in Front of
a

Owing

Freight

Train Dismembered at Cornish

a

coach containing four people was penned
in on one of the tracks, the coach
smashed and the occupants of the coach
probably fatally Injured and the horses
killed by an east-bound train.
The coach
was returniug from Calvary Cemetery. In
it were Mrs. Kolb, her 6 years old daughter Mamie, Mrs. O’Brien and Mrs. Searing.
The carriage started to cross the tracks
and the hind wheel had just cleared the
gate when the gateman lowered the gates,
the carriage and the occupants
etween the gates.
A train running at
high speed was approaching and Sutton,
the driver of the carriage, attempted to open the door and release the occupants. Before he could do so the engine struck the
carriage, throwing the occupants out and
killing the horses. Sutton and his four
possengers were picked up unconscious
and taken to the hospital, where It was
stated that their recovery is doubtful.

Maine Central, Cornish station, at 3 o’clock
this morning.
A freight train from the West of thirtycars parted in three sections after leaving
West Baldwin, at the Milliken House. Section number two parted at the up grade,
returned and telescoped several cars,
throwing one set of car wheels down the
bank 20 feet across a road and into the
woods.
For half a mile the track was badly
gouged. No one was injured. A wrecking
train arrived from Portland in time to
clear the track for the morning train.

I
Somerset County

probably

Gladstone is 83 Years Old.

PRICE THREE CENTS

ffiZEfRifftSE®

MR. BLAINE DECLINES.

Sad Result—A Queer Runaway.

Time Confidence.

Maine

(0.78

matua

official proclamation and corresDondence
will probably not be issued for 10 days or
two weeks, as it must await tbe notice
that tbe tariff legislation of the Colonies
rendered necessary by the arrangement
has been enacted.

pnmlnn' from TTavre.

She will mount in her
battery four
gun«, having a calibre of 21 centimetres
(9 45 mebet), two amldsbip.-. one forward
and one alt; four guns of 12 centimetres
(4 72 inches) forward audaft;six rapid
lire guns of live centimetres (1 97 inches),
lour rapid fire guns (two Nordenfeldt and
two Hotchkiss) of two centimetres calibre

the

West Indian Islands.

An

jjuwei.

THE CITIES BY THE SACO.

[Special

WILL SOON BE !N OPERATION.

ritory because

No wonder it sells so!
are

Prepared

Capitan Prat, now at Toulon, will not
bo permitted to leave that port until this
difficulty has been settled. An officer of
themvy is now watching the Capitan Prat,
and he reports to this government every
stroke of work which puts that formidable
In safe time,
cruiser nearer sea service.
before it is possible to place the Prat in
commission, the United States will declare
war if at that time the dtmand for apology
and indemnity made by this government
on the authorities at Santiago shall remain
war

uncomplied

cuunucicitti

The Cured

Bit Better

ing street looks

All “errors ol refraction” ol the
eyes which cause so many headaches, tired, weak and aching
syes. Imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by

novlSeodt'sn

a

information about the way in which Downat diplomacy when British
interests are concerned. He said: "The
secret of Great Britain’s diplomacy is commercial and not political.
That is what
has made England so powerful in the
affairs of the world. The taunt of Napoleon The First, that England was nothing
but a notion of shop keepers was the
greatest axiomatic truth ever delivered.
England is first, last and all the time a
commercial nation. Her diplomacy is conducted with the great aim of enlarging her

DEFECTIVE SIGHT.
GENERAL

But Ji st Now

When "• r boy was six weeks old he had a
rash on his cheek. Ir. spread on both cheeks and
chin. His face was raw.
1 doctored with various remedies, but it got no better
My mother
advised me to trv the

Cuticura Resolvent

.Page 7.
Marine News.
The flag of peace.
Chief of the Typathetse.
Markets and Financial Reports.
rage

ALWAYS READY FOR WAR

DisIremiuK
CfcbiuB Shin Dimune
Cured in One month by the
*
Cuticura ttcmcdic*.

Obituary.
A bequest for the Public Library.

Page
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THIS MORNING’S NEWS.

DAILY

A Bequest for tlie Public Library.
The trustees of the Public Library held
their regular monthly meeting last eveuiug,
Besides the transaction of the routine business, the announcement was received that
Rav. Frederick Frothingham, late of Milton, Mass., and formerly pastor of the Park
street church in this city, had bequeathed
three thousand dollars to the library. The
conditions of the bequest are that the inThe
come shall be expended for books.
trustees voted to accept the bequest, and
that a book plate be prepared to mark tbo
books oovaht by this fund.

Absolutely Pure*
A cream ot tartar
est of all in

baking powder.

leavening

strength
£. Government Food Report,

High-

—i. atari

V.

ni8CELLAN£OV«.

FOR SCROFULA
scrofulous humor

ulcers, catarrh, and

consumption,
use

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
The most

economical,
safe, speedy, and
effective of all

blood-purifiers.
will

fires with water has seemingly reached
the limit of excellence. Quick-steaming engines, drawn by swift horses,
are now at the fires before the last echo
of the alarm has died away.
The
water systems of the cities provide Inat
exhaustible supplies to the engines, and
the little giant pumps force two-inch
streams to the top floors of the highest
How .Fires were ron(ni in line wood Old
Days—A Sixteenth Century Hand Pump
buildings with power enough to carry
—The modern Water Tower and
from their feet and render unconscious
How It Works.
the man who receives its full weight.
The improvement of the steam fire
[Special Cincinnati Letter.!
engine has kept pace with the growth
of cities, even with the fancy of man
This is the semi-centennial year of
the steam fire engine, the first one that
running to those towering structures
that are the wonder even of their buildwas brought into use with any degree
ers. One of the most
of success having been used in New
conspicuous of the
contrivances designed to meet the upYork in 1841. The application of steam
ward tendency of buildings is the
to the agencies of civilization soon sug“water tower,” a stove pipe sort of argested its use for directing engines for
extinguishing fires. The first engine i rangement that can be run up section
for this purpose was built by a man i upon section until the necessary height
is reached, when the upper end, which
named Braithwaite in London in 1830,
is bent like the elbow of a stove pipe,
who two years later built a larger one
is turned into the windows of the burnon the same plan for the king of Prussia. They were of monstrous size and
ing building and the water poured upon
the fire in a stream as thick as a man’s
tremendous weight, without the necesleg. One great trouble in the use of
sary power, and were without practicable value. After the great fire in
New York in 1835 a premium was offered for plans of a steam fire engine,
and in 1841 one was built by a man
named Hodges. This was an improvement over the London invention. It
had the necessary power, but also the
cumbersome size and weight, and the
long time required in raising steam,
which allowed the fire time to exhaust

Others

cure you.

The

delighted
Somerset,

Herefordshire.
Lady Somerset ia

Cincinnati.
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ALL BROKE UP.
_

You need mending.
To
repair your shattered system
take Kickapoo Indian Sag-

Sagwa

cures

Constipa-

tion, Liver Complaint, Indi-

gestion,
Loss of

Appetite,
Scrofula,
Rheu maoism, chills
and fever,
and all
from impure

FIRST PRACTICAL STEAK FIRE ENGINE.

cities he has been in peril from fire, and
his best skill has been required to
guard against it. In the very early history of England and France preventative measures were resorted to, and
laws were passed for the management
diseases
of fires during the day, and the curfew
blood and a
liver. hell was rung at eight o’clock in the
evening for their extinguishment. The
With the elimination of the great care used in the enforcement of
these regulations made those countries
cause,
most free from fires, but in Germany,
in spite of Bimflar laws, heavy losses
assimilation becomes
were suffered, until necessity became
The bowels move
the mother of invention.
i
The discovery of some mechanical
viiv^
rwiuu\*yo C3L1C active, L1IC1C
contrivance forth® better extinguishing
is an increase of flesh and a of fires than by the bucket brigade had
been one of the quests of mankind from
sure return to sound health.
the time of ancient Borne, when Appollodorus applied the ox gut through
For sale at all
which water was forced by compressTHE KICKAPOO
ing and expanding a large bag attached
to the rude "hose." This was followed
by syringes of various devices. Some
The Children’s Savior* one in
"
Germany conceived the idea of
Sold by all druggists.
the syringe stationary in a tub
making
86 Cents per Box; Five Boxes for $1.00.
and converting it it to a force pump.
Then the whole contrivance was made
Jy3J
FMW&wnrm
portable by being set on a sled. The
tub was kept filled by the bucket briThese improvements on the RoYou would not suspect it gade.
man syringe, that converted it into a
from the taste; there is cod- portable engine, was a product of the

arising
deranged

digestion

improves,

perfect.

regularly,

___

liver oil in Scott’s Emulsion.
It looks like cream; it is
like cream. Cream is bits of
butter covered with something else—you do not taste
the butter. Scott’s Emulsion
is drops of cod-liver oil covered with glycerine.
Cream is an easier food
than butter, because it is in
bits. Scott’s Emulsion is codliver oil made easy; the
drops are invisibly fine ; they
do not resist digestion.
Will you read a book on
it ? Free.
Scott & Bownk,
New York.

Chemists, 13s South 5th Avenue,

Your druggist keeps Scott's Kmulsion of cod-liver
tdi—all druggists everywhere do. ft.

BOYNTON,
517 Coifgrcss St.

Do not pay the big
which jewelers have

charged.

profits
always

first it

nioMitn-mr

A*

drawn from place to place
then
the rope for that purpose
men;
by
was detached and horse power was substituted for man.
In tracing the evolution of the fire
engine we must now cross the channel.
At the close of the sixteenth century
the farthest England had advanced,
notwithstanding the activity on the
continent, was to the use of the “hand
squirt,” or syringe, and this clumsy and
slow apparatus had been so enlarged in
the hope of increasing its effectiveness
as to require three men to handle it,
and then it only threw three or four
quarts of water at each discharge. But
England took up with Germany’s sled
engine and put wheels to it and attached
the leather hose and suotion pipe, both
of which were invented in Amsterdam
toward the dose of the seventeenth
was

century.
From this developed the modern hand
engine, but it took two centuries to bring
it to the excellence of many of those
used in those towns throughout the
country that recognize the necessity
of such provision against fire but cannot afford the steam engine with or
without horses.
It is difficult to see how much improvement can be made upon the steam
fire-engines now in use in the large
cities that can afford paid fire depart.
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lady somerset.
herited her father’s wealth. She married Lord Henry
Somerset, second son of the Duke of
Beaufort, and has devoted her life to
temperance and kindred social reforms.
Having seen the dark side of London
and other English cities she was anxious
to “do the slums” of New York, and
seems to have done them thoroughly. In
a recent lecture she said that while extreme poverty is much the same everywhere, yet for debauchery and degradation London’s slums are far worse than
those of New York.
“I went down among the dives of the
Bowery,” she said, “and what struck
__A.T_«•
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step.”
and "Tumble Weeds. **

I

was

sitting

out

over a

in a passenger car lookstretch of prairie land in

The day
great Arkansas valley.
was windy; indeed, a 6hip captain who
sat next to me said it was “half a gale,”
though, judging from the way the wind
shrieked past us, I should not have
thought of using a fraction in describing it.
Suddenly a number of elegantly
Bhaped, slightly built animals appeared
In the distance and rushed toward the
moving train. The wind, the antelopes—

WATEB TOWEB AT WOBK.

to insure Quick Sales and the Closing Out
of Surplus Stock and Special Lots rapidly, we deem it
necessary to make Very Low Prices.

BALANCE OF

for Buch they proved tb be—and the
this has been that on account of the
train engaged in a race, in which the
failure to always direct it in the proper
antelopes for a short time held their own;
course the damage from the tremendous flow of water has been entirely but what most astonished me was that
the antelopes were pursued by great
out of proportion to the effect upon the
fire. Even with the steam engine and gray balls, some of which were from four
the lesser hose, and the greater econ- to live feet in diameter.
Not one of our party oould imagine
omy in the distribution of the water, it
what these were, never having heard of
in
the
of
cases
that
happens
majority
the damage by water is greater than anything of the kind. We watched the
curious sight until the locomotive and
.that by fire.
The objection to the excessive use of the wind left the antelopes and the purwater was one that chemistry was suing balls far behind us. To increase
called upon to remove. Starting with our interest, however, many more such
the principle that it was the atmos- balls could be seen on the windward
pheric oxygen that fed the flame exper- side of the track, piled np against the
iments came to be made at extinguish- wire fences and in ravines and gulleys
ing fires by excluding the oxygen from along our onward route.
I afterward learned that what our
the flame. The first attempt resulted
in a complicated contrivance called a party saw were known to the plainsmen
“fire annihilator.” This was an ar- as “tumble weeds,” and to botanists as
rangement of iron cylinders holding the Cycloloma plalyphylium. It belongs
to a genus of plants that grow in a
water. The cylinders were heated by
thick,
pouring sulphuric acid upon a compo- globe shaped mass of twigs apd small
sition
of
chlorate of potash and branches, attached to their roots each by
The
steam
sugar.
generated was a small stem, which in the fall becomes
forced upon a composition of charcoal,
dry and brittle, and, as the autumn winds
niter and gypsum, and the gas thereby sweep over the prairie, these stems break
generated was turned upon the fire. It off and the tumble weeds go bounding
was a complicated
contrivance, yet ef- away, scattering their seeds as they go.
fective. But soon there came a simpler
Antelopes and jack rabbits, grouse and
invention that has held the palm for prairie dogs are put to flight, cattle are
now nearly a quarter of a
century. stampeded and the roadDeds clogged by
This is a cylinder holdinar a solution of these flying masses of brushwood.—St.
bi-carbonate of soda. At the top of the Nicholas.
cylinder is a bottle of commercial acid,
Humorous Toasts.
held in place by a rod running from the
A
publisher once* gave the following!
stopper through the top of the cylinder.
the fairest work in all crea"Woman,
When this rod is pulled up the bottle retion. The edition is large and no
verses and the acid is poured into the
should be without a copy.”
(solution.
Immediately carbonic acid
This is fairly seconded by a youth
gas is generated in such volume that j
the cylinders have to be made capable | who, giving his distant sweetheart, said,
"Delectable dear, so sweet that honey
of resisting a pressure of as much as
would blush in her presence, and treacle
400 pounds to the square inch. The gas
is discharged through the hose with the ; stand appalled.”
Further, in regard to the fair sex, we
water and coming in contact with the
have: "Woman, she needs no eulogy,
flame acts as one of the most effective
extinguishers known. They are made she speaks for herself.” "Woman, the
bitter half of man.”
of all sizes, from the little thing upon
In regard to matrimony some bachelor
the merchant’s shelf ready at hand
once gave, "Marriage, the gate
for incipient blazes, to the great
through
which the happy lover leaves his endouble cylinder carriage that thunders
chanted ground and returns to earth.”
At the marriage of a deaf and dumb
couple some wit wished them “unspeakable bliss.”
At a supper given to a writer of comedies a wag said; "The writer’s very good
health. May he live to be as old as hi*
*

By the Piece. 15c Per Yaid

Not So Monotonous.

"Your life must lie very monotonous,”
said Gus De Smith, looking in the window of the Austin postoffice at the clerk

stamping letters.
"What makes yon think soT
"It would drive me crazy to be everlastingly pounding letters with a handstamp. It’s the same thing over and

through the city streets behind galloping horses.
There is perhaps in this chemical combination greater possibilities than in
any other existing fire extinguishing
contrivance; and there is reason to believe that in a few years the forces of
chemistry will have displaced those of
mechanics in the extinguishing of fires.
Georg® S. McDowell.

_

THE BALANCE OF CHINA SILKS
at 25c. per yard.

every day.”
"Oh, no, it’s not,” replied the clerk,
"Yesterday I was stamping 27 on the
letters, today it’s 28 and tomorrow HI
be stamping the 29th of the month, so

qna)i<y.

$1-75 BLACK GEOS GHAIN SILK, $1.19.
about 200
yarn warranted.

Only

|

bi'
The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY Is now In the
forty-third year ^ it8 existence.
It
has already paid more than Twenty
live Millions of Dollars to Its policyholders and their beneficiaries and

house-

A

gain.
FINEST 24 INCH SILK PLUSHES
that have been costing frern $2 50 to
$5.00 per yard, all tb be put In at the

one

price, $1.25.

COLORED

DRESS

COODS.

Best 50Id. India Twills,

of more than Six
ana a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

J

3

LINER

i

39c.,

in prices of fur.
Also
a
fine
assortment of
Quilted Lined Circulars at low

prices.

FUR
^larked

CAPES
down

to

prices that

Suitings,

(Marked Down.)
(Marked Down from 50c.)

BLACK DRESS COODS.
Job Lot of All Wool Soliel, very desirable for
Suitings, actual value
$1.00, at only 59c.
One lot «if Black and White Striped
and Plaid, worth from 62 1 2 to 75c.,

at 48c,

One lot Black
cents.

Brilllantines, 12 1-2

Congress

MACKINTOSHES.

Newmarket style, puff shoul.
*A**r*» Silk Lliitd Gapes, tbor.
ouglrly vulcanized, seams can

apart, or the gar.
merit grow hard.
Price $13, reduced from $15.

never come

J. R.

J. R. LIBBY,

all sizes at the above prices.

Fine line of Boys' Shirts and Drawers in Red and
Natural Wool.

LADIES’

j
1

case

UNDERWEAR.

Ladles' Merino

Vests, French neck, pearl

butions. 50o. quality, only 37 I-2c.
1

case

Ladies’ Merino Vests, French neck, sit

stitchins. pearl butions, extra value,
1 case Ladles' Jersey Ribbed

50c.

Ves's, Egyptian

Cotton, fancy woven neck, with ribbon
trimming,
pearl buttons, fashioned, a bargain at
50c.

Pants, superior quality at (he price,

and*

81.00

LADIES’ HOSE.
50 dozen All Wool Ipswich Ribbed, Merino heel
and toe, full regular,
25c,
•dual

value 37 I-3c.

fine fine of Ladies' Cashmere Fibbed Hose,

*■

and

special values at 50o., 75o., $100 and up to
*
$1.50.

llBBY,

J. R.

Congress Street*

Street.

Drawers, clouded,

marked down from 50c.

Boys’ Shirts and Drawers 25o., 39c.( and SOo.;

MUFFS ALL MARKED DOWN.

LADIES’

Drawers,

$1.00.

Pants to match In all the above lines.
Ladies' Camel’s Hair and Natural Wool Vests

One can afford to buy them
for next seastmfat the prices.

All Wool Serges, 89c,

marked down from

and

BOYS’. UNDERWEAR.

CIRCULARS

We are able to sell much under their market
value, as we
purchased a large stock early la
the season before the advance

Drawers, 8I(

Natural Wool Shirts

1 case Ribbed Shirts and

Included In this sale at

FUR

case

75c.,

(Marked down from $1.25 )

Bedford Cords and French
62 l-2c.

LIBBY,

Congress St.

PIANOS.

<

B. Steinert & Sons

Co.

STEINWAY.

WEBER,

CABLE.,
HENNING,
WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.
\

Hv

PIANOS.

11,

“WHO ARE YOU WRITING TO, DEAR?"
“lam answering Mrs. Pinkham’s letter, that reached us at Cairo.
She
has told me just what to do, and I am
much better; besides, she
feeling
has given me a list of places where her
preparations are sold. I found
them here in Alexandria, and have laid in a stock.
My mind is easy now
”
so any time you wish to start, I’m
ready!
sustains the

travelling

abroad find the

Compound invaluable.

We have Just received a large and varied
Stock of Upright and Grand Plano, tor the
Holiday trade.
All of our Instruments are carefully selected

by

vecetable
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Complaints, that

compound

Hark

S5S,*:-TWt
forms °f. F.c"»ale
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Partes*
^r°mb»
the Uterus or Womb,
and Is Invaluable to the

Change of Life.

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT

Dis-

value to ladies.

We will present

article, or sent by mail, in form of Pills or
LYDIA E. PINKHAM MED. CO.. LYNN. MASS.
to Health and Etiquette.” hv Lvdia E. Pinkham. Isnfgreat
copy to anyone addressing us with two 2-cent stamps.

\

a

Jul

eodtt

PHYSICIAN,
Portland.

a cure.

Com^und K rtTT

d--M Illustrated book,entitled “Guide

Wlanaanr

For the treatment of all cronte and complicated diaen»e. that flesh is heir to, all oases
given up as incurable, 1 will take them to make

the Uterus at an early stage, and cheeks
any tendency to
“k°Sh-0*"
bubdues Faintness, Excitability, Nervous Prostration,
Exhaustion
Headache, General Debility,
etncd andn|nW^nr^diS™***? Sto“ach-,,Cures
* °f the Cule of Kidney Complaints ofIndigestion,*
either sex,

n.
zenges, on receipt of aS,
$1.00.
I Lo7?LU

McCOULDRIC,

Mn. 390 1-51 Cangreaa Street,

ranreion«
^anceious Humor,

•he

C.

aec*_

Bearingdown Feeling, Weak
Inflammation, Ovarian Troubles, and all

|S n.f

expert.

540 CONGRESS ST.

It

LYDIA E. PINKHAM »S

an

TUNING, REP AIRING AND POLISHTNd.
Opea
Evening* nnlil January I at.

energies in the most trying climate, and is a faithful friend
whenever needed. Mrs. Pinkham’s
foreign correspondence is very lanre
°
and increases rapidly.

Dr. Reed will not ask you any questions In
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you If you cau he cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicine* are strlckly pure at d put up to suit
each case, he thinks n« can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
becoming an entrauced medium. There
rarson
hppn it arrant nria mw nnAnln n>RA
*_
their lives by maklnu the above mistake
Examinations at my office every day Including Sunday’ from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Examination by
letter, stating their name, place or residence
and age and one stamp. |l.oo.
my2a
d9m
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For Christmas and Sew Years

Hauler’s Candies.
■■

mar

ed&wly

BOYNTON,
547

Congress

8t.

Boys’ Nickel Watches, Warranted
keep good time,

to

A BOTTLE OF

Sciilottfirlieck’s Violet Water,
FOR CHRISTMAS.

■

■

Schlotterbeck & Foss

DAINTY

Celluloid Goods
At Moderate Prices.

Schlotterbeck Jk Foss

i___

White mules
on

1

special prices.

will insure their sale.

$1.00.

assets

Sossesses
Illllon Dollars

Youngbnsband—I got hungry.—.

are In great demand in the South
account of their docility.

Carlyle’s Sneer About Americans.
It ia interesting, now that we are getting toward 63,000,000 in number, to recall Carlyle’s sneer, and revise it up to
date. “What have the Americans done,”
he growled, “but beget, with unexampled rapidity, 20,000,000 of the greatest
bores on the face of the earth?” What,
Indeed, but increase the number forty
odd millions more!—Boston Commonwealth.

•d

keeping?
Mr.
Life.

left.
Erery
wonderful bar-

Are

1 case Natural Wool Shirts and

marked down from $1.25.

ALL OUR PLUSH CLOAKS

see it’s not so monotonous after all.”
Texas Siftings.

A Good ReMon.

up

yards

I*

you

Among the noteworthy things Dr.
Oscar Lenz saw when he traveled
through Morocco awhile ago were two
little rivers that once a year, at the
time of the greatest heat, are filled with
ted water. It is supposed the color
comes either from a strata of red
clay
through which the streams may pass, or
from myriads of little red organisms.
Another curious stream was a large
creek with waters almost as 6alt as
those of the ocean. This creek comes
from great beds of salt, of which it
oarries off a very considerable quantity
in solution. In the dry season the creek
bed is exposed and is found to be covered with a thick incrustation of salt.
give

F.t gular 60 cent

Season’s

Garments
marked down, to close, without
regard to cost or value.
This Season’s Garments all
marked down to prices for im«
mediate sale. We do not pro.
pose to carry any over.
Included In ihi* sale are a lot
of high
priced Sample Gar.
ments. Fur
Trluiineu, In the
Latest Styies. They are genuine
Bur gains.

YARD.

(TO CLOSE).
Every yard worth $1.50. 22 inclues wide and the most sightly
Slik ever offered at »he pri< e for
party, hall or evening dress.
Also very desirable tor Tea
Gowns and Fancy Work.

at only.81.25

!
Lust

UNDERWEAR.

Job lot genuine Bennington, Vermont, Natural
Wool Shirts and Drawers, regular $2.00 qualify,

OUTSIDEGARMENTS

Cut Them.

we

SILK FicURbtl BENGILINES
FEB
50c
WWW*

over

Riven of Red Water.

did you

Ladies’ and Misses’

This marvellous price is si in.
ply 10 close out the lot, as they
aie mostly short
lengths from
one to ten or twelve yards, although there are some Dress
Patterns in the best styles and
colorings still lelt. The regular
values of these goods are from
50 to 75c. yer ymd.

American ladies

From a law critic: "The bench and
the bar. If it were not for the bar,
there would be little use for the bench.”
A shoemaker gave, “May we have all the
women to shoe, and all the men to boot. ”
—London Tit-Bits.

if

MEN’S

OF-

10c. v™.

jokes.”

SIXTEENTH CENTURY HANS PUMP.

CLOSING OUT SALE

SILK GAUZES

DU

few women there. But you will soon
have as many dissolute women as we
unless some measure of reform is inaugurated which shall give woman a
chance even if she has made a false

ing

Preparing to Take Account of Stock,

_A. Al____

UUC«U

the

Jones—Why

R.« LIBBY’S

and, having
brother, in-

ers,

killer.

inownrri-tnr of

and

uniciiLAiiEoca.

tractive speaker.
She is the oldest
daughter of the
great Earl Som-

Druggists.

INDIAN

accom-

Antelopes

i

wa.

,

wwo/ifinnl wnl.m

But it was a steam fire engine, and was
used once at a fire, being then sold and
converted to other uses.
To Cincinnati belongs the credit of
giving the first practical demonstration
of the feasibility of this application of
steam and of making steam fire engines the basis of a fire department of
unequaled efficiency. The first successful engine was built in Cincinnat
by A. B. Latta in 1852. It combined
power, strength, lightness and quicksteaming qualities, and some of its
principles are retained in the perfection
engines of the present day. It was constructed of a stationary engine set on
wheels, a hand engine pump and a
boiler of coiled gas pipe encased in
sheet iron. At the trial steam was
raised in four and one-half seconds and
water was thrown a distance of 176
feet. A larger one was immediately
built on the same plan, capable of
throwing six streams at once, and was
self-propelling, horses being used only
to guide it. The day of the competitive
test of this wonder with its hand pump
rivals was a great event in the history
of the Queen City, and its triumph was
the overthrow of the abominable volunteer system that too often permitted
buildings to fall in ashes while the rival
companies fought for the settlement of
some petty difference.
Ever since man began coming together into communities and building

©

most

a

•

tfcnH5

New York.

Sliu|iS

A few weeks since the Women’s Christian Temperance Union of the United
States was
by the arrival of
of Eastnor castle,
Lady Henry

The First Practical Machine Built iii
1841

in the blood,

Has Cured

|

STEAM FIRE ENGINES.

boyntonT
547 Conifres* St.

Maine

Commercial Travellers’

Association.

“!eetln* and

^tlon of officers
THURSDAY EVENING. Dec 31 1891. nis desired lhat
every
member should be present, as there Is busluess
of Importance to be traimcu d.
aecl7did
GAGE,
will be held at toe rooms,

_C.K.

stiles.

uu

8ec’y.

SACHET POWDER
lOc

Silver Picture tiumesfor Card and
r"h' 't
Photographs, all the la»<s
<XWX4

NOTICE.

Package.

Schlotterbeck & Foss

niHCELLANKOUI4.

He looks here as Hamlet, Um
melancholy Dane, may have looked io
some of his moods.
The portrait is very

SANCTUM TRAGEDIES.

_

pressed.

unlike the engravings that appear is
the various editions of Poe’s works,
and very unlike the man described io
the poem on “The Portrait of Poe.”
If there are any other original poi>
traits of Poe than the two here spoken
of, I should like to know of them.
Ex-Mayor Hall, of New York, has recently published his memories of Poe,
but I apprehend that he does not clearly
remember the personal appearance oi
the bewitching American author, whom
he saw nearly half a century ago, and
who died of delirium tremens when not
yet forty years old.

1 Few Sketches from the Pen of

'Sm

John Swim 01.

—V
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The Dead March of Editors

—

The Writer

of “The Raven”—A Squad of Blundersome Doctors—Reminiscences and Anecdotes.
| COPYRIGHT, 1891.1
A HUNDRED DEAD EDITORS.

Mr. S. A. ESTES
Is

of Waterville’s most Popular

one

Shoe Dealers.
Testifies

—

I have used

Groder’s Botanic

Dyspepsia Syrup,

and I think it is the best medicine
for Biliousness, Indigestion, Constipation and Stomach trouble that I ever tried.
Have been subject to Dyspepsia for over
twelve years and have tried nearly all
kinds of medicine, without receiving any
benefit until I used Groder's Syrup. I advise all sufferers to try it. It is a wonderful

The other day I set down the names
of about a hundred of the dead editors
and leading writers of New York daily
papers whom I had known in their lifetime. I recalled their appearance, their
traits, their powers, their work, their
I recalled my first
career and its end.
editorial chief, the accomplished young
Raymond of the Times, at the time he
was the rival of Greeley, of the Tribune,
and Bennett, of the Herald. I recalled
the sledgehammer men who covered
broad sheets with their blows, the dramatic critics, the yarn spinners, moral
reformers, humorists, book reviewers.

I

remedy.
S. A. Estes, Shoe Dealer,
38 Main

Street,
Waterville, Me.

TO prove!

THE

bTi^ICINeI

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
Belling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Bead guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Because it is Belaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
or Morphia.
It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

THE 6R0DER DYSPEPSIA CURE

COMPANY,

WATEBTILLE, MAINE.

TTBSdp&wcheachlns

CHRISTMAS.

FOR

Ditson

s

Music Books.

Latest Series! Just Issued!
Brilliant but easy pieces

Ne Pins Ultra Ballad Collection.
160 pages.

Latest and best songs.

Ne Pins Ultra Sonar and Chorus ColPn.
Each soug has

ringing chorus.
Ne Plus Ultra Dance Collection.
Every style of dance music; not difficult.
All these hooka at e large abeel music aiie.
a

ANY VOLUME SENT POSTPAID FOR 50c.

OUTER DITSON COMPANY. Boston.
Jly7

| partisan scribblers, philosophers, rhyn»
sters and writers of other kinds, nearly
all of whom

are now

unknown,

even

by

name, to the men who within a few

have taken their places. The
ifame that the daily press gives to its
votaries, or to the most of them, is
1 shortlived, though some among them
,are apt to think it will last a few years
at least.
! In glancing over this list of dead
editors buried within a score of years, I
am struck by the fact that not a few of
the names in it belonged to men whose
lives came to a direful end and at least
one half of them did not live to middle
jage. Three if not four of them were
imurdered; as many more lost their
I reason; as n^any more men were killed
■by accident! not a few shortened their
■lives by indulgence in liquor, and at
'least a dozen died in the straits of

lyears

I have not yet got quite through,
however, with the hundred men on my
ilist. Some of them, like Bryant, Bennett,
'Stanton, Bartlett, Hastings, Briggs and
others, livedjto a green old age, prosperous and competent to the last, turning
out “copy” daily till the fires of life
were darkened.
The record of the dead editors of New
j
York is not by any means all direful or
doleful; there are streaks of light across
the slip of paper before me containing
the names of a hundred of them whom
ji Knew m tneir metime.
t

Ne Pins Ultra Piano Collection.
160 pages.

JOHN 8WINTON.

f

Tu&Fri&wly
WIT AND WISDOM.

Would Need It.

Elderly Widow—Well, there, I believe I’ve
the bequests I wish to make; still I
find ten thousand remaining.
Mutual Friend—Oh, 1 bat’s all right. It will

made all

take all of that to prove 1 hat you were of sound
mind when you made your will.—Pittsburg

Chronicle-Telegraph.

Physicians and scientists recommend Hall’s
Hair Benewer lor gray and thin hair.
Worse than the Inquisition.
Young Wife—I don’t like that cooking school
teacher. She has neither patience nor consideration. She’s actually cruel.
Husband—Great snakes! She doesn’t really
mnke you eat the things, does she?—New York
Weekly.

THE AUTHOB OF “THE

BAVEN."
Allen Poe” is

4*The Portrait of Edgar
the theme of a poem in wliicll we are
told of Poe’s “magnetic face,” “trans-

j«

parent brow,

”

”

“sweetimperious mouth,
“planet-calin eyes,” “dark floating
hair,” “poetic presence.” Now I would
like to know from which of Poe’s portraits this description was drawn.
There are in this city, so far as I know,
but two portraits of that wonderful,
weird, wild American genius, Edgar
Allen Poe, author of “The Raven.”
One of them is an oil painting in the
gallery of the New York Historical society, and the other, which is a water
color, oabinet size, showing half the
figure, belongs to me, and is now before
me.
The oil painting does not accord
with the above description of Poe’s appearance, and the water color is far
from being in accord with it. I was
once told by the late Charles F.
Briggs,
who was Poe’s partner in the editorship of the Broadway Journal, that
this water color is a capital likeof
its
feature
ness
subject, in

Decidedly Promising.
Handsome Tutor—Now, Miss Ethel, we take
up the verb “amo.” Are you qnite prepared to

conjugate?
Young Pupil—La, Mr. Primus, how—how sudden you are!—Chicago Tribune.

speedily

EDGAB ADLAN POE.

one.

Bessie (notexactly satified)—But wh»tif the
ke children?—Chicago Tribune.

janitor doesn't i

Every Inflammation, and all Pain subdued
Aim

■

uicu

uy

Avoia

wi»a ajcvrua,.

itations.

cruaeim-

Woman’s Way.
Mr. Wickwire—What are you diviDg into my
overcoat poci-ets for? There Is noihing in
them you ought to see
Mrs. Wickwire—No? Hut T thought there
possibly might be something or other! ouiht
not to see.—lu 'ianapolis Journal.
—

t

■

Baby cried,
Mother

sighed,

Doctor prescribed

:

Castoria!

No Profit in the Prophet.
“And you never read newspaper humor?'*
“Not that which Is labelled as such. I save
all the papers issued just before election, and
after the returns have come ini overhaul ihe
file and read the piedictions as to the result.
Oh I I tell you, Its royal fun. ’—Philadelphia

Press.

commended.

laughed merrily

This

new

at the stories I

doctor
told of

prognosis of the case. When asked
what would be his fee for this surprising prognosis, he replied four shillings,
but that other visits would bo half that
rate.
I secured his services for the
season, took the drugs which he gave,
enjoyed the hills, the sunshine and the
breeze in his company, grew jocund
while he sang the songs of life among
the heather, got well as the months
sped along, and took ship in due season
back to New York, where I looked up
the doctors of prognostication who had
declared me to be a doomed man a year
before and charged prodigious fees for

Ayers’ Sarsaparilla braces up the system;
and invigorates. Invalids need It.

Forebodings.
Bessie (aged 6)—Mamma, what k'nd of a
bouse will I live In if I go to heaven?
Mamma—I don’t know, exactly, dear, but
it will be a beautiful, happy and delightful

liad

the doctor he

my experiences with my prognosticating and costly medical advisers in New
York, and at once gave a favorable

puiilles

That distressing disease, the piles, is
relieved and cured by Ayer’s Pills.

Highland
spoken of, and there saw

when
he
and
was
expression,
in this city, reflecting the idiosynof
the
man
known
as
crasies
by his works and the record of
his life. It was painted in 1843, six years
before Poe’s death, and when he was
thirty-two years old. The expression
of the face is mystical, abstracted, pathetic. The forehead is broad, and is
very largely developed in the locality
of the temples, and in the regions to
which the phrenologists ascribe the
ideal and imaginative faculties. There
Is “speculation in those eyes,” and there
are also emotion, suffering and despair.
The mouth is fastidious, and on the lips
are scorn and contempt—a certain helpless expression of scorn. A rather weak
chin terminates an oval face, the cheeks
of which are sunken, and along the
sides of which are narrow whiskerstrips. The dark hair of the head is cut
rather short and curls slightly. On
every feature and part of the face, the
peculiar traits aud qualities of Poe are
Visibly, profoundly aud paiufuily ex*

the blunder-headed prognosis.
These experiences merely show that
some eminent doctors may sometimes
make mistakes in regard to the prognosis of their cases; and if any one of
them were to say that the last vowel in
the plural of prognosis is the second
vowal in the alphabet 1 should promptly admit the accuracy of his scholarship in regard to that formidable word.
John Swinton.

His Many Duties.

Clara (at Simpkins’ gTand hop)—
Didn’t Miss Muslin’s ball dress reach
her in time to-day?
Maud—I believe so.
Clara—Then how does it happen that
Bhe isn’t here?
Maud—It came C. O. D.—Cloak Review.
Chappie’s Way.
reminds me of

Cora—Chappie
clamation point.

an ex-

Dora—How so?
Cora—He is always after alas!—N. Y.
Herald.
wind, which penetrates and chill%
Doth bj'lfig to njmd my unpaid tailor-bills.
-Jud«* I
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eral to-morrow,” said I, by way of defining the situation, “what routine of
work should I have to perform?”
“Well,” said Mr. Miller, in a full-bodied baritone of deliberate and leisurely
enunciation, “to put it in a word, the
attorney general is the lawyer for the
government. He is called upon to deliver opinions on all matters involving
legal discrimination, that come before
the president, or before the secretaries,
provided, in the case of secretaries, that'
they can show the matter in question
to be one which it falls within their
scope to have determined. Every sort
of'legal question is referred to this office from the sources named. The state
department contributes many; then
there is much from the treasury—fiscal
questions: the interior department,
which includes the patent office, gives a
great number; opinions have to be delivered regarding the Indians and the
land laws.”
“But must you, Individually, pass
upon all these questions?” I asked, beginning slowly to feel that I would probably decline the office of attorney general, should it be tendered to me.
“There are three assistants here who
write opinions,” Mr. Miller replied, lookc*f)iA nnrfwAU

tUo

man.

tlepiece, and playing with a pair of eyeglasses mounted in black enamel. "The
solicitor general acts when I am absent:
and there is a secretary in the supreme
court. It is not absolutely incumbent
upon the attorney general to arguri
Mr. Garland, I believe, argued
cases,
I shall have but eight or ten this
none,
term. Of course, I am responsible for
what is done in my .office."
"Against whom are your argument)*
delivered?” I inquired.
"Well,” said Mr. Miller, with a slight
smile, "I am in the opposite category to
that of the newly-landed Irishman, who,
you remember was agin’ the government, be it what it might. I am for the
—>
government in

everything*"

'cisions
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have to be

carefully investigated, and
any tendency to overcharge checked.
This makes a constant struggle for expenses. It is irksome business, and the
system is a bad one. I have suggested
that it be reformed. As it is now there
is naturally an effort on the part of
attorneys to make all they can. The
case is similar in journalism between
space-writers and salaried writers. The
former are tempted to send in as much
material as possible; the latter are only
interested to do well the work they have
to do.”
“Is there any particular class of
crimes,” I inquired, “which is more
likely than another to come before
you?”
“No; not specially as to the nature of
the crime; but, for instance, we have

fob

—

Haskell £ Jones,
MEN S
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OUTFITTERS,

•

Moauuieut Square.

dee'Jeodtf

about

16,000 of such prisoners, as distinguished
from those who are confined in state
prisons. We employ examiners to investigate the proceedings of all officials
concerned in the trial and sentencing
I of federal prisoners, except, of course,
the judges, who are not subject to our
supervision. Most of the federal prisoners are such as have been sentenced
(to long terms. Three-fifths of the
whole number of them are confined in
three prisons—in Columbus, in Detroit
! and another.
These are considered ta
I be model prisons. If any abuses arise
we see that they are corrected.”
“And I suppose you are applied to
i
also in the matter of pardons?”
“Yes, we have as many as ten or
'twelve applications for pardons come to
us every week.
It is one of the most
painful functions we have to discharge.
There is the conflict between the natural desire to be meroiful, and the demands of duty. The applications are
first referred by the pardon clerk to
(the court of the district attorney, then
a brief is made out and submitted to
me, and again submitted by me to Prest
ident Harrison. He looks it over be-*
fore affixing his signature. I have the
appointment, by the way, of all district attorneys. And in all matters in
which attorneys are employed in case^
at a distance, I have to fix the fees.
There is, of course, a regular fee bill;,
but in addition to that, there are incidental and fortuitous matters for which

COATS

Beautiful Nickwrar, Pine (.lore*, Silk
(liable I Inn, «nuen, Scarf Pina, Hleere
Button*. Elegant
Fancy
Niqhl
Miii t«, Silk Muffler*, Silk Ini*
tial llalkfa,, etc., etc.

(courts?”
on an average

HOUSE
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Holiday buyers:

a

“Yes,

and

You can’t select a more useful gift, or one
that a man will appreciate more, than one of
those comfortable Neglige Garments. Our line
this year is far superior in quantity anil quality
to those we have shown in previous seasons,
<
and the prices arc exceedingly low for this class
! of eoods. We carry them in sizes from 84 to I
44. You should call and look over our stock
before the assortment Is broken. Here Is a list
of articles which we make a specialty of for

volume.”
“Is it true that you exercise a supervision over all prisoners in federal

ileast

—

I

I Christmas Presents.

Jago.”

j

Break fast Jackets

1

able

osi<Aoa

The Absent One.

_

How the Aitorney Occeral Performs

ofj

poverty.

Qc.

j

I remarked that, great as the amount
of work must be, the sense of responsi--~.
bility must be even more wearing.
“Well, yes, one does feel that; but
We learn to
one gets used to it, too.
think of the work itself more than of
the contingencies. A good many questions oome here, connected with the
government reservations; and we must
H. is ths Lawyer for the Government—'
with violations of the customs and
'deal
Needed Reform* 1“ the Department
revenue laws, which have been preof Justice—HI* Peculiar Methsented in the courts and appealed; such
ods of Work.
cases must be argued here.”
“Is there anything else?”
| COPYRIGHT, 1891.1
“Yes; an important function of the
The department of justice is a formiddepartment is the supervision of all the
name for a building suggesting
marshals
and
district
attorneys
architectural features of the most mathe United States, as to
throughout
;
jestic and awful description. And there' matters of government policy and as to
and imposing public
are handsome
iexpenditures. Then we have to pass on
buildings in abundance in Washington, ! the titles of lands acquired by the govbut the building consecrated to the deThere have been, of late
; 'eminent.
partment of justice depends for its im- jyears, more great constitutional quespressiveness rather upon its name and
tions decided in the attorney-general’s
the dignity and importance of its func-,
office than for a long time previously;
tions, than upon anything contributed/ such, for example, as that in which
by the builder and decorator.
'justice Field was concerned some time
It is a red stone structure of fair dimensions, that looks as if it might havej 1
“And are records of all these judgebeen intended for a warehouse or merments kept by the department?’*
cantile establishment; but, as an after“Oh, yes,” said Mr. Miller. He part*
thought, the flag of the United States
had been hoisted upon it, and Justice; jly turned in his seat and indicated a
{bookcase full of large, leather-bound
had taken up her headquarters there.
ivolumes. “There they are. And since
You enter by way of a sort of wooden
I have been here there have been deshed or lean-to at one end. are lifted bv'

SQUAD OF BLURDRRSOMB DOCTORS.
I have had some lively times with my
doctors in Ne w York and there can be
no harm in telling of them.
Some time
from
I
a
back
ago got
foreign country,
to which they had sent me as a last resort, and from which they thought I j
would never return. 1 had been laid up
for a long time with a complication ol
maladies which threatened to put an
end to life, and an eminent member oi
the medical faculty, a worthy and wise
practitioner, looked after the case.
Months passed away without recovery.
He came to think that the case looked
desperate and made his thoughts known
with proper gravity to others than my*
self. “What is the progress?” 1 asked
the elevator to the first floor, and see,
him one day, and ho admitted that it
was not favorable, soon after which it i over a doorway the legend: “The Attorseemed proper to provide for his fees.
jney General.”
In order to make sure of the case and to
Entering, you find yourself in a narrow ante-room, with chairs along the'
see whether anything farther could be
done in it, he suggested the calling of a i wall, in one of which an attendant, to'
whom you have stated your errand,
council of highly distinguished medicos,
asks you to be seated a moment.
and next day the council was held in
As I sat there, a middle-aged man, of
the sick chamber as I lay abed. They
middle height, clad in a rather rusty,
examined the case, in which they found
anomalous symptoms, and it soon be- : suit of dark cloth, passed through the
came evident from their looks and whisroom, and disappeared by an inner
perings—which were, of course, noticed door. Judging from his general apby the patient—that they regarded it aa pearance, he might have been one
the minor clerks of the department.'
dangerous. They went into an adjaBut when, after a few moments, I fpl-v
cent room to exchange views in private,
and when they returned after a time, to
lowed to the apartment beyond, there
take another look at me, I saw by the
increased sobriety of their faces, that
there was no hope. “What is the prognosis?” I asked, the reply to which was
a dry smile, and “What is the price oi
it?” the answer to which came next
morning in the shape of a bill for §50 for
the consultation. In order to settle the
iwhole business beyond doubt, another
highly distinguished medico, whom we
r
will call Dr. Pantagmel, and who has
the reputation of “always being able to
forecast the result of an illness that is
sure to be fatal,” was next called in.
He gazed at me, felt my pulse, 6melt
my forehead, asked a few questions, and
gave his opinion that the sufferer was
in serious straits. The prognosis was
unfavorable, and the price of it was £20.
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AT WORK.
| “Is he dead yet?” asked an enterprising
newspaper reporter who knocked at
sat the middle-aged man at the largo
the door one night after midnight.
table in the middle of the room, and, as
After a short time I found out, as
he turned his face toward me, I saw
patients are apt to find out, the real that he was the
attorney general himopinion of the medical advisers. The self.
regular doctor, the three eminent i His countenance, indeed, was far
doctors who held consultation, and the
from being as commonplace as his
highly distinguished doctor who sed
aspect
otherwise,, ne is of somewhat
a
his proboscis as
mortality detector,
but sinewy habit, with broad
spare,
had pronounced my doom, saying caui and prominent cheek bones and a pair
tiously that recovery was not to be
of remarkably clear and penetrating
looked for and that the end was apeyes. His hair and short beard are
proaching.
i
1
greyish, his nose a long, finely cut
Still indulcrinff a nrivnte doubt of tb*
aquiline, his upper lip short, his chin
accuracy of their prognosis, I deprominent.. Ilis forehead is broad «nd
termined that, before death and burial,
imposing and developed at the corners.
I would go over the seas and abroad.
His look is sagacious, honest, resolute
I took ship from this port and in a fortand devoid of self-consciousness. His
night was on the shores of the MediterI should suppose, is retentive in
mind,
ranean, with no change from my morimemory,
orderly in ideas, full of knowlWhen
I
to
bund condition.
Nice,
got
edge, judicious and bold. He is swift
a Scotch doctor living there was sent
of apprehension, circumspect but firm
for. He came in a lively way, exin decision, and all his faculties are
amined the case, noted the symptoms,
lightened and broadened by a quiet
which were those of nervous prostrasense of humor.
I fancy I could have
tion, gave some advice, left some mediknown him anywhere for a lawyer,
there
was
cine and said
good prospect
and for a great lawyer. Were he to
of recovery. “Is that your prognosis,
sit on the English bench, clad in a wig
“And what is its
“It is.”
doctor?”
and robes of state, he would look a
price?” “Ten shillings,” as he smiled. lord chief
justice.
“But,” said I, “I have paid the New
Republican simplicity takes away
York doctors more than twenty times
everything
picturesque; but it cannot
the
as much for a prognosis just
oppotake away the features and the mind of
site of that!” He smiled again, repeated
a man competent to perform
high duhis visits at a cheaper rate on subseThe
room in which
ties.
Genin
Attorney
and
a
month I was
quent days,
eral Miller sits is. hung round with the
somewhat improved somehow. When
of many former attorneys,
springtime came, he advised me to portraits
but none of the painted visages
genera];
summer
the
the
Scotch
spend
among
seemed to me to represent a man better
mountains where he knew a doctor to
suited to the arduous and important ofbe recommended. I took the advice,
fice
than is the present incumbent.
hamlet
lie
had
set out for the
A
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A OEAT LAW OFFICE.
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COMPOUND SYRUP OF HYPO PHOSPHITES
Cures Consumption. Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Scrofula, and all Wasting
]3iS68iS6di
It is pleasant and palatable to take as honey. Does not produce Nausea,
and la easily assimilated.
Its strengthening effects are almost immediate.
It does not come up to assert itself semi occasionally after being swallowed, as other Emulsions certainly do.
•It is a Great Producer of BONE and MUSCLE.it purifies the Blood, and
patients gain rapidly in welghtwhile taking it.
It is a true Emulsion, the onlyonethatis always ready, always alike, and
that never has a thick, gummy, and greasy blob at the top to upset the
patient’s stomach.
It is used in all the leading hospitals.
It is prescribed by the most eminent physicians in the United States
and Canada, and many assert that it is
__

...

THE

BEST
Ask your

EMULSION

IN

THE

_

...

c

MARKET.

Druggist for It, AND TAKE NO OTHER.

MS8EE EMULSION GO.,

Madeira,
W&34W
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REIGHARDT’S PERFUMERY
-FOR TIIE-

HOLIDAY

TRADE.

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF THESE STANDARD ODORS
AMONG WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING:

had more to do with the crimes committed in the territories, and especially YLANG
YLANG, WHITE ROSE, JOCKEY CLUB, CASHMERE
in the Indian territory, which was a
LILY. WILD ROSE, VIOLET, HELIOTROPE, MAY
Now that
great hot-bed for crime.
THE VALLEY,
BLOSSOM, LILY OF
Oklahoma has been settled, however,
j
PINK
FRANG1PANNI
.CLOYE
the courts there attend to the offenses
AND
MOWN
HAY.
NEW
against law. The fact is, this is a great
big law office—that's what it is—and
We take pleasure in recommending these perfumes to our patrons feeling that they
administrative, too.”
will give entire satisfaction. They are put up in a handsome stoppered bottle containing
“And how much time a day do you a half pint, for only S1.50 each, or sold by the ounce at 20 cents.
give to the transaction of all this business, Mr. Miller?” asked I; though my
personal ambition toward the attor320
Street.
ney generalship had been fully and
dec23_~_dtl
cured
some
while
before.
finally
“Well, I get down here never later
than half-past eight, and I don’t get
away again before five,” was the reply.
“Yes, those are longer hours than the
clerks have to keep, but it’s the same
as any law business,
except that you
haven’t the same option as to what
you'll undertake that you have in pri-

Congress

„„

<■

vate

practice.”

“You are an Indiana man, are you
not?” I inquired.
“I was born in New York, but I
moved out to Indiana and practiced law
there,” he said. “Mr. Harrison and I
came into business relations then. Since
18761 have seen Mr. Harrison about
every day.”
“Did it ever occur to you, in those
days, that you might bo sitting here?”
i never naa tne
sngntest anticipation of such a thing. In fact, I may
B3,f that, until within three months of
my coming here, the idea of holding a
public office had never presented itself
to my mind.”

And certainly only a high motive
could have induced him to accept the
office when it was tendered to him.
From the pecuniary point of view, a
lawyer of Mr. Miller’s attainments
could certainly make more in private
practice than his salary as attorney
general would amount to; while the
character of the man entirely precludes the idea that money will come
to him through any irregular channel.
In the hands of such men as these the
affairs of the country are safe. They
are men of great abilities, and their
reputation is too dear to them to allow of
their exerting those abilities otherwise
than to the interest and for th$ best interests of the government.
The volumes which Mr. Miller contributes to
the library of the attorney general are
not likely to be the least valuable of
that valuable collection.
Jut.iaK Hawthosnx.
iu

There is a doctor by the name of Miller
nearly every town in Missouri,

MARK DOWN SALE.
Millett, Evans & Co.
To close balance of Christmas Goods, we
offfer today what are left at marked dowai
prices. All in need of gifts for Hew Year*
should take advantage of this opportunity.

Millett, Evans & Co.,
517
dec2»

Congress

and 7 Casco Streets.
dS(

PORTLAND

DAILY

PRESS

-AND

MAINE STATE PKESS.

Subscription Kates.
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 lor six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
Daily. (Notin advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Tress, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1
months; 60 cents a quarter; 25 cents
subscription of six we> ks.
Persons wishing to leave town for
short periods may have the addresses
papers changed as often as desired.

for six
for trial

long

or

of their

Advertising Kates.
In Daily Tress $1.50 per squire, first
Three inserweek; 75 cents per week after.
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special notices, on first page, one third

Iddithuial.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2 OO per
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1 60 per square.
Wants, To Lets, For Sales and similiar advertisements, 25 cents per wet k, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no dtsnlav. Displayed advertisements under these heading will be
charared at. rer/ular rates.

In Maine .-tate Pkess-81.00 per square
or first Insertion and 6t> cents per square for
each subsequent Insettiou.

THE
WEDNESDAY,

PRESS.
DK EH BEII

30.

It is very evident that the opinion of the
best lawyers of New York is against the
legality of Gov. Hill’s act in pardoning
Election Inspector Welch, who was sent to
Jail for contempt of court. The authorities on the other side are few and not distinguished. Hiii’s pardon was recognized
by the prison officials and Welch released,
so that the Governor's usurpation has accomplished its purpose. But if Hiii’s term
did not expire on the first of J anuary, before
the legislature meets, bis act would proba.
get an overhauling in the body. As it is,
only punishment be is likely to receive
Is the condemnation of the best elements
of the people, which is not a very severe
one for a man of Hill’s stamp.
The discussion will not be without profit, however, as it will be likely to deter any future
governor from repeating Hill’s act or doing
one of a cognate character.

affects cattle, but is liable to be transmitted
to human beings, giving rise to tubercular
consumption. Several years ago the State
College herd were all killed because this
disease had appeared among them, and
since then hundreds of cattle have been
put to death after being appraised and
paid for by the State, for the same reason.
Among our cattle the disease is practically
exterminated. But the neighboring State
of Massachusetts has done practically
nothing to suppress the disease within its
limits, though its cattle commissioners
have year after year testified in their reports to the great danger of the disease
and to its great prevalence. Dr. Bailey
has proved out of their own mouths that
the State is full of it, that cattle affected
with it are frequently killed and used for
food, that the milk from them is distributed in the cities, and that sick animals are exported into this and other
States. It becomes evident, therefore, that
if this State is to be kept free from the
disease some means must be taken to prevent the introduction of tuberculous
cows
from Massachusetts. The surest
method would be to prohibit the Importation of cattle from that State altogether,
but as the Supreme court of the United
States has held that this is beyond the
power of a State to do the only resource is
to quarantine the cattle after they are
brought into this State long enough to determme whether they are healthy or diseased. This the commissioners have done,
and their action
will undoubtedly be
heartily approved by the Maine public.
The quarantine regulation if faithfully
carried out will effectually prevent the introduction of any more diseased cattle into
this State, and at the same time will
have a tendency to awaken public sentiment in Massachusetts, which has been
unaccountably indifferent to the importance of attacking, this disease within its
own borders.

ODD SORT OF SLAVERY.
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In the first
gascar, with

place all the land in Madacomparatively few exceptions, belongs nominally to the queen,
but actually to the government. At the
present moment and for many years past
the government is and has been com-

pletely centered in and despotically ruled
by the prime minister, Rainilaiarivorny,
who besides his original wife has married two successive queens of Madagascar.
Fortunately for himself and his
family his rule has, on the whole, been
wise as well as vigorous.
In the Sakalava expedition, out of tens of thousands
of peasants who
semuieu,

anu

were

summoned,

as-

even

partially armed
throughout the country, only about 2,000
could be actually laid hold of, and a few
months of fever and numerous desertions quickly reduced this number.
Similarly in the alluvial gold fields,
which are being worked by forced labor
upon the enormous nominal royalty of
55 per cent to the government (45 per
cent, is divided among the foreign
shareholders, directors and superintendents), immense exertions have to be constantly made to keep up the supply of
forced labor.

IS

auvvuu
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most important points tnat operators
in the stock market'consider Bre> first, securing
the earliest information on the market; and,
second, the execution of orders.
We believe the dally market letter of our New
York correspondents,
The two

Dividend*, IV4

nR HAYNES’

"ARABIAN,

BalsaM
One of the Best Medicines Evei
for

CASES OK PAIN AND INFLAMMATION.
This excellent compound Is achieving the most
signal triumphs, astonishing many who have occa*
Bioo to use it by the cei*tainty with which it relieved
them or their sufferings, both
externally and inVyrn*
rlly. It is safe and certain in its action.
*}?r Burns, Poisonina, Erys1 'las. Inflammation
°.r the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, Mafness, Rheumatism, Pains in Side, Back ox Shoulders, Piles
Sore Throat, Croup or Bronchitx

$1

at al.

druggists.

aTsONS, Frop’s,
pboyibence, x. i

E. MORGAN
aplb

The Wonderful Goal-Saver

DESTROYS the Deadly COAL GAS,
SAVES 25 per cent, of the FUEL,
Lessens the Smoke,'Soot and Ashes.
For Sale by ell Grocers.
STANDARD COAL ft FUEL CO.
06 Equitable Building, BOSTON'.

AFTER EATING
~1
A HEARTY DINNER!
f

you have that feeling of distress, or perhaps
I you are a sufferer frAm Heartburn, Acidity, I
I Gastric Pressure, Indigestion or kindred Stom- f
t ach Troubles; if so,

t

|

j
J
f

i
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LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

about that this most
branch of the national wealth

A Problem in Mathematics.

A vessel divided into “forty-two thirty-seconds” was discovered at the custom house when the official papers of
the schooner H. C. Mousley were
being
changed from a registered to a coasting
craft. Forty-two owners were marked
on the papers, each
owning a thirty-second part of the craft. What to do about
the matter puzzled the captain
very
much, but he left feeling that he had
not only the largest vessel under the
American flag, but the biggest in tho

world.—Philadelphia Record,
A

Play

Fledgeley—I

jewelry

That Failed.

see

that bow knots in

very fashionable.
Gwendolen—Bean knots have always
been fashionable.
And sbe thought she heard the dull
thud of the setting sun, as the young
man showed no signs of intelligence.—

Newton, Mass.
Marblehead, Mass.
Cambridge, Mass.
Dallas, Tex., Gold
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4s
4s
6s
5s
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Kansas City, Mo., 20-year
Wichita, K*«.6s
6s
Menominee, Mich.
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186 Middle

SOLICIT

ONE

TRIAL.
dim*

BOYNTON,

A NEW

IMPORTATION OF
id

PERFUME

Gladstone,

Mich.

...

Solid

Congress

Silver

every one
ranted, $6, $8, $10.

war*

CIGAR, JEWEL k TOILET
9b

0.
Wis.

SSMiss Harriet Hosmer will got $25,000 for
the Queen Isabelle of Castile,” to be unveiled at the opening of the women’s department of the World’s Fair.

.

.

•

.

.

.

6s

7s
5s

Falls, Mont.
Creston, Iowa
Great

•

.

•
Canton, 0.,
Wash.
0<tkesdale,

.

.

Austin, Cook County, III.

Harlan, Iowa
Pullman, Wash. Gold
Kansas City, Kas.
Chamberlin, So. Dakota
.

.

desirable investment fer Trust
Foods.

These bonds

istered if desired.

Seattle Street Bail way
Ashland, Wig. Water Co.
Waterloo, Iowa Water Co.
Fredonia, Kas., Water Co.
S^dalia, Mo., Water Co.
Pittsburg, Kas., Water Co.

Send for circular giving
detailed descriptions and

N. W. HARRIS &
Chicago,

New

BANKERS,
Cor. middle and

Issue Letters of Credit, available la all parts ot
tbe world. Buy aud sell Exchange on prlticP
pal European Cities.

at

the

po rtlan d

THE LATEST STYLES

Interest allowed

on

ALWAYS

SATISFACTORY

WEEK

-SUPPORTED

yitUaY.M
SATURDAY
EVENING)

35 and

dec28dtf

5th Popular!

Interest Guaranteed*

AT CITY HALL,
Friday Even’s, January 8.

OF 81SRISET1E, WIS., 6 s.
and Interest Guaranteed*

>

4

By the World Renowned Explorer, Writer and
Lecturer—Mr. Paul B,

:-FOB SALE BY-

CO.,

BANKERS,
Exchange

irer Age
O'ph***

50 Cents.

City Water Company

dj2

_

Popular Prices. 15. 35,

COMPANY

H. S3. PAYSON &

CO.

Cast to full extent ol the Popular Company.

6’s.

Principal

MATINEE)

“

Jamestown, W. Y,,

and

STOCK

WEDNESDAY.D«<Ta «irl
T H URSDA Y.«.« «««,.,• •.Fntich.il

$ 15,000

Principal

BY—

Change ot Bill each Night.

I-

DU CHAILLU.

Street.^

Author of “Th» Country of the Dwarfs”
“Wild Life Under the Equator.” “The
Viking Age,” ‘-stories of ihe Gorilla
Country,” “The Laud of the

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,
RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, floe President.

Midnight Sun,”

SUBJF.CT—“Trarels

ia Equatorial
of tbe Oorilia, etc.”

Africa—Discovery

C. 6. ALLEN Cashier.

Deposits in

SAVINGS

ILLUSTRATED.

our

DEPARTMENT

Reserved Meaca 50 and 75 cents.
Admission 35 cents; Children and pupils of all schools
25 and 35 cents. Now on sale at Stockbndg’s.
U

..

uwinni v

<m

(PENN.,)

»

a

i»iv

»w«

11

>

wiui

L.

11/

1

11.

^

T\
L/lt

Cbaillu iick-ts on the Maine Ontr.l Grand
Trunk acd Poitland ss Rochester railroads.
JT'«n. (i h, The Whitney M ckbridxe Concert
Company, (six artists.) Tickets boo, 76c and
$1.00.
■k
13th The Dudley Buck Quartette (of
N. Y ) and the s. Tickets H5c, 50o. 7^c.
tfwtb. Leland T. Powers and the Mvron
W. Whitney Quartette.
Tickets 36c 60c, 76c.
„«**«»•• J'tn s*lr Edwin Arnold (of London.
Tickets
Eng.)
60c, 76. and St tO.
Tickets now ou sale to all of the above.
dlw
dec»5_

AT

CILBERT’ST-

RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY.
Scliool
Monday Evening.
First Mortgage 6 Per Cent B1U, FRIDAY BVBIIYS, J1SUAHY1.
dec28_

Cold Bonds. Due July ly 1911.

3rd

ntt

annuIldrT LAS 0
—

INTEREST JAN. 1st and JULY 1st.

PRICE, PAR AND INTEREST.

EBED E RICHARDS 4 CO.,
BANKERS,

NWi-juiine unless, stamp**'*n. & P.*
MW&Ftl

LOT lUtO P’S

dtt

SUPPLY

*»«.

MiX FREEMAN,

Cashier.

WATER

ONLY.

-AND-

R. Small, Marshall R. Coding,
Stephen
President.

*

oct2f

Lessee and Manager.

KATHERINE ROBER

deposits.

Both Principal and Interest payable in Boston.

THEREFORE

dtf

Theatre.

•

time

THE HOST DURABLE
THE BEST W0RKHAN5H1P.

‘l.d’,

Commencing Mondav. Dee.
Saturday Hlatlnee.

Accounts of Individuals,Arms and corporations
received on favorable terms.

ALLENTOWN i BETHLLHEW

THE NEWEST SHADES

Cheque Bank,

LonitON.
AMUSEMENTS.

Capital and Profits $1,100,000.

Jiyi

PERFECT FITTING

dtf

J. B. BROWN & SONS, Bankers;

Agent-

In small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

KID GLOVES

Exchange St*.

dec21_

PORTLAND, ME,

York,
dc30,Jau2-4

Price 98 1-3

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

Q. E. LOTHROP,

GO.,

Boston.

b- reg-

can

and interest.

$5,000
6s
6s
6s
6s
6s
6s
6s

the Interest

paying 6 per cent, dividends
the stock, these bonds are a

on

Street, Portland, Maine.
dtt

febl4

6s
5s
5s
7s
5s
6s
7s
5s
6s

uiupaiiy is earning a

i

and

.

.

SCHOOL BONDS.

& Foss

eod&eow3m

nils

1927.

•

OF

5s
5s
6s
6s
4 l-2s j
7s
,
•

Harrison County, Ind.
Knox County, Tenn.
Lucas County, 0.
,
Carlton County, M nn.
Russell County, Kas.
Luce County, Mich.
Ogle County, ill.

Boxes in Wood.

Jewelers’ Circular.

/-<

5118 .Kiddle Street, Portland,

are

Schlotterjheck

•

Due

large sarplns beyond

CascoNationalRank

COUNTY BONDS.

Chatelain

Watches,

as

Incorporated 1824.

JJOMIZERS.

St.

ii

no24

7s

Schlotterbeck & Foss

547

«

ONE

*

BOYNTON,

GOLD 4s.,

.

70 State St.,
de.cSO

Fronoli

I

INVESTMENT”SECURITIES.

FRED E.

I beard the young lady say she
was in hopes she would have a
dair of Pearl Opera Glasses.

Portland Water

THE

.

prices.

547 Congress St.

dec30

So. Omaha, Neb.
6s
,
Butler, Iod.6s
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich
6s

Davenport and Bock Island
Street Bailway Gold

aecl8

Portland. Me.

HOME INVESTMENT

BANKERS,

.

Corporation Bonds.

WE

SMITH,
■

dec2tf2 wuoQ3moa

SWAN&BARRETT,

.

...

•

•

EVERETT
Exchange St.,

98

of Portland 4*8 due 1902 1912.
»-f Portland 6’s doe 1907.
City of Saco 4’* <lun 1901.
City of Calais 4’s doe 1901 1911.
City of Bangor O s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Oh o 4 l-2»s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due I9n9.
C ty or Toledo. Ohio 4 1-2’* due 1919.
Cai-is Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1906.
8t CroiT E, L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kan a', Water Co. First
Mnrt. 6’sdue 1894 1907.
Maiue Central It. it. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cl* yelaud City Cable Railway First
Mort. 6’s dlie 1999.
Denrer City Cable
Railway First
Mort. 0’s due 1908.

5*
6s
5s
7s
4s

.

.

r

Marne, arreainuth tear of Hu.incm
Never* day’s del-y io payment of interest
and matured principal. Tn« bonds are a legal
Investment for Trust Funds In Connecticut. For
further particulars apply to

MAINE, 1891.

City
City

St. Louis, Mo.6s

Portage County,

important
is not developed. Here, as
elsewhere,
serfdom spells poverty.
Again, in the case of craftsmen and
artificers, Madagascar possesses and
could produce plenty of men whose

I

.

Muskingum County,

eodtjanll

comes

talent would compare favorably with
that of almost any people in the world.
But the moment they show proficiency
in their art they are “Fanampoaned,”
that is, they are honored by being employed by the government or by some
powerful official, without wage and
without food. A clever craftsman, from
whom you buy a work of art, in whatever metal, begs you not to
say from
whom you purchased it, solely for fear
of the “honor” which would be in store
for him. So if you want a good tinsmith,
carpenter or jeweler you must not search
for him among the tradesmen of his own
craft; but the clever jeweler is found
among the washermen, and so on, in an
amusing “bo-peep” of industry. The
queen honors “Raini-be” or “Bootoo”by
taking him away from his rice fields just
at the season when his labor and supervision are most required for his crop. So
the unfortunate “freeman,” who is not
allowed to send his slave as his substitute-mark the grandeur of the distinction conferred upon him—is remorselessly bled, even to his penultimate dollar,
if he desires to procure exemption from
the honor.—Fortnightly Review.
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MESSRS. WATSON & CIBSON,

is more widely read and copied than that of any
other broker, and it can be consulted daily at our
office. A large majority of brokers' market letters
are simply a conglomeration of words, without
any head or tail, but the above firm soy something,
and state facts just as thev arc.
Our facilities for executing orders are unequalled. and we believe we have, the fastest wire
between Boston and New York, which runs from
our office directly to the floor of the Con. Stock
Exchange, New York.
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COREY, MILLIKEN ft CO.,
(Members N. Y. Con. Stock Exchange),
45 Kilby St., Boston.
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Means

If he runs away he brings punishment
his family, and becomes a fugitive
and a bushranger; the numerous robber
bands are mainly recruited from such
runaways. Hundreds of instances could
be cited, especially
within the past
twelve months, to show that this tyranny is becoming more and more unsup-

bakad,” because, according to military

the bread or biscuits of the
Romans were twice prepared in the
ovens.
Did you ever notice the leaves
of the dandelion? They are said to resemble, in form and si£, the tooth of
The Boston Advertiser’s Washington cor. the
lion, and so the French call it the
respondent, who “beat” all his contempora- dent de lion and we “the dandelion.”
ries in the publication of the alleged remark
The pope was formerly called “the
of Mr. Blaine to Senator Waffiburne that
pape,” which means the same as “papa,”
be would accept a nomination if his health or father.
Vinegar came from two Latin
rema ned as good as now, and who subsewords, vin and acer, meaning “vine” and
quently had the mortification of seeing his “bout.” These are only a few of the
story explicitly contradicted by Mr. Wash- many curious and interesting
things I
burn, is not inclined to take it back, not- found in my afternoon’s search in the
withstanding the Senator’s denial. On the old
dictionary. When yon are at a loss
contrary he reiterates the statement, and for something to do follow my example,
alleges that the reason Senator Washburn and you will be surprised at the many
denied it was that the conversation was bits of information you can pick
np in a
• private one, and he unwittingly gave it little time.—Omaha World-Herald.
away. This may be satisfactory to the
Cost of Collection Plates.
correspondent, but the general public will
probably persist in believing Senator
Collection plates of metal are usually
Washburn's explicit denial, especially as made of brass or bronze. Brass
plates
the story was of the same general nature as range in
price from five dollars upward.
a hundred other stories which have been
They are eleven inches in diameter, If
published before only to be proven false.
Inches in the rim and If inches deep.
They are inscribed with texts and are
The latest and altogether the most curistamped or embossed in a variety of deous development in the evolution of a war
The metal plates are used either
signs.
with Chili is the reported arrest in Sanwith or without a mat.
Francisco of two gentlemen, one said to be
Bronze plates cost twenty-five dollars
a Spaniard and the other a Chilian, on a
XT—
.*
UCWUUO ut
charge of vagrancy. The despatch that brass or bronze cost from
twenty-five
tells of this arrest with a charming dollars
upward. More expensive metal
naivete says that these vagrants had
plates are made to order. Some are of
plenty of money and that there was 6olid silver. The cost of a silver
plate
not
the slightest
thing about them depends on its weight and the work
upon
to suggest vagrancy, and that nobody
it; fifty dollars would be about the lowentertained the slightest suspicion that est
price.—New York Sun.
they were people of that character. But as
one of them had a compass and as they had
An Unexpected Solution.
sailed down the harbor several times and
At a Sunday school service a clergylooked at the fortifications in a way that sug- man was explaining to a number of
gested to somebody’s fevered imagination smart little urchins the necessity of
that they might be making a “surreptitious Christian profession in order
properly to
survey" of the forts for the benefit of the enjoy the blessings of Providence in this
Chilian navy, it
was deemed
best to world, and, to make it apparent to the
arrest them on a charge of vagrancy in youthful mind, he said:
order to get a chance to question them and,
“For instance, I want to introduce
may be, worm out of them a confession that water into my house. I turn it on. The
they were spies iu the interest of the pipes and faucets and every convenience
Chilian government. It may occur to per- are in good order, but I get no water.
sons of common sense that these gentlemen
Can any of you tell me why I don’t get
instead of accommodating the San Fran- any water?”
cisco authorities with a confession that
He expected the children to see that it
they are spies are more likely to make a was because he had not made connecdemand on our government for damages tion with the main in the street. The
for false arrest.
boys looked perplexed. They could not
see why the water should refuse to run
Dr. Bailey’s statement in regard to the into his
premises after such faultless
prevalence of tuberculosis In Massachusetts plumbing.
gets the strongest kind of corroboration
“Can no one tell me what I have negfrom an interview with Mr. E. A. Stone, lected?” reiterated the
good man, lookinspector of provisions at Ashland In that ing at the many wondering faces bowed
state, which is published in the Boston down by the weight of the problem.
Traveller. Mr. Stone said he did not be“I know,” squeaked a little five-yearlieve one cow in 50 of the worn-out class old. “You don’t pay
upP’—Lippincott’s.
that are killed and sold for sausages and
Danger of Theater Fires.
cut meat for the Boston market, commonly
“It’s a wonder to me,” says an actress,
known as “bologna cows,” is healthy
and fit for food. He also said he did not “that there are not more theater fires.
believe there was a cow in Massachusetts Many dressing rooms have unprotected
that had not been exposed to tuberculosis. gas jets, the long flames swaying with
He further said that there were milk farms every draft. Only the other night my
in and about Ashland, whose product he Gainsborough hat, loaded with feathers,
i nrni to<l urwl
rrc-rk
would not take as a gift, on account of the
Then
the
are
often so careless. In
girls
diseased nature of the herds. “There are”
the
haste
of
quick changes a stub candle
he added “large numbers of cows infected
with tubercolosis all over the state. There is set up in its own grease on a wooden
shelf and often forgotten when the girl
are a large number in this vicinity; there
rushes to the stage. Of course there are
are a lot up in the Deerfield valley, and
there are infected cows in the Western part people around to watch for such careless
of the state. The condition is growing acts, but it would not be hard to have no
worse all the time.
There is not a cow in one to see them in time.” Which is told
not to produce disquiet, but to enforce
Massachusetts that has not been exposed
extra caution.—New York Times.
to the disease. Jerseys are mostly infected
but there has been so little effort to weed
Do Birds Draw Dots?
out the disease that all kinds of cattle have
Flocks of birds so enhance every landhad a chance to catch it.” Mr. Stone also
scape that it is a source of regret that
said that he had no doubt that large quanthey are less and less a common feature
tities of diseased meat found its way to of our
country rambles. They mark the
the Boston markets, not to the best ones, return of
spring more emphatically than
but those of the cheaper sort. In the form the
chance blooming of violets; and
of sausage it cannot be detected and the would that
we were so keen sighted as
public has no protection,
to mark their breaking up and the scatThe action of the State cattle commis- tering of mated pairs over the country.
sioners in ordering that all cattle brought This is doubtless a gradual process, for I
into this State from Massachusetts be find the birds, as the nestling season
draws near, gathering about their favorquarantined is both proper and commendable. The State of Maine has been at con- ite summer homes, often a dozen or
and in some way there is a drawsiderable expense to stamp out the insidi- more,
of lots, and the particular spots are
ous disease, known as tuberculosis, within ing
her borders—a disease which not only reoccupied.—Dr. C. C.. Abbott in Montreal Stax*.

A
Employment That

Not only is slavery universal throughout Madagascar, tut also is there a still
more gigantic evil, and one which is
even more surely crushing the manhood
and stifling the life of that curious and
beautiful country.
“Fanampoana,” or forced labor, has a
protean shape. It may best be understood by describing it as partaking of the
nature of the corvee; it is also applied to
conscription, to all kinds of government
service; it is part of the feudal system,
and it even sometimes takes the shape of
a “logging bee.”
It would be unjast to
the astute old'man who presides over the
destinies of the people of that country if
it were not stated that he has more than
once considered a plan by which it might
be modified and reformed. But the system is too deeply woven into the inner
life of the nation to be dealt with except
Dy a master nana, ana tnen only with
the assistance of outside. and friendly
financial support. For instance, it is one
of the main characteristics of Fanampoan’ that it supplies the place of the
payment of officials throughout the island. In fact, in all Madagascar no secretary, clerk, artisan, soldier or civilian
serving the government in whatever capacity (with the exception of a trifling
percentage received by some of the governors of districts) is paid or even fed
by
the state. “The queen honors them by
employing them” (so the official euphemism runs) and they must feed and clothe
themselves. But when loyalty takes the
shape, as is constantly the case, of carrying vast weights of wood, iron or stone
on raw and bleeding shoulders,
along
goat tracks (for roads there are none)
through swamps and forests, up and
down hills 5,000 feet high, then the additional stimulus of shackles and leg irons
is needed to persuade the poor captured
peasant that on the whole he had better
accept the “honor,” half starved though
he must be.

terbury gallop, so called because pilgrims
to Canterbury rode at the pace of a
moderate gallop. A grocer, so says the
dictionary, was originally one who sold
by the gross. A “grenade” derives its
name from its shape, which resembles a
means

of

gaacarone—What “Fanampoana”
to a Barbarous People.

abbreviated form of Can-

pomegranate. A “biscnit”

Form
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of peace, of course, the torpedoes are kept
ashore, but in a state of readiness to be
laid down at once in case of war.
Location of the Big Guns.
guns that

ment,

LIEUTENANT COLONEL HAINS EXPLAINS OUR SITUATION.

Forty Big Guns
are

on

Disappearing Carriages

be Mounted

to

Here sometime

—

How the Old Forts have become Use-

less—The British at Halifax

pared

are

to Pounce on Portland—A

Pre-

Very

Defenceless City is This.

It is not probable that we shall have a
with ChUi; and if we should have one
it is even more improbable that any harm
could come to Portland from it. Yet if a
war

A Perfect Defeuse,

Chilian man-of-war, like the Captain Prat,
port preparing for sea,
should by some chaiice get to roaming
about the North Atlantic, as the Confeder-

With the 40 great guns, 48 motors and
small rapid fire guns
upon
disposed
such a circle of defense, no hostile fleet
could harm Portland. For any fleet would
have to lie within five miles to bombard
the city effectively. As the line of defense
would be about three miles from the city,
a fleet would be obliged to lie within two
miles of the guns. Colonel Hains says
that no fleet could stand the fire of those
guns at the distance of two miles.
The great guns willpiobably be mounted
on carriages of
the disappearing type.
That is, for each gun a circular pit is constructed, deep enough so that the gun may
lie in it completely beneath the level of the
ground, and entirely protected. In this pit
the gun is loaded and trained. Then, at
the proper moment for firing, it is raised

now in a French

ate cruiser Shenandoah did in the North
Pacific, there would be no earthly thing in
the way of defences to prevent her lavicg
Portland under heavy contribution, or
even of bombarding and burning her, as
did Mowatt’e fleet more than a hundred

year's

ago.

Yesterday

Press reporter talked with
Lieutenant Colonel Hains, the army engineer officer now in charge of matters pertaining to coasts and harbors in this district, Colonel Hains bas bad charge of
a

fha Haffinnao nt

Usmnn

a.,/1

—

thoroughly acquainted with this branch of
bis profession.

auicklv

Portland’s Bank Strategically.

In

of

Halifax/
An

a

Appeal
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The Stone Forte.

The stone forts were built to guard these
channels; and up to i860 were excellent
defences. Properly manned and equipped,
Preble, Seammel and Gorges could probably have defended Portland as well as
Sumter—the twin of Fort Gorges—and
Moultrie did Charleston against the Federal fleets. Vessels could not, except perhaps after long siege, enter Portland harbor by either of the four approaches.
But the improvements in cannon have so
changed conditions that a hostile fleet need
no longer enter the harbor.
It might lie
outside the island, out of reach of tne forts,
and lay the city in ashes; or it might with
Its superior armament silence the forts.

Christmas Club

the
a

Success.

care,

But at Christum it always is young.
The heart of the jewel buros lustrous and fair,
And its soulfull of music breaks forth on the
air
When the song of the angels is snog.
“It Is comiDg. old earth, it is coming tonight!
On the snowflakes which cover thy sod
The feet of the Christ-child fall gentle and
wliit©
And the voice of the Christ-child tells out with
delight
T hat mankind are the children of God.
“On the sad and the lonely, the wretched and
poor.
That voice of the Christ-chi d shall fall,
And to every blind wanderer opens the door
Of a hope which he dared not cream of

before.

With a sunshine of welcome for all.
“The feet of the humblest may walk in the
field
WllAPA t.hA fAAt rtf tilt I’olioct

linsra

4-—s\A

This, this is tbe marvel to mortals revealed
Wlien the silvery trumpets of Christmas have

pAvlUn/1

vanced steadily. When Mowatt ibombarded the city he must have ranged his
ships
tight in front of the wharves, m those
days a fortification on the Eastern promenade, at what is now Fort Allen Park,
situated so that its guns could play down
Into the harbor, was the proper defence.
As guns increased in power the defences
had to be moved further out; and the next
step wa9 to stop the entrances to the harbor. There are four entrances practicable
to an enemy: The main cbannel between
the Cape and Cushiog’s Island; the White
Head channel between
Cushing’s and
Peaks; the channel between Peaks and
Diamond Islands; and the channel between the Diamond Islands and the Foreside.

Make

“The earth has grown old with its burden of

Portland people have in summer sailed
often by Forts Gorges, bcammel and Preble
and admired their apparent strength. But
a talk with Colonel flalns would soon satisfy anyone that these forts are really of
very little account. With the Improvement of cannon the requirements for the
Alt’. 17

to

Dinner

our

tt.

as

THE VOICE OF THE CHRIST-CHILD.

The Old Defences.

ripfAnAA nf

and

nnwer.

Department, that Portland should beattended to; and it will be remembered that
a board of officers visited this port not long
ago for the purpose of studying our needs.
But if the enemy should appear before
*
that time it would be bad.

war with England,—and
most probable enemy—a
descent could be made from Halifax in a
few hours. Halifax is a splendidly fortified post, one of the strongest in the New
World; and the British authorities at Halifax undoubtedly have plans all figured out
to the smallest details, for the descent
upon and occupation of Portland, or for a
bombardment if possession should not be
desired. They would intend to, and could
as defences are at preseut, occupy or bombard Portlaud in a very few hours.
case

England is

hydraulic

a

quickly subsides after the firing.;
The prospect of getting a large appropriation for fortifications from this present
Congress is not particularly bright, since
the House is evidently bent upon economy
without much regard to the nation’s needs.
But the War Department is convinced of
Portland’s needs and importance; and
some day we may get defences.
Ex-Secretary Proctor, now Senator, was very
well satisfied, when he was in the War

Colonel Haines says that Portland ranks
/tenth among the coast and lake poits In
strategic importance. New York, ^Boston,
San Francisco, Philadelphia, New Orleans,
Hampton Road, Washington and a few of
the Lake ports are deserving of attention
before Portland; but Portland’s claims
are of great importance.
In the first place
this is a most important harbor, one of the
best on the Atlantic coast; and in the
second place this is a terminal point of two
great lines of Canadian railroad, the Grand
Trunk and Canadian Pacifio. In addition
to these points, the situation of the city,
with so many deep water approaches, is
such that an enemy could easily come into
the harbor in the absence of adequate for*
tificatious and armament.
The British Watching at

hv

pealed

That mankind are children of God."

This

Brooks,

Christmas? poem,

by

Phillips

mind with great
force, when the questions arise as to the
wisdom of the Children’s Christmas Club,
as to whether it is the highest,
clearest,

1

comes

to

my

coldest,most approved philanthrophy. May
we not, for one day in the year, set aside
wisdom and judgment and approved ways
and means, ana think only of happiness ?
Did it ever harm any human being to be
genuinely and purely happy? For nine

years the Portland children have met for a
ersnd festival, for fun and food and frolic.
This year everything has been against the

club—the schools are in session; Saturday
is the only day they can have the hall, etc.,
etc. Will you not all unite in making it a
success once more? We need help in every
way to accomplish it.
Mankind are the children of] God.
E. S. S.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
OUR ANGEL.

Lothrop’s stock company gave a finished
and pleasing performance of “Our Angel”
at Portland Theatre last evening.
Miss
Rober as the “Angel” and the other members of this excellent company added to
the success they have already achieved
here.
“Dad’s Girl,” the play in which
L'zzie May Ulmer is so favorably remembered, will be given tonight, Miss Rober
assuming the title role.
NOTES.

System of Defense,

The Rossini Club will give a series of
ThfiSft pnndit.innM havii ail hadn /mnoM I recitals, the first on Thursday, January 7
at Kotzschmar Hall.
Tickets to be obered by the army
authorities, and their tained as in other seasons.
scheme of defence for Portland Is planned
The Countess of Clancarty,
formerly
to meet the danger. Forty
Belle Bilton of London Music Hall notorlmodern, high
bniUOt UUVU
power great
guns
forty-eight 12-lneh boys. The Earl is delighted and is celelilted mortars and a large number of
brating the event by telegraphing announcquick fire guns, are to be mouuted in ments to the principal newspapers.
Anton Rubinstein, the Russian pianist
proper positions, and these are to be supand composer, has declined the offer replemented by torpedoes in the channels.
cently made him for a concert tour in
All modern plans of defence combine torAmerica, and gives out that he has ceased
pedoes with heavy guns. The torpedoes playing in public.
The Whitney-Mockbridge Company who
prevent ships running by the guns into a will appear
in the Stockbridge course next
harbor, and the guns prevent tbe enemy Wednesday, will furnish one of the most
tearing up tbe torpedoes. Already work is enjoyable entertainments of the winter.
Alt the young people will want to go and
progressing upon tbe torpedo system, the
hear Paul DuChalllu’s lecture, January 8.
casemate at Portland Head having been
Tickets at Stockbridge’s.
In the notice of the “Mess ah” given in
commenced some time ago.
the Pkkss yest-rday morning, attention
The Torpedo System.
should have been specially called to Mr.
HarveyMurray’t|deHghtfnl rendering of the
The torpedo system is arranged in this
beautliul pastoral symphony.
It was one
way: A subterranean casemate is made
of the features of the evening.
near the sea, so constructed that cables
There was a picturesque incident conmay
nected with the lile of Mrs. W. J. Soanlan.
be laid from it across the bottom of the
channel to be protected. From this cable the wife of the actor whose sad affliction
was noticed lately.
She was formerly the
torpedoes are suspended, connected by wife of Sharkey, the muraerer.
and
electrical appliances with the casemate.
throughout his trial and imprisonment remained devoted to the man. Through her
These appliances enable an operator to
device he escaped, she exchanging clothes
know when a vessel touches a torpedo,
with him In his cell, and so
enabling him
which may be exploded by him with anoth- to pass the guards and catch
the Cuban
steamer in safety, in return for this, after
er electrical appliance.
Such a torpedo
she j oined her husband in Cuba, the brute
system will probably bo extended to the kicked
her nearly to death. Then she left
entrances
to
the harbor ultimately.
four
him and secured a divorce. She isja remarkably handsome woman, ana It was her
At present the government is applying it
beauty which first attracted the attention
ODly to the main entrance between the of
Scanlan one morning while he was at
Cape and Cushing’s Island.
In times mass in the Cathedral iu New York.
New
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Lodge,
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Items of

L

1

Interest

Cornish*

year:
C. C.—E. L. Watkins.
V. C.— l. H. Minott.
P.—(J. A. Dearborn.
M. at a.—F. A. Purlngton.
M. of E.—Jabez True.
M. of E.—J. P. Kockwell.
Trustee—W. L. L. Gill.

Gathered by Corres-

pondents of the Press.

At meeting held last evening the fol
lowing officers were elected for the ensuing
a

With regard to the location of the great
are to supplement the torpedo
system, Col. Hains cannot speak exactly,
as he has not had time to study the harbor
and its surroundings. But he has had experience in recent work on the defences of
Hampton Roads; and is able to tell approximately the points that could be embraced
in the scheme of defense. Of the forty
great guns, twenty will be 12-inch in calibre, and the remainder 10 inch and 8 inch.
These would probably be distributed at
Portland Head, on the outer side of Cushing's Island, and on Great Diamond. There
might be fortifications and guns also on
Long, Great IChebeague and Littlejohn’s
islands. This would completely close in
the harbor from every avenue of approach.
Possibly the circle might not be so extended, in which case armaments on The
Brothers, or on the Falmouth shore near
Frince’s Point would do.

Portland Will be in a Bad Predica-

MAINE TOWNS.

ANNUAL ELECTIONS.

The annual meeting of the Ossipee Valley Union Agricultural Association was
held in Banquet Hall, Saturday, December
26th, and the following officers were
elected:
President—Howard Brackett.

Representative 10 Pythian Hall—J. H. Berry.
Vice President—John C. Hayes.
Representatives to Grand Lodge—C. W. Richards, W. P. Sanborn.
Secretary—James C. Ayer.
Treasurer—Walter P. Pei kins.
The lodge now has an invested fund of
Diiecors—B«nj. F. Haley, Frank P Storer,
with
a
market
value
of
82,
Johu Gilpatrick. Harrison Unptlll, J. M. EUg$12,585,82,
$14,240
comb, John W. Flint, R* G. Knight, O. B.
Fraternity No. 6, I. O. O. F.
Churchill.
The treasurer’s report showed that 8600
Fraternity Lodge, No. 6, of Woodfords,
had been paid on the debt this year, and
hare elected the following officers:
the general good standing of the association
N. ».—A. S. Knight.
was evident.
"V.G.—Jos. 8. ituit.
Business is booming at the Corni9h
R. 8.—B. 1,. Parkman.
P. 8.—E. E. Adams.
More new machines
clothing factory.
Treas.—E. E. Benson.
have been added and some ten or more
Trustees-Geo. A. Small. H. B. Seal, E. Mat- new workmen will begin work this week.
thews.
Thomas Mason of Bryant <fc Stratton’s
Cogawesco Tribe, No. 5.
Business College, is at Uome for a two
Cogawesco Tribe, I. O. R. M., elected weeks’ vacation.
The cantata given fin Union Hall under
these officers last evening:
the auspices oi the Congregational Sunday
Sachem—8. A. Stone.
schools Christmas evening, was a grand
Senior Sagamore—T, D. Sale.
success, Miss Margie Milliken taking the
Junior Sagamore—W. 0. Hatty.
Chief ot Records—John Locke, Jr.
leading part in a very pleasing and enterCollector of Wampum—J. a. welch.
taining manner.
Mr. W. C. Pike and Miss Rosa Best of
Keeper of Wampum—W. A. Fagan.
Hall Agent—W. o. Batty.
Portland spent a few days in the village
Trustee for three Great Suns—A. L. Bates.
\v00k
Representatives to rhe Great Council—0. H.
The Rev David Martin will deliver a
F.
J.
H.
Williams.
G.
Ray,
Smith,
lecture in Union Hall Wednesday evening
Beacon Lodge, I. O. O. F.
in the interests of the Y. P. S. C. E.
Owen P. Smith of the Maine Medical
At the annual meeting of beacon Lodge,
School is at home for a few days.
I. O. O. F., held last evening, these officers
Although It is quite |iokly in and about
were elected:
the village, yet tne grippe bas not been
N. G.-B. T. i amb.
very prevalent as yet.
V. G.-J, H. Field.
> orway.
R. S.-C. H. Eaton.
Silas E. Hall, an old timer and highly reF. S.—W H. Willard.
spected citizen, was stricken with paralysis
T.—W. Trefetbeu.
Trustees-A. E. Chase, O. B. Whitten, F. H. last week and thus far has been unable to
Vaughau.
speak.
Agent—O. B. Whitten.
Mrs. John L. Ham, while alighting from
a barge, missed ner footing and fell heavily
Mt. Vernon Lodge, N. E. O. P.
vu*uvi

u*

vuo

owj/,

vauoiug

a

uau

The following officers have been elected fracture of the bip iut.
j
The shoe shop is dolug a brisk business,
by Mt. Vernon Lodge, 169, N. E. O. P,:
keeping ail hands busy.
Warden—J. P. Ingraham.
The late ralus have raised the streams
vice warden—mis. j. k. a. JNorton.
and ponds quite perceptibly and we are
Secretary—George W. Norton.
F. Secretary—Mrs. a. W. Jewett.
now hoping for street lights and snow.
Treasurer—C. W. Lombard.
Limington.
Chaplain—Mrs. Leonora Webster.
Guide—Howard A. Morse.
Christmas was duly observed through
Guardian Miss Nellie 1). White.
the town. Interesting exercises were held
Sentinel-William J. Dtly.
Thursday evening at the East Limington
Trustee for three years—W. H. Jewett.
Baptist church by the Sabbath school and
Paint and Oil Club.
Friday evening at the Congregational
church by the Sabbath school. Many were
At the annual meeting of the Faint and in attendance
at each exercise considering
Oil Club the following officers were chosen the unfavorable weather and bad travelling
for the ensuing year:
A New Year's concert will be given
President—W. W. Whipp’e.
Sunday evening by the Sabbath school at
Vice President—J. E. Gould.
South Limington.
Secretary and Treasurer—H. T. Whipple.
Executive Committee—E. L. Stauwood, Jno.
Much sickness is prevailing taking the
W. Perktns, E. S. Everett.
form of la grippe. Much anxiety is felt
for many oi the sick ones.
Grand Canton Ridgela.
Geo. M. Small, Esq., left Friday morning
At the election of a captain for one of for Sioux City, Iowa, to be gone several
the components, held Monday evening, Mr. weeks for business in the West.
Greenwood.
W. E. Carter was elected.
E. L. Tebbets has purchased the large
tract of timber lands known as the great
Added to the Lists,
Alban wood.
A large number of bands
The following names have been added to will be employed cutting the timber both
hard and soft as soon as sledding begins.
the lists of registered voters:'
A steam mill has been erected near the old
WARD SEVEN.
Roberts place, where the lumber will be
Allen, Augustus, 24 Briggs street.
manufactured.
Archibald, Alex. F., 254 Danforth.
Mr. Foster, who has purchased the RobArchibald, John J.. 69 Salem.
erts place has built a mill for the manufacAyer, Joshua, 264 Brackett.
ture of shingles and short timber.
Burrowes, Edward T., 271 W. Promenade.
A large number of abandoned farms in
Berry, Chas. 0., 28 May.
the southern part of the town are adverBradley, James, 393 St. John.
vertised for sale.
Billings. Albert O.. 277 St. John.
Baker, Chas. H.. 16 Wescott.
Boynton, Randolph H., 17« Neal.
Mrs. Mary P. Tolman.
Batchelder, Willard P., 853 Congress.
Bailey, Wilbur A., 20 Gilman.
To the Editor of the Frees:
Bowdoin, Frank A., 20 Hill.
Mrs. Mary P. Tolman, wife of Norman
Bolton, Charles F., 9 C si reel.
S. Tolmao, departed this life on the 26ch
Bootbby V. Mott, 69 Bramball.
Bain. James, 28i Soring
She was a daughter of
inst., aged 48.
James Phinney of West Gorham.
Baker, Edgar E., 827 Congress.
As a
Burbauk, Albert L., 315 Spring.
wife and mother she was true and loving.
Curran, James rear 76 Saiem.
As a neighbor, kind and considerate.
She
Coe, Harrle B., >35 Emery.
wasammberof theVaughau street church*
Cummings Maurice, 170 Neal.
Her Christian life was one of ‘remarkable
Champilu. James P., 282 Soring.
trust in Jesus and submission to his blessed
Cuase. Chas S., U Carletun.
will. She leaves a husband, little daughCaselden, Wm., 88 Salem.
ter and one sister.
Clancey. Stephen P.. 83 Salem.
„
Conins. John P., 49 Summer.
r'A.Lri.y,,
Goon
Obituary Notes.
Conlun, John, 132 Clark.
William L. Jenkins, a merchant, of NorCorey, Walter L., 811 congress.
Clark, Lucius M., 40 Bowaoln.
nagewock, seventy-six years old,
died
Davis, George H., 26 Bramhall.
Tuesday morning, after a few hours’ sickDeerlng, John W., 267 Vaughan.
ness, of beait failure.
DeWolte, Thomas E., 9 school.
Mrs. John Gooding Jr., died yesterday
Davis, John W., rear 227 Danforth,
morning from cong st'.pn of the lungs, reDoyle, Win. L., rear 226 Danforth.
sulting from influenza. Mrs. Gooding was
Ducoy, Martial M., Jr., 64 Neal.
Doted for her charities, and her hnmble
Duddy, Richard A., 4 Briggs.
Ebbeson, Bans L,, 385 8t. John.
iisposition. |She It aves a husband acd
Eaton, William F., 407 St. John.
two daughters.
Fasseit, Edw J-d F 117 Flue.
Oapt Benniah Clark, an aged BidFord, Orm G., 942 Congre s.
ieford sea captaiD, died, in Saco yesterday
r
Fassett, Frederick G., 17 Pine.
He was a brother of Captain
morning.
Farrington. Samuel. 7 Douglass.
Beorge Clark, who died in Biddeford
Farnbam, George H., 226 St. John.
Thursday. He leaves a family. His age
Foster, Beuj. F. 187 Graut.
was 82 years.
Folsom, Harry P., 492 st. John.
United States Consul William T. Rice,
Flaherty, Patrick H„ 60 Douglass.
Goold, Russell. 63 Spruce.
the oldest consul iu the service, died SatFrank
227
E.,
Danforth.
Gaffney,
urday at l is post at Leghorn.
Goodwin, Charles H., 221 Vaughan.
Green, Moses S„ 1112 Portland.
North York Sabbath School Association.
Griffiu, John P„ 9 Carter.
Goodwin Charles C., 812 Congress.
The North York Sabbath School AssoGulliver, William H. Greeley HospitaL
jiatlon will hold Its next Convea lrn at
Goold, Nathan, 246 Spring.
Hunt, harles G„ Me. Ueu. Hospital.
Cornish, Wednesday, Jan. 13cb. The proHoi AzelS., 10 Gilman.
?rame will include the following parts:
Haskell, Lyman P., 62 Huntress.
Howaid, William H.. 432 St. John.
Topic. How to reach nou-Sunday School
Holden, Melvin a., 171 Neal.
Uhtldren. Kev. C. H Gates, Kev. O. E. Hurd.
Hansen, Hans, 14 Valley.
Rev. A. W. Waterhouse.
Huff, Fred, 138 Neal.
A Model Suud.iy School.
Miss Mary K,
Hadlock Samuel, 32 Crescent.
Straw, Supferlntendaut. Dea. Enoch Illslev
Charles
2+
Hailey,
W.,
May.
Ass’t Sup’t,
Kev. Mr. Ridlon, Mrs. M. P.
Hersey, Edward C., 339 Danforth.
Iordan. Mrs. C. H. Gates Mr. T. 8. Bradbury,
litsley, Stephen M. 64 Bramhall.
reachers.
Ilsley, Stephen L. 62 Grove.
Eessou for January 17,1893.
Jones, Clinton R. 60 Cushman.
Topic. Adult (jaui child, Kev. M. B. GreenJose. Samuel H. 24 Bramhall.
ha!ge.
John
64
West.
Jewett,
Address Mr. L. G. March, State Sunday
Jorgensen, Niels 245 B street.
School Missionary.
Jordau, George H. 1080 Congress
Topic. IHer-Denominational Sunday Scnool
Worn in small places. Key.'T. g. Perrv, Mr. A.
Jones, Ephraim R. 64 Huntress.
Jones, Wesley 30 Bramhall.
8. Hiltou, Kev. Mr. Atkins, Kev O. 0,'Heibert.
Jones, Charles F. 10 Charles.
Address. Importance ot the Teacher's Woik,
Jeltisou, F’laiik A. 943 Congress.
Rev. C. 0. Poi'er.
E.
JacoDs, John
Jr., 84 Clark.
President David Martin and Secretary
Jordan, Johu M. 106 Fine.
Joseph MouUod sign the call. They anThomas
T., 82 Clark.
Lincoln,
uounce that in case of storm the convenLibby, James, 24 Weymouth.
tion will be postponed to the first fair day.
Libby, Richard M., 21 Mav.
Locke, John, Jr., 7 RusseJl.
Libby, Simon H, 27 Cushman.
Beecham’s Pills cure sick headache.
Lombard, Lewis W.. 28“ B street.
Lane. George B., 3 Taylor.
Lombard, Boring. 286 Portland.
MARRIAGES.
Leonard. Henry I., 399 st. John.
I.

Ill

QIC

*

Littlefield. Henrv. 126 Emerv.
Lamb, George W., 23 Hemlock.
Libby, Washington, 18 Lewis.
Lynch, Michael, 32 Clark.
Libby, Harry F.. 143 Neal.
Little, Albion, *27 W. Promenade.
Laug. Sewall, 69 Thomas.
Libby, Frank H., 6 Valley.

Langmaid, Eugene II., 34 Lowell.
Leavitt, Alverdo, 286 P. rt and.
Leavlit, Dudley H.. 15 Frederick.
Low, Willard C., 4 Carter.
Libby, Cha'les K., 98 Clark.
Linnehan. William J.. 226 Danlorth.
Locice, William, 36 Gilman.
Libby, James E.. 19 Ebsworth.
Lib >y, George W., 18 Lewis.
Libby, hred G., 8 Cushman.
Low, Isaac M 494 Portland.
Longley, John H., 107 Pine.
of New York Scenery,
meeting of the Portland Camera
Club held last evening there were shown
some very beautiful slides made by the
members of the Syracuse and Albany

city, uac. zw. oy itev. a. H. Wright,
Stearns A. Haynes of W'estboro, Mass., ana
Miss EUa 8. Gerrish, of Portland.
In Weymouth, Mass., Dec. 26, by the Kev.
Wm. Hyae, Wm. G. Clark of Portland, and Miss
kunie M. Chambers of East Braintree, Mass.
lu uewiston, Dec. 24, bv Kev. J. a. Cnrey,
Marshall L. Whitten and Miss Eizina E. Law■ence, both of Lewiston.
in Wilton, Dec 24, by Rev. j. r. Herrick,
,
jeo. E. Look of Jay and Miss H. Mabel Hall of
Wilton.
In Augusta, Charles F. Ward and Miss
Myra
t. Longfellow.
Dec.
Dexter,
10,
Ferdinand
LaForest RowJuand Miss Annie Knowles.
(II
ln
Jonn
Dec.
M.
19,
Randall
and Miss
S21,8?t’
.icna M. Knowlton.

DEATH

In this city, Dec. 30. Florence Ellen,
only
of Abel H. and Frances E. Strickland,
months, 28 days.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In this city, Dec. 29, Mrs. Jesse Gooding.
[Funeral Thursday morning at 8.30 o'clock,
i rom her late residence. 34 Hammond St.
Requiem mass at Cathedral of imaculate conCamera Clubs. The slides consisted chief- , ception.
» o’clock.
In this city, Dec. 29, Daniel F.
ly of scenes taken in central and eastern
Emery, aged
* 13 years 10 months.
?.
New York showing tine workmanship and
[Notice of funeral liereaftet.l
in Llgonia, Dec. 28. Catherine
skill.
J„ widow of
1 he late Wm. McDonald, age&67
years
______
[Funeral Wednesday aUernim at 3.30 o’clock
i rom his late residence.
Jurors Drawn.
I111® funeral service of the late John M.,
At a meeting of the Board of Aldermen <
of Fred L. and Elizabeth
Foster, will
ceheld Wednesday at 10 a. tn; from 176 Fore
held yesterday morning, Messrs. James P.
a

! laughter
ige i year, 9

u'y^lfu

Jordan, Frederick Storer and James Bain
were drawn as traverse jurors for the Supreme Judicial Court.

pointment was partly compensated by
observing the large elephant informing
the rest that danger was lurking near
them.

Communication was made in the
way:
The tusker was feeding and moved
slowly around until he suddenly came
below the concealed sportsman, when,
with its wonderful scent, it immediately
recognized the presence of an enemy. It
stopped feeding, raised the tip of its
trunk cautiously, then in a low, suppressed, but penetrating tone uttered
with its lips the word “prut,” repeating
it so that it sounded something like the
twittering of a bird. The sound would
hardly have been noticed had not the
sportsman been near at hand; but it was
immediately understood by the herd,
that moved quickly but silently away,
followed by the sentinel.—St. Paul Dis-

following

patch.
Simplicity of Carlyle’s Life.
There was in Carlyle a certain arrogance of intellect that grew with years,
and often asserted itself in fashions that
he himself felt to be grievous.
This has
been mistaken for arrogance of heart.
But arrogance of heart he never had. In
sympathies and manner of life he remained to the end much of the simple
peasant. Seldom a year passed, of the
eighty-five that he lived, that he did not
spend a month or two among the Scotch
heaths and peat bogs in or near his
humble boyhood home.
There, nearer than anywhere else, his
restless soul came to the attainment of
that peace and composure which it was
quite capable of nowhere. To the end
his own poor, toiling, uneducated kinsmen continued the dearest
people on
earth to him, and rarely came a payment
from editor or publisher that, whatever
his own necessities, he did not share it
with some of them. Had they been
stupid I am not sure that he would not
at times have shown them scant mercy,
but their humbleness only bound them
the closer.—E. C. Martin in Scribner’s.
Training

g treet.

Dec- 20> Ruthj k., daughter of
1 lr. aud Mrs. James
Audrewsiaged 3.
m‘c‘ 2y> Mr8’ E1Ua Nj

for Modern

niHimjJAnEo< s.

BEFORE

OUR SEMI-ANNUAL INintend to reduce our large stock to the
VENTORY,
lowest possible limit. We have made a thorough
examination of each department and in every case
where we thought a new price would close out Ihe
goods, we have not hesitated to make the sacrifice.

YOU WILL FINO GREAT BARGAINS
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.
REJHAAAT8,
SHORT

EE ACT IIS,

ODDS AM DEADS.

100 Dozen ol Gent’s all-linen, stand-up Collars,
very latest styles, all sizes, warranted 4-ply

linea.

-OF-

COLORED

DRESS

For This

5c. Each

GOODS

In

Week

50c. per Dozen.
Winter-weight Uuaerwear, we
snail make a great cut In prices in order to

uauso must ue

axe

reunce the stock.

76 Dozen Scotch-mixed Shirts and Drawers....

1 Lot of half wool, plain and striped Danish

25 cents Each.

Cloth.

6 l*4c per

yd.

Ladies’ Cotton Underwear

Double fold brocaded stripes and plaids.

12 l-2c per
36 inch

yd.

To be closed out regard'es t of cost.

Tricots.

12 l-2c per yd.

LADIES’ WRAPPERS

Our 40 inch 87 %c Bedford Cords for.

S6c per yd.

We do no' intend to keep these goods

loDger

Our regular 60c Bedford Cords.

36c

per

to the occasion.—Professor
Dolbear in Popular Science

Monthly.

A man with a tray of hot waffles
6tands in City Hall park almost every
night from about 6 to 8 o’clock. He
seldom says a word to the passers by.
Any person with a fondness for waffles
can procure one by putting a nickel on
the tray. The queer old peddler was
quite crusty a few nights ago becanse a
customer asked him for change out of a
quarter of a dollar. Looking fiercely at
the owner of the quarter, the waffle man
said, “There’s change on the tray. Help
yourself.”—New York Times,

’INVESTORS
8

Should get information about our

GUARANTEED

Mortgages

GUARANTEED

n^

Bonds
Stocks 10%

ww uuvioufli a

saviiuuo ju

gicat

We MUST reduce

Our entire stock of

prices.

CORSETS

our

BLACK DBS GOODS

will be walked down in order to reduce the
stock. A large lot of Corsets for.

half, before taking stock. We have clipped
the prices on all
one

19 Cents per Pair.
We have in stock neary a'l the popular brands,
to be sold at our clearance sale
at 25 per ceut discount.

Black Goods
and you get the benefit.

LADIES’

Basement.

UNDERWEAR.

Ladies' Jersey Bibbed
Underwear in plain
white and gray mixed, our 60c quality for

Great

Bargains

Our stock of Blankets is very larg \ and you
will secure some immense bargains
by purchasing this week.

25c.

_

BEST

Ladies’ Hisses’

In

and Children's

WE HAVE HAD

Hosiery.

INDIBO

One case of Fa<-t

Black Shawknlt 8eamless
Hose, actually worth 60c, for.

BIND HAMS,

i'iitiw ini

BLUE

'-4

.8 Centa

IERCALES

Regular 12VaC. quality, for.

.10 Centa

WHITE BROUNI) PRINTS

25c per pair.

Regular 6yac. quality, for.3

Ladies’ Misses’ and Children’s

BEST
Regular

To be sold at 33^ per cent discount.
Also
Fur Capes, Muffs and Shawls at one third less
than regular prices during this sale.

QUALITY
7c

3-4 Centa.

STANDARD PR?NTS

quality, for.3 Centa

ONE LOT OF CHOCOLATE PRINTS.
..••••*..3 3-4 Cents

MANSON 6. LARRABEE.
✓

IVIiddie Street.

dec29dt.l

AtL'IloA HALM.

Brignft Clean.

F. 0. BAILEY &

COT-

Boots & Shot s and

FULLY [QUIPPED
i

-IN

AUCTIONEERS

Furiiishirg Gooffs,-

dpc

so. at 10 a. m., at
Salesroom. Exchange st a lot of Men's.
W. men’s and Onildreu’s Boots and Shoes; also
I)ry Coeds. Furnishing lioods, ClotUiug. &c.,
ate. By order of Mortgagee.
dec2sdtd

Wednesday,

F. 0. BAILEY

&CO.,-"
9

Auctioneers and Commission Mer chants.
Salesroom 18

Exchange Street.

V. H. ha i ky.

c.w.allm.

marl4

dtf

*

SLEIGHS! SLEIGHS!

20 Years’ Experience
IN

AM ERK AN

nwmvi tww

11

Regular 12yac. quality, for

/ Y2 /Q

g

SUGAR CO.

any

have not room.

The stock whicn we now have on hand, goes
this week regardless ol cost.

yd.

WINTER GARMENTS
The Waffle Man.

as we

Kemember our entire stock of Dress Goods

most men

men

unequal
E.

A.

assigneu,

or

Gen's’

our

AT LESS THAN HALF PRICE.

Life.

Every
ought to know what kind
of a universe he is in, what his relations
to it are, what and where invariable
conditions are imposed, what in the nature of things is possible and what impossible, within what limits all his
achievements must be, and hence what
ideals he may consistently cherish that
his work may not bo m vain. It hardly
needs to be said that neither literature
nor art nor history nor theology can acquaint a man with these. Only science
can do it— science not as a mass of
facts,
but as a body of relations.
If there be anything that the
ordinary
man is markedly deficient in, and which
the best schooling has not added to his
mental equipment, it is his failure to see
the necessities of relation. Exercises in
logic and the study of mathematics have
been supposed to qualify a man to be
logical, but if by this is meant that for
every effort to be explained an adequate

TAKING

we

man

ill uus

Glimpses

At

Language of Elephants.
The language of the elephant is as well
understood by the East Indians and
those who have to do with the large animals as if the communication was made
in their own tongue, though, curious to
tell, the sounds in India and Ceylon have
different meanings imputed to them.
When enraged the elephant utters a
shnll cry through the trunk, which may
be taken as a warning.
A sportsman engaged in hunting elephants had approached a large tusker
when he found, to his chagrin, that he
had dropped his ammunition, so that he
could only lie concealed and feast his
eyes upon the huge animaL His disap-

TNVFSTM FNTS

NEVER LOST A DOLLAR
In every instance Interest and Principal has been
paid at maturity.

WE Have RETURNED

to

INVESTORS

_

Lately

added

a

Parke, Davis

$13,800,000

fall Hue
& Co.’s.

of

Single Sleighs, Double Sleighs
-AND-

realizing 6 per cent, to 13 per cent, interest.
We never handle any security that

we

do not abso-

lutely oontrol. The investments we now have are as
any we have ever offered, and pay more In-

PREPARATIONS.

secure as

terest than any we have offered in the last ten years.
We can refer to the leading banks in New York, and
We are under the supervision
to our 4.00U patrons
of the Banking Department of New York State.

J.B.WATKINS L.M.CO.

Gi?e

■i Wall St., Cor. Broadway, New York,
HENRY DICKINSON, Manager.

“10

your Prescription busiWe will appreciate it
and treat you all right.

ns
ness.

GROCERY PONGS,
Fur

HORSE

Robes,
BLANKETS.

HarnesK and Sfable Goods in

R&Wkwlj

great variety and all
possible prices.

at lowest

BOYNTON,- C. 1.
Gnppj & Co. I TKOIPSON t
BUS.
547

Congress

St.

I have the best Nickel Alarm Clocks
in tbe city, and-I will warrant them
to keep perfect time.

463 CONGRESS STREET.

dec26

_

TOILET BOTTLES,
25 Cents a Pair.

Scklotterbeck & Foss

□

«.

dtl

O YNTO

Caifiago Mansfaclursrc,

ELM

ST., CORNER CUMBERLAND.

decl7___uaw

547 Congress Street,

Ladies’ Solid Gold Watches,
Waltham & Elgin, $25, 28, 30.

As an Insurance Company and as a
Home
the
Institution,
UNION
MUTUAL LIFK INSUltANCE COMPANY is deserving of the support of
Maine Citizens.

»

miSCJBUiANEMVS.

MOTHERS

Wo hear it said that great mon tread no mor«
The sod of this dull earth, aud that the past
Entombs the hcroio dead, whose deeds will
last
When our poor country is dust. Such store
We set upon the ancients—they who bore
The honors of the fight. Still we hold fast
Traditions old, nor tbinli our warriors cast
In the heroic mold of those of yore.
Yet this “degenerate age” has its great men;
As great as those illustrious Greeks of old;
But wo unjust, withhold our praises when
We see about us valorous deeds and bold—
And so w'e wrong a brave age when we say
fhat “heroes do not tread the earth today.”
—New Orleans Times-Democrat.

Realize the great loss of their children
when young: from di-ease, or lack of vitality, and many times it comes from
carelessness of the attending: nurse.
Be it inherited, climate, or disease developed trom curelessucss, there is relief and life is saved fry the use of

This is one of many cases that we
can furnish, to show the value of nor
Liquid Food OVER AIL OTHER
TREATMENTS, AN1> WHEN ALL OTHER TREATMENTS FAIL.
450 Fifth Avenue, New Yoke City \
July 3, ’91.
J
Mukdock Liquid Food Co,. Boston.mass.:
Gentlemen—l have sent you by mail a photo
graph of my lour children (boys), thmktng that
ic might interest you a utile, as they were all
lour uroughtup on your Liquid Food as their
standard diet, most especially the one on the
righ; of tie picture. "When be was about six
mouths old he was very siclt from having been
given sour milk by a careless nurse—In fact was
so bad the physician was unable to leave the
house for two weeks, during which time the
chiid was virtually dead from want of nutrition,
as he was unable to keep anything whatever
on his stomach.
After trying all the
known
prepared foods, both foreign and domestic—
none of which were of any use—the physician,
as a final hope, had me buy a bottle of your
Liquid Food, ,nd from the very first five drops
given he began to rally, and has been In most
excellent health -mce.
Whenever any of them show any signs ot
weakness whatever we immediately give them
your Liquid Food, and Ralwavs acts like a
cnarm in restoring them to liealik.
Vary truly yours,
ARTHUR J. PURSELL.

Any

case that has been under medical

treatment, for three months and no relief we will carry free of expense, with
Murdock’s Liquid Food until cared or
uiauc uutter.

THE KUfl OF 67.

I

It was in Colorado, one of the wildest
and roughest railroads I know of.
At the bottom the roadbed was forced
in

the opposite mountain by a
noisy little river that ran some thirty
feet below. There were three tracks on

against

the mountain side, and standing on one
of the three the other two could be
seen.

The road

stocked with Baldwin
engines, and to facilitate the climbing
of the heavy grades they had small driving wheels.
I was fireman on 67, which was used
in the passenger service. She had the
largest drivers on the road, and they
only measured forty-eight inches in diameter.
Matt Irwin was the engineer.
Sixty-seven had just been housed after
1 was filling the oil cans, and
a run.
Matt was hauling off his overalls, when
1V.fi*

This building was formerly the Free Surgical
Hospital for Women, ami supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Company, Boston (now etltir
works). Over 300 » women were treated in six
years at a cost of 81.00 a day, including operations—which would amount to over $100,000—
value of Nutrition as ound in
Murdock’s Liquid Food. The last iOOO operations were made with a loss of 5 deaths.
to prove the

The last 382 operations were made
with only one death, and consisted of
Capital cases.46 Expiration of the

Rectal “. 26
heart. 12
Laceration of CerCurvature
40
vlx.129 Recissionof Knee
Joint.
2
Rupture of Peritoneum. 49 Excision and Draln9
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age.
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into the cab.
After a few commonplace remarks, he
asked abruptly:
“Matt, how soon can 67 go out?’
“Just as soon as I can pull on my
overalls,” was the reply. “Her steam
hasn’t been blown out yet, and her fire
hasn’t been drawn.”
The superintendent looked at both of
ns very hard, as though he was sizing
us up, and then he said, awful solemn:
“Matt, you’ve been with us a long
time. You’ve been tried and not found
wanting. Tonight we call upon you to
perform the most dangerous piece of
work yet. Will you do it?”
Matt’s eyes looked as large as saucers
in the dim light of the cab. I confess I
was

trembling myself.

“What is it?” he asked.
“There’s been a big mistake made in
the higher offices—but that is not for us
to criticise—and there is but one way
to rectify it.”
Here
the
superintendent’s voice
dropped to a whisper. “One hundred
and fifty thousand dollars in gold has
got to be in B-before midnight, to
connect with the Eastern express, and
you’re the man selected to take it

1000, annnaily.

through.”

These results show that the value of Nutrition
as found in Murdock's Liquid Food in preventing relapse after operations, as it is as great
as in curing all classes of disease, as it makes
new blood faster thau ail tood preparations
known, and new blood will cleanse the system
of disease, as well as heal the wounds after

Old Matt showed hi3 astonishment
with his eyes, but never opened his

operations.

Murdock's Lipid Food
jlyfl*

Company,

gSOWTO*M.W&Ftf

mu U.L1.U

The superintendent merely glanced at
me, and turning to Matt continued:
“A lone engine might create suspicion, so we’ll make up a wild freight.
They’ll all be empties. Back down to
the offices before you couple on, and
we’ll put the safe under the coal in the
tender.”
That was alL He jumped off and dis-

| appeared.

IS INVALUABLE FOR

anjL'anfc

?*•" 'Troubles.
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35c. and

$1
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SONS, Prep'©,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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For some time Matt and I sat staring
at each other, then he slid off his seat
and said:
“This won’t do! Supper, Harry—supper! We haven’t much time to lose. It
only lacks a few minutes of 6. Be back
before the quarter.”
The wind was whistling among the
cars, whisking the dust and papers about,
while in the south a big black cloud was
coming up, resplendent with chain lightning. Altogether the night promised
to be unusually bad.
I was back on time, but Matt was
there before me. He had lighted the
shaded steam gauge lamp and stood scanning a small piece of pasteboard.
“What do you make of this, Harry?”
he asked, as I climbed up beside him.
“I found it pinned to my cushion.”
On it was scrawled, with a lead pencil, the words:
Danger! Don’t pull the wild freight tonight
A True Frienu.
If you value your lives.
“I make it that some one beside the
superintendent and us knows of it,” I replied, the cold shivers beginning to chase
each other up my spinal
column.
■“There’s danger ahead!”
“Ay, there is danger ahead, my boy,”
and old Matt spoke softer than I had
“If you want
ever heard him before.
to”‘Til go where you lead,” I replied
quickly, knowing what he was going to
MV.

“Then we’ll go through if it takes the
wheels out from under! Ring up the

wipers!”

■

And without waiting for the hostler
to run the engine out, old Matt backed
her on to the turn table, where the
wipers swung her around, and then we
backed down to the offices, where four
trusty men soon had the square safe under the coal.
A few minutes later we were coupled
onto a half dozen empty freight cars and
a caboose.
“There’s your orders!” cried Jimmy
O’Connor, the conductor, shoving up the
yellow sheets of tissue paper.
Old Matt looked them over, and we began to move out of town.
“We’ve got a clear track,” he said,
looking across at me, and then he drew
up the corners of his mouth, and I looked
for a quick run.
Before we reached the outskirts of the
town the rain began to come down in a
«

A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Beeding. I: clitng. Chronic. Recent or HerediThis remedy lias positively never been
tary.
known to fail. 81.00 a box, 6 boxes for $5.00;
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of nrice. A
written Guarantee positively given to each
purchaser of 6 boxes, when purchased at one
•line, to refund the 8r.00 paid it re t. cured.
Guarantee issued by W. W. v» is ■ PPI..K <&
e 41.. Whotennic
nud Kctnil Agi uti, 21
Monument Square, Portland, Me. octiSeodtf

For Christmas & New Years

perfect deluge.
Great drops, mixed with hail, and in
such quantity that the dry drains were
soon transformed into raging creeks.
The wind howled and shrieked above
the rumble of the train and threatened
£o lift 67 off the rails. When the telepoles began to snap off Matt’s
ce began to lengthen.
“Good night for washovers,” he said,
“and washovers are as bad as wash-

Scblotterbeck & Foss
Kapli
<5» YNTOAI
547 Congress St.

11

Make the boy happy by buying: one of my $8 Waltham
Watches for him.

outs!”
It

was

all down

grade, and all the

steam used was to run the air pump.
had only to
the fire alive.

keep

*

miles down

we ran

past

a

small

station where a freight train was side
tracked. It had perhaps a dozen cars.
Just before we reached it I saw a man
dart in between two of the cars to escape
the headlight.
I thought him either a trainman or a
tramp, but have since changed my mind.
We were half way down the Haversack grade, with a straight stretch of
track and a long curve before us, when
Matt looked across and said:
“I’m afraid the little pasteboard was
only a scare. If”There was a flash of light behind, the
rattle of coal, and Bob Duncan, the forward brakeman, stood in the cab.
His face was as white as a sheet.
“Shut her down—shut her down, for
heaven’s sake!” he shouted. “A freight’s
broke loose, and is coming down the
grade two miles a minute!”
Before you could snap your fingers my
face was as pale as Bob’s.
Matt Irwin never lost his head, and
with a coolness that comes to few men
in time of danger, he asked, “How do
you know?”
Seen her by a flash of lightning. O'Connor arid Billy have jumped!
And then he swung out on the step
and disappeared.
“Jump if you want to, Harry,” called
old Matt. “I’m going to stick to her.”
I gave one look out at the Egyptian
darkness and concluded that I would
stay with old Matt.
“Keep your eye peeled for her,” he
cried, and commenced to let 67 out.
“There she is!” I shouted.
And there it was, sure enough. It had
just come out of a cut. One of the boxes
was on fire, the flame streaming back
half a car length, and cutting through
the air like a meteor.
“She’s four miles behind,” said old
Matt, “and coming four feet to our one.
If we can get around the curve there’s a
show of her jumping.”
And then began that terrible ride.
He hooked 67 up to the first notch and
then opened the throttle.
With seven cars behind us we shot
down the grade of 175 feet to the mile.
Sixty-seven set low in her frame, but
every low joint rung her bell for an
eighth of a mile. She jumped and
swayed and threatened to leave the rails.
The wind shrieked around ns like a
thousand demons and the rain poured
against the windows in a perfect stream.
“There’s danger ahead and death behind,” shouted the old engineer. “If
the rain loosens a bowlder and drops it
on the track”I shuddered. There waS the blasted
pine that marked the curve. The next
second we reached it. For a moment I
thought it was all over. Then 67 righted.
There was a sharp jerk.
We forged
ahead faster, and our seven cars cleared
the road bed and went down the bluff
with a crash that was heard high above
the storm, leaving a clean track for the
runaway behind that was coming as
swift and sure as death.
If the runaway got around the curve,
the probabilities were that we would be
knocked from the track into the river.
We were very near to the bottom now,
where the roadbed followed the river,
and the engineers were cautioned not to
run over fifteen miles per hour.
But orders were not respected that
night. We were making thirty miles
per hour when a flash of lightning showed
me that dark string of cars coming
around the curve. The blazing box was
on the opposite side and invisible.
Old Matt gave 67 the steam so suddenly she seemed to jump from under us,
but the runaway was not more than half
a mile behind and coming with the
speed of a tornado.
There was no getting out of the way.
In a moment it would be on us. I imagined I could see the black mass coming
down on us in the darkness, when a
heavy rumble was heard, followed by a
tremendous crash.
The rain had loosened the rock and
dirt overhanging the track, and it only
needed the jar of 67 to set it in motion.
Something like 1,000 tons of debris
rolled onto the track directly behind
us, and into this those runaway cars

plunged.
But wo did not find this out until
afterward. Matt kept 67 up to what
was a tremendous speed on that track.
She plunged and rolled and rang her
bell continually. A dozen times I thought
we were going into river.
We pulled through all right, but that
was my last trip.
When I got off the
was
hair
streaked with gray,
engine my
and now it is white as snow.
For some time it was thought that the
runaway cars had broke loose, but the
company became suspicious and had the
case looked into, with the result of running down some tough characters, who

THE COST OF MESSliW.

Every household has a host of retainers.
They go off to sleep at any hour in
the day. They annex anything within
reach, and truth is an unknown virtue
to them. A lady cannot help about her
she loses all caste with and auher servants. She can only
over
thority
scold and wait for the spirit of the domestic to move her toward the accomplishment of her duties.
The servant is expected to provide her
own mattress, and usually sleeps on the
kitchen stove in wiutw and out in the
yard in summer. The idea of providing
a x-oom for her servants never occurs to
the Russian housekeeper.—New York
Sun.
house

or

remedy for bee stings frequently
given consists in cutting an onion in two
and applying the cut surface to the part
stung.
A

WANTED.

FOB HALE.

to know
BALE—Old colonial mahogany Inlaid
fjreeport'steamboatcoT FOR.sideboard,
WANTED—Parmer*
your time to lav In stock
for s»le
good trade. Call
this
Meal. Very
prices,
223 NEW BURY

m.
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PHANTOM will leave Portland
BT,_29
STEAMER
Pier tor Freeport, touching at Falmouth
It
is
Less
Tkn
SALE AND TO LET—One set light
It Foresule.Cousens’. Great Chebeague and LittleHarper Says
Harness, rubber trimmed, at
FORbreastplate
johns’ Island and Wolfs Point, at 2 p.
dally
used
(ew
1

a

(Sundays excepted). RETURNING,

South Freeport at 7

will leave

touching at all landings, commencing Monday, Nov. 9.1891.
B.
sepaitf
H.
SOULE, Managpr.

Thirty Dollars
Handsome, Stylish Street

Showing
Buy

to Be.

That

Outfit—Something About the Dress of
Youug Girls.
ISpecial Correspondence.]
New York, Dec. 17.—I am firmly convinced that it is possible for women to
dress well today on less money than ever
before. Let rao give some figures regarding the dress of a certain well
gowned woman as she garbs herself for
the street. She has a stout plain pair of
boots, at say $2.50; black stockings, thirty cents; underlinen, altogether, $2.50,
including flannels and corsets, for flannels are very cheap, and a fair pair of
corsets costs seventy cents.
Her dress will be of camel’s hair or
cheviot, of good quality, costing, all

made,ten dollars;
her diagonal
cheviot or cloth
coat, with fur
collar, lined with

quilted satin,
eight dollars, and
fiomft pvpn

if

PORTLAND
CO.

a. m..

& BOOTHBAY STEAMBOAT

lu.er

A

nan^fiurutn. Ou

and

Monday, Nov. 2. Str. Enterprise will leave
East Boothbay every Monday at 7.16 a. in., lor
Portland, touching at So. Bristol and Boothbay
Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Frauklin
Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. in., for Round Pond,
touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every Thursday
leave Round Pond at'7 a. in. lor Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Kverv Friday leave
Portland at 8 a. m. for Booth by, So. Bristol, East
Boothbay and Pemaq id. Weather periniting.
No freight received after 7.46 a. m., ou day of
leaving.
oct29dtf
ALFKED RACE, Manager.
after

Casco Bay Steamboat

Company,

CLfTOJl IIOUNK WHARF.
TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1, 1891;
Leave Portland for Ferest City Landing, Peaks
Island. 6.46, 6.46.8.U0a. m.. 2.16. 6.10 p. m.: for
Little and Great Diamond, Treletben’s and Lon
Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.16 p. m.
C. W. T. GODING,
octSOdtf
General Manager.

WINER

HARPSWELl SlEAiiBOAT CO.
and

Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYONCONEafter
AG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
a.

for Portland and intermediate

in.

TnPWlnuim bnxslnn/l

KElandings.
__»
,1
,1

«...

..

intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtf
General Manager.
KOFOATIONAL.

Her bonnet will
BOTANY.
not cost her over
In
accordance
with
the
request of several who
two dollars if she
desire to pursue the study of Botany, clashes
makes it herself, will be formed the first week in January that
for the bonnets pupils may be fitted for the work of classification as soon as the early flowers bloom. Attenand hats have tion will be given to our native orchids. For
never been so eco- terms and course of instruction, apply between

INSTRUCTION_03

ed

A
parasol, veil and
gloves will be all
about
together
as

$3.50,
very

now.

allowing
good qual-

So for $29.50
woman may be

ity.
a

YOUNG GIRL’S home
toilet.

this amount all at once, but
each article as it becomes
necessary, the burden is lightened. Such
a jacket, dress and parasol should last
one season at least for best, two if the
wearer is reasonably careful of them.
A good cheviot or camel’s hair in black
or some dark color is suitable for almost
any occasion.
Most fashion writers revel in the contemplation of magnificent and costly
gowns, ignoring the mass of everyday
dresses that are worn and the fact that
the very persons who wear the superb
costumes they describe don’t wear them
always. There are thousands of women
gowned in plain and comparatively inexpensive woolens to one who wears the
purple and fine linen, so I feel that it
would be offending the taste of the majority of my gentle readers if I tried to
mislead them into thinking that in the
fashionable world it is always “silk
gowns for breakfast and satin ones for
tea.”
Another
great reform has been
wrought iu this age of common sense in
dress, and that is that young girls have
never been so well dressed as now.
By
that I mean so simply and suitably for
their age. In this connection are three
The one alone wears a
young girls.
plain princess cut gown of diagonal
chevjot, with sleeves guimpe and foot-

HISS E. W. fflURSTOS.

Teacl)8rifth8 Violin

few nail heads here and
there take off the old look. This is for a
girl from thirteen to sixteen.
The other two are for girls of from
sixteen to eighteen. The smaller one
has a plain skirt of flowered India silk
or challie or any other rather light woolen material, made with a narrow flounce
all around the skirt. A ruffle of the
6ame, herring boned in some other shade
than the goods, makes a dainty finish
arouud the neck and double puffed
slee ves.

will receive pupils September 1st}
Thnraton'a Plan* House, 3
Street If lock, Portland.

•r

aug27

Pree
dBm

of Westbrook.

City

Notice to Voters.
Board of Registration of Voters.
December 3, 1891.

<reatafllllir

time he shaves,

from

to

highest cash price for ladles’ dresses, gents'
and children’s ciotning, and gents’ winter overcoats; call, 6r address letter or postal to 8,
LEVI, 07 Middle street.
auglOtl
worth of

cast-off
buy $1000
WANTED—To
clothing; I pay the highest cash price for
ladles’ dresses, gents’ and children’s clothing,

and gents’winter overcoats; call, or address
letter or postal to MR3. GOODHAKT, 93 Middle street.
angiotf

ramumhar

G. L. BAILEY, 203

from $1000 to $l0,ooo

buy
WANTED—To
worth of cast off

FORSALE
beautiful

clothing,

tne

highest

cash prices paid for ladles’ dresses, also gentlemania o
ohIIHrun’a olnt hlnn onH
an
r,.,.,.

paid lor carpets
and furniture.
Address, postal or letter to.
No. 102 Middle street, M. DxOBOOT, Port,
oct29-tf
land. Me.
Highest

coats.

No. 41 Thomas

St.,
residence,
Thefinely situated,
light, airy and sunny, every

pleasant, line library finished in polished
Black Walnut, Dining Room In quartered Oak,
elegant Parlors, cosy -owing Room, Bath Room
a gem. Ornamental Mantles. Electric
Bells
Combination
throughout. Speaking
Tuoe,
Steam and Hot Water Heater, Plate Glass front,
large Closet room, dry roomy cellars, set tubs in
laundry, Hot ana Cold Water, and everything
first class. Lo contains about 6800 feet of
land.
Inquire ofS. B. KELSEY,
nov7tlf
so. 243 Commercial Street.
TO

cash prices

CHAPTER 34.

clusive ly.-a'l the powers now exercised by the
municipal officers of said cities in making, preparing, revising and correcting the list of voters
therein under cnapter four of the Revised Statutes or any other statute relating thereto.

1,

Dec.

21, 22,

Hose House No.
23, 24, 26, 28.

Upper Boom, Pride’s Corner
School House, Dec. 29, 30, 31.
Woodbur^s Hall, Duck Pond,
Jan. 1, 2, 4.
Collector’s Boom, Odd Fellow’s
Block, Jan. 5, 6, 7.

Upper

room,

Hose House No.l.

8, 9,11.

Jan.

avatv

Atti^An will

on

nrixaAnt

fham.

tho

v >

ANTED—By an engllsh girl a chance to
\hj
FT
uo light housework or secure work lu a
small private family. A young woman wishes
a chance In the country: also a nurse wanted.
Apply 169 1.2 Federal street, MBS. PALMEU.
Employment Office.

_28-1
knowllady with
WANTED—Young
edge of bookkeeping and willing to make
some

herself useful when not engaged on books. Address P. O. BOX 1436.
25-1

RENT—1 he modern and convlent lower
171 Neal St.
near Cougress Eight rooms, steam heat, good
cellar, well lighted. Apply BENJAMIN SIIAW
61 y3 Exchange
30-1

FORtenement in bouse number

of 8 rooms, No.
Lincoln Pai k,
stairs rent of 7 rooms No, 190 Newbury
both desirable, apply to N. S. GARDINER,
Middle St.

LOST AND FOUND.

168

rent

can

proving property

126
up-

meat.

Inquire of A. C.
change street.
--

LIBBY*

..

MALE HELP.

grocery store, a bright
WANTED—In
active boy who is willing to work. Exa

Dantorth

peiiencenot necessary.

TON,

business would like a situation as
bookkeeper and business correspondent; or salesman
where there might be chance of promotion. Address M. Press Office.
29-1

■

rr.O LET—At Oakdale, down stairs rent of 7
J
rooms with pantry, 2 large bay windows,
Sebago, perfect drainage, bath room with
water closet if desired, cemented cellar, everything convenient- Rent very low if applied for
at once. D. K. FROHOCK, 23 William street.
28-1

LET—Very
TO berland

TTTANTRD—Kop thA aAIaa nf & whnlAsalA
▼ ▼ house, a smart, active boy. Apply in own
36-1
handwriting to P. O. Box 1074.

WANTED.

desirable rooms at 467 Cum
18-4

street.

to loan on first or second mortgages
on farms or city property, life Insurance
commercial
policies,
paper or any good collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42%
Exchange Street.4-4

MONEY

BE LET—The

residence

A young
assist

LET—One

or

Ui„.

Real Estate

public to know that J. G.
WANTED—The
CURRIER, bell hanger, is at 1S7 Clark

epeaking tubes and bells of every
description put Into hotels, private bouses and
steamboats at short notice; ail wcrk warranted;
orders by mail attended to.
24-1

547 Congress Street.

COMMERCIAL PAPER.

entry

ac-

ft.ona. 3 and

Address, Box
22-2

4, Joae Bailding,

EXCHANGE

OR
jul

MEETINGS.

STREET
eodljr

WJH. 11. MARKS

BANK.

Annual Meeting of the stockholders of
Canal National Bank of Portland, for
the election of seven Directors, and tor the
transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them, will be held at their
banking bouse on TUESDAY, the twellth day
Jauuaiy, 1892, at i > o’clock a. m.
GEO. C. PETERS, Cashier.
Dec. 11, 1801.
decileoutd

THEThe

Book, Card
AMD

—

Job

Annual Meeting Notice.
Proprietors of Union Wharf CorpnraiIon are hereby notified that their Annual
Meeting will be held at ti e office of the whaifinger on TUESDAY, the fifth day of Januarv,
1892, at 2 o’clock iu me afternoon, to act on
the following articles, viz: lst -To choose a

THE

—

Printer,

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE,

971-2 Exchange St

Pmsident. 2nd—To choose a Clerk a id other
officers for tne ensuing year.
3rd—to act on
auy other business that may legally come before them.
NATHAN D. ROBERTS, Clerk.
dec28dtd
Portland, Dec. 28, it91.

,

Portland, He.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY
All orders by mall or telephone promptly at
tended to.novl leodtf

Poland Paper Company.

The annual meeting ot the st->ckholder3 of the
Pound Piiper C ntpaoy will be held at their
office in PoitUt-d on Tuesday, the 6th day of
January, 1892. at 3.30 o’clock p. m., lor the
choice of directors lor the ensuing year and the
transaction of auy otner busmens that may
dec28df1au5
legally come betorc them.

STEPHEN BERRY

C. H. MII.L1KEN, Clerk.
Portland, December 23th,|l8Ul.

First National

Bool, Job and Card Printer,

fc'anb,

no. st rLrn s i bhet.

annual meeting of the stockholders of
the First National Bank of Portland, will
be held at its banking rooms on Tuesday, the
12th day of January. 1892, at 10 o’clock a. m„
for the purpose of electing seven directors for
the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any
otner business that may legally cotne before
tham
I tMlfd li*
IlMi
n UW

THE

National

Trudcrs’

HOPKINS,

Counsellor

at

Law,

S» 1-i Enhnnijt St., Portland, .Tie.

’dccl2(it<i

Portland, Me., Dec. U. 1331.

C.

CEORCE

_

The

BOYNTON,

Loan

to

Parties wishing to
In large or small amounts.
build can be accomodated.

bookkeeper is open
for engagement after Jan. 1st: would
Double

NATIONAL

DOTEN,

and Loans.

$50,000

street,

CANAL

office work.

A. R. & E. A.

oct7-tf

PEBSIINAL.

ANNUAL

Ot g&nizationof Corporations a specialty. &u260n>

Bank

CHAS.

milE shareholders of the National Traders’
JL Banker' Portland are hereby notified that
their annual meeting will be held at their banking room on Tuesday, the 12th day of January,
next, at 11 o’clock a. m., to choose live directors for ihe ensuing year, and to aetou anv other
business that mav legally come t» fore the met tED WAliD COULD, Cashier.
iug.
Deceit b^r 12, 1891.d eel 2-o td

E.

JACKSON,

448'ZJ.vrzz*'’
Pnrtinud,

Ylume.

nov24

bf'ne
PHOTOS.

dim

STATE

OF

MAI^E.

Office of Board of State Assessors.!
acgusia. t>ec. 10.

Cumberland National Lank.
Gentlemen’s Solid Silver Stem Winding Walth

m

and

$10, $11,

Elgin Watches,

$13, $15 & $30.

NOTICE.

annual

18H1.)

Notice is hereby given Dial the state Assessors will be in session a
«’i y Build
In PottUnd, tlie couuty of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
the Gth nav of January, A. D., 1802. at nine
o’clock m th- for. to sin to s cure Into, tmtio.i to
enable tlt< m to m tke a Just and equal a-se.-smento tire taxst) e property lti Die several
towns in sit'd couutv. and to invest'gste citarves
of com calm-tit U pioperty liable to assessment,
as required by la*.
BENJ. F. CUADBOUHNE.) Hair I of
FRANK 611.MAN,
[ Slate
OITS HaYFOIIL),
) Assessors
dec21
dtd

of the stoc kholders

of
meeting
the Cumberland National Bank of KorOand
IniE
be lielo at the bai

will
knig rooms ou Tuesoav,
the twedth day of January, 183;:, at 10 o’clock
a. o ,, lor tlio choice of Directors for the ensuing year and the tratisacli m of any other
lus ness that may legally come he ore them
W. H. SOULE, CashierPortland, Dec, lltii, 139L.
itoedtd

commissioners appointed
THEby undersigned,
order of the City Council of the City of

Portland, October 7, l8no, To assist the City asIn revaluing and equalizing the values
of real estate belonging i<» resident and nonresident tax payers ot sa d ci y, hereby give
notice that they will
in attendance at Assessors’ Office, City Building, Monday, Dec. 28,
Tuesday, Dec. 2», Wednesday, Dee. 30, and
and Thursday, Dec. 31, from loto 12 o’clock a.
in. and 2 to 4 o’clock p. m
to hear all persons
nterested.
VIRGIL C. WILSON,) ,.omral„tonf,„
commissioners.
WM. B.

and

BUSINBSM CARDS.

two flats In building No. 21
Cnn.lia
U7
W 11 IP A

cept auy responsible position.
396, Madison, Maine.

Typewriter

in general

Houlton, Maine.
dec2*•dl w

pleasant

Danforth street.

20 year*

JOHN WATSON,

upper tenament of
in house No. 19 Atlantic
rent
month.
$16 per
Enquire of B. W.
street;
11-tt
JONES, 96 Commercial street.

TO

LET—A very

seven-rooms

or

Address, stating experience,

a term
of years; possession
given Immediately. Inquire of E. A. NOYES,
T£eas. Public Library, 83 Exchange Bt. 2-tf

TO

man, 18

of age, to tun

of the
offered

TO late N. C. Sawyer,elegantDeerlng, Is

FBANK W. BUXCor. Chestnut and Oxford sts.
30-1

young man, who has had several
Wanted—A
years
experience In manufacturing

Ex29-1

42%
■

same

———m^mmm^—mm

St.,
186

41 Waterville street. $8.00; lower rent No. 112 Salem
street. $10.00; lower rent No. 24 Newbury
street, $4.00; lower rent No. 87 Adams street.

$6.00.

bowed eye glasses
at this office by
paying for this advertise26-1

cf

gold
pair
Owner
have the
FOUND—A
and

_30-1

dtjanll

dec7

a young womau of years expet ieuce. a situation as book-keeper asor any office, work familiar with Bemington Tjpe Writer, best of city references.
AUress T. U. O. Press Office.
30-1

TXTANTED—By

sistant

for lease for

AN ACT to provide a Board of Registration to
the Cities of this State.
Sect. l. a board of registration is hereby
established in each city of the State, which
shall tiuve the exclusive power and authority to
determine the qualification of voters therein,
and exclusive power to make up, correct and
revise we nsi or voters in eaeu oi saiu cities,
and shall perform all the duties and have ex-

Upper Boom,

FE.HALE HELP.

LET.

m

CHARLES E. JACKSON
GEORGE W. LEIGHTON.

Olive Harper.

mill

LET—Lower

days named, in order that the
registration be made complete.
CHARLES M. WATERHOUSE,

jj^and

to

every
Jou
liddle street.24-1

...

selves

taking

$1000
buy
$16.
000 worth of cast-off clothing; 1 pay the
NOTICE—Wanted

razors for sale,
if you
Razor for a Christinas

friauH

No.
TO street, $18.00; lower rent
No.

ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT STREET,

Via hrmA<l t.llttT.

The other dress is of pale blue cashmere, with double band, Swiss bodice
and sleeves of dark green velutiiva. The
guimpe and puffs are of cashmere braided with silver braid studded with small
black jet beads.
The cashmere costs
about sixty cents a yard and requires
about 4} yards, and H yards of velutina, which is one yard wide. If velvet
is used it would need 2J yards, as it is
onlj' twenty-four inches wide.
After all, it all depends upon the taste
of the lady whether she is well or ill
dressed on a small income. The power
of making he? own clothes, excepting
cloaks, and a complete understanding of
herself are necessary, also thrift and
care of her clothes
economy in
and judgment..in buying; but the best
general guide i$j get the best you can,
take care of
get everything to
match a3 nearly as possible.

FOR

LET—Uptalrs rent
TO Federal
st., opposite

Honrs to be from X to 5 and from 7 to 9 p. m.,
excepting Pride’s Corner and Duck Pond,where
the hours will be from J .30 to 5.30, and from 7
to 9 p. m.
The board, wishing to avoid favoring any persons or classes of persons have decided ou a
personal registration, and every person mult go
before the board himself, or his name will be
left off.
Voters from any part of the city may register
at any place where the board is in session.
Naturalized citizens will bring their papers and
be ready I o answer where naturalized, when
naturalized, and before what court.
Every voter must state his name, residence,
occupation, place of occupation, place of birth,
residence in Westbrook, where he last voted
married, residence of wife and family.
It is to

DAINTY GOWNS FOE GIRIS.

_

St,_

(mm (IV EKHBEKG)

Any woolen goods would be pretty madt,
so.
Old silk, surah of any kind can be
a

Piusu goods and albums; cuff and col.
lar boxes 25 cents and up. E. D. KEYNOLD8,
cor Oak and Congress street.
15-3

TO

The undersigned having been appointed and
commissioned a Board for the Registration of
Dana of faille to matcn.
1 ms band at Voters for this city under said law, hereby notithe bottom gives a faint suspicion that fy all persons claiming the right to vote in this
at the municipal election of March next,
the dress has by this means been length- city
that said Board will be in session at the times
ened. If it has not, it could be if the and
places below mentioned, for the purpose of
It is very
young wearer grows tall.
receiving the names of said persons and formneat, plain and yet quite dressy enough. ing lists thereof.

utilized, and

one

LET GO at cost rather than carry over
my imnoi ted and domestic woolens, Trousers irom $6 up, Suits from $20 up, Overcoats
from $20 up; for cash only.
Perfect fit or no
30-1
money*. F. W, Gros^tuck, 10 Free st.

dressed, and, what is better, she need

lay out
by buying

In

want of pictures front
WANTED—People
dollar to eight would do well to call

onus.

SALE—The two story brick house, with
Fiench roof, situ-ited No 207 Cumberland
street; has 14 rooms, besides bath and closets;
Is one of the most desirable houses on the
street, and is finely located for a down town
residence. Is offered lor sale at a great bargain to close an estate. Immediate possession.
Auply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial
Block.
24-1

3 aud 6 p. m. to
dec26d l w
MRS. MARY E. TAYLOR, lO Wray Si.

Well,comfortably
and fashionably

not

_

SALE—At cost, rather than carry over
17>OR
"
Trousers
my Fall and Winter Woolens.
from $5 up, Suits from $2o up, Overcoats from
$20 up; for cash only. Good lit or no money.
26-1
F. W. GKOasTUCK, it) Free street.

room

happen in on
“bargain day.”

you

nomically design-

17'OK sALF—We sell just as much Blush of
Uoscs to gentlemen as to ladies as they
also ce-ire a clear smooth ci niplexion. YOUR

an

$30.|6oT,^

!s want of trunks of
REYNOLDS’, 668
and 663 congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
you bottom prices; trunks repaired-, open eve4-8
lugs untlll e-

JT

■•itnim

foot
29-1

persons
WANTED—All
bags to call at E. D.

Kit._26-1

Electric
Electric
buy

Dai/£on_

loan $10,$20.
In city and
vicinity, 0_
furniture, pianos, organs, libraries, hor***
carriages, diamouds, watches. 2d mortgage*'
notes and pay off furniture leases.
BusineSi
PORTLAND
confidential.
COLLATERAL
room
LOAN CO., 185 Middle street,
6, second
281
floor.

barge. 1 set hub ruuDers, 1 Chestntit mare, 1
standing top phaeton 1 harness and sleltii;
price $185.00. Can be se>-n at stable, 697
Congress str«et;also s'orage lor carriages and
FKRNALD
sleigh*, with insurance if desired.
& SAW X

iisuaant

IS

now

_

WANTKD-To
to $ 10,000,

a very
bargain,
times, $22,0O;
light side spring wag >n, $26.00; 2 light carriage
p.les, 2 sleigh backs, 2 single si igbs sec
traverse runner for itacks, 1 set heavy for
a

DRUGGIST._28-1

BENSON &

lots. Terms cash.
of Green street.

that

of Cotton Seed
week only
ton

a

at

Olive

Russian Servant Girls.

nificance.

NTEAJnEBn,

at a

.1

nnaixy conresseu to curling inem loose
with the intention of ditching us between
Haversack grade and the bottom, and
securing the treasure.
Old Matt has retired from the road,
but I do not think that either he or I
shall ever forget the run of 67.—W. F,
Bruns in Express-Gazette.

We have a pleasant way of growling
and grumbling over the inefficiency of
our Mary Anns and Elizas, and consider
ourselves very badly used because they
do not come nearer the pinnacle of perfection, but the Russian servant double
discounts ours in vexatious incompeteney, and the Russian mistress has
trials beside which ours fade into insig-

ISLAND

sessors

dec2i

IRISH,

j

dt31

BOYNTON,

547 Congress St.

517 Conarrss S’.

Gold
Pens,
Toot Picks, etc.

Pencils,
[

SoJM gold rins* for childrcu
from oOe to $1 00.

CHIEF

OF

THE

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

TYPOTHET/E.

The New President of the
Society

a

Well

Known Canadian.

It is a fact well worth noting that while
the projects of annexation, reciprocity

and commercial union between Canada
and the United States gain adherents but
Blowly, if at all, the non political organizations of the two countries are rapidly
becoming assimilated. Churches, labor
organizations and
Bocial or benevolent orders are
either united or
acting substantially as one, of
which the latest
illustration is the
the choice of Mr.
"William
Allen
Shepard, of Toronto, for president of the United Typothetje of
America. This
w. a. shepard.
body includes the
foremost men engaged in the printing
business (that is, the “employing printers”) all over the continent, and there is
scarcely a town of any prominence in
Canada or the United States that does
net contain a branch. At the fifth annual meeting recently held at Cincinnati
all the principal cities were represented
including Toronto and Montreal, and the
president chosen for the current year is
a Yankee by birth and a Canadian by

Quotations of Staple Products io the
Leading Markets.
Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy

Exchange|Quiet

Sterling
Steady Government

but Firm—Kailroads Active

Bonds Dull
and

and

Strong—Stocks Closed Heavy

at Low-

est Prices.

At New York money has been easy, ranging
2Vb@3 percent.; last loan at 3, closing at3
percent. Prime mercantile paper at 4%@6
per cent. Sterling Exchange Is quiet and steady
with actual businessgin banker’s bills at 4 8iya
tor 60-day bills, and * t4ya (or demand; posted rates at 4 82Vi @4 35y3
Commercial bills
4 311,4 @4 88%.
Government bonds du'l and
firm. Kailroad bonds are aative and strong
In the 8took market after 2 o'clock persistent realizat ons, aided by renewed effects of the
bears to briug about reaction, had lrgitimate effect, beginning with a severe dibe at coalers,
the movement spread to the rest of the list.
Vjrinuu

3

WHICH

Blocks,

BtrUllgO:

HilU UCtU

t.

U1

tbe list, yielded readily, dragging the whole
markei below the level of opening prices, the
market closing rather heavy, after a r*y, close
to lowest prices.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 358,700 shares.

born July (1,
in
N.
1830,
Brownville,
Y., and a few
months later was taken by his parents to
Brockville, Out., where he received his
education. In 1847 he went to Hamilton
and learned the printer’s trade in the office of The Canadian Christian Advocate,
of which his father, Rev. Gideon Shepard, was afterward editor for eight years.
He progressed so rapidly that he became
foreman of the office before his apprenticeship had expired, and soon after became manager of the Belleville Intelligencer company. In 1881 he took charge
of the Toronto Mail’s job printing department and has built up a great business there.
His first official act was to invite the
United Typothetae to hold their next
meeting at Toronto, which invitation was
accepted at once, and the body will convene there next August.
Of the new
president The American Bookmaker says,
“He is a clear and level headed thinker,
conservative in his views, and singularly
happy in the choice of his words as a
speaker.” The object of the societyis
to promote unity among publishers, exchange views on the latest improvements,
and generally to maintain a high standard in the business.
THE

FLAG

few enthusiasts to meet in some second
class hall, one or two nations only being represented, and there “fire off a
lot of gush” and resolve that everybody
must be good and stop quarreling.
But in the recent congress every civilized nation had delegates; the speeches
exhibited the highest order of talent;
the suggestions were of practical value,
and the scholars and statesmen of Italy
took care that great publicity should be
given. Germany 6ent delegates from
five associations, England from sixteen,
Austria, Belgium and several minor
states from one each, France from
twelve and the United States of America
from five. Among these was Mrs. Mary
Frost Ormsby, who presented to the.
congress a “peace flag” of beautiful silk,
made by the Philadelphia Women’s Peace

society.
The design is beautiful. The flag of
each nation (for each congress that of
the nation in which it is held) is to be
depicted on a ground of pure white with
broad white border. On this, or on the
field of the flag itself, if the coloring will
give the proper effect, the word “Peace”
is to appear in gold letters. Other variations are provided for to make the combination with local tlagB effective. A
singular coincidence wa3 noted. When
the flag was presented the ushers placed
turns

ui

tue

Tumor

on

Mare’s Shoulder.

■

n

■

wearing

■■■!

mil

lit

H, E. MiLLS,
piano Tuner.
Slate at I'buadter’a Music

Order
431 Geasresa Street.

to

Breakwater, sugar 14c.
Schrs L. T. Whitmore, and A. B. Sherman,
Baltimore to Portland, eoal private terms.
Schrs Wm. Wilson, Eva May, Cumberland,
and Lottie, New York to Portland, coal p. t.
Schrs Rhode Island, and W. L. Burroughs,
Portland to New York, Ice 60c.
Schr Joel F. Shepherd, Portland to Philadelphia, ice 50c.
Schr Lawra E. Messer, Weymouth to Charleston, 8. C., with guano, and return Ito Weymouth
with phosphate rock at private terms.
Schr Grate K. Green, Bremen to New York,

ware

ice 60c.
Schr Damletta & Joanna,

St. John, N. B., to

Canary Islands, lumber, lump

sum

$2000.

PORTLAND. Dec. 29,1891.
The following are today’s quotations of Pro.
visions, Produce, Flour, etc.:
Crain.
Flour.
Superfine &
Corn,carlois....62a63
lowgrades.4 76@6 00 Corn, bag lot8...67®68
X Spring &
Meal, bag lots. .65®-i6
Y Y tinuinir R
9 R fiats *oo
Into
A*
J.R
Fat. Spring
Oats, bag lots...46@43
5 7C@6 261
Wheat.
Cottonseed—
Mich str’ght
{Car lots. ..28 l)0@28 50
roller.6 */»@6 % Bag lots. .29 00@30 00
clear do.. .5 15@S 2o
Sacked bran—
Car lots... 22 00@2t 00
Bt Louis st’gt
roller.... 6 6f@5 66 Baglots...23 (0@24|00
clear do...6 26@i % Middlings.23 GO®-8 00
Wn.'r Wheat
Bag lots... 24 K @29 00
patents.... 6 76@8
Provisions.
PorkFish.
Backs.15 00@16 25
Clear.14 5 @14 76
Cod, per qtlsnore.b
60
Short* uts.14 75@16 00
Large
2f@8
Small.6 00@5 2s
Beef—
Pollock.8 00@tf6 Ex-Mess... R no® 900
Haodock ....3 06@3 50 Plate.10 00@10 60
Hake.2 0o@2 60 Ex-Plate.. 10 ;,0@11 00
LardHerring—
Scaled, » box...J4@18 Tubs, I? lb. 6%@ 7V4
Mackerel ip bbl—
Tierces. 6%@ 7%
Shore is..24 (K @26 00,Pails. 6%@12
Shore 2s..14 0f)@i6 OOlPnre leaf...12
@!2%
Med 3s...ll 61 @18 OOlHams.10 @10%
Large 3s..00 0* @00 OOido coverd..ll @11%
Produce.
Oil.
C’pe Craub’s.7 60®8 26 Kerosenebeans...
Pea
2 0Q@216 Port ref pet. 6%
Medium do..
Pratt’s Ast’l. 8%
Germ’u med.l 00@2 10 Devoe’s brilliant.. 3%
Yellow eyes..l 76@2 < 0 Ligonia. 6%
Cal. pea.2 60@2 65ICentennial. 6%
Irish Potatoes—
Ruislns.
L 60@2 60
^ bu>h.4E@56 Muscatel
Potatoes—
I.onn’n lay’r.2 0t@3 50
Sweet
...2 6G@3 25 On-ura lay’r..8
@9
Valencia.7 @7%
Onions—
Super.
Natives.2 60®2 75 Ex-quality Flu*
Oee.se.16@ 71 granulated.....4 7-16
Chi-kens.12@ir, 8tand’ra do.43/a
Fowls.li @13 Extra C.4
—

Turkeys.U@18
Apples.

Stare.
ebbeodtt

Seeds.

Red Top.L 9'@2 00
Timothy.1 fiE@l 60
Clover.10 @14

No 1 Baldwins.1 7F®2 00
Cheese.
Eating.2 6( @2 75 NY factory. 12 @13
Oi
50
12
Vermont...
Cooking.I
@1
@13
Evaporated ^ lb 8®i2 Sage.13-%5U4%
So old
7@ 8
But«e*.
Creamery ^ lb..2R@30
Lemon*.
Palermo.4 60@n 60 Gilt, edge Vt.28@ *9
Messina.4;50@4 5U Choice.iO@«l

Malagers.

Good.I9@2l

store.l @19
Oranges.
Florida.r2 fa @2 76
Eggs.
Messina.0 00@mio Eastern extfas.. 26@28
isreao

i-caimi-

Pilot Rup.7%@8
dosq.6 Vi @6

NewYork19
Light
did weightsi

Ship.4Vt@ 6
Crackers £>lb....@6% deary.22
vtoai.

Ctunberiand.4 6C@6 Ou
Acadia..
<g>
Cuestnut....
@6 00
Franklin.
(g7 50
Lehigh.
@6 00
Coffee.

Rio.roasted

19@2l
29g30
Loopmsc.

Java do....

Sug. country ,90c@gl
Country moL
hhd shooks..116@1 20
Hhd.bdgmoi.
32 in.24@20
avc

«/w

iu-

iavi.u

@28
@32
Good d’mg.lB @20
Am calf....60@70
Slaughter..81

Lumber.
S’th nine.30 uo@40 00
Clear pine—

Uppers.86B@BO
Select ••••....$4fa«, 52
Fine common..|38^4B

Hhhd shooks and hds—
.viol. city....l 80(31 9(>

►

@20

@?2

Spruce.#13@14
Hemlock. .$ll&12
Clapboards—
Spruce. X.t3G@38
dear.#34,0.35
2d clear.$26@S8
No 1.ilfaoiO
fine.#26@50

ur.

X cedar.3 60@3 75
'er.rcedar. 8 0< @3 26
X No 1.... 2 00@2 0
so 1 cedax. .126@i 60
Soruce.l a. @i 50
Laths Spree 2 Oo@2 16

LhBeP eask.1 00«l 03
i!»ri5»sc,
Cement.140@ 1 50
Amer’n ^ ft
103)11
rotate he*.
Manilla.... 11
fin
4tar,
gross
@18
Manilla Bolt R’pe 13
Dlrlgo
S9@40
Rissi do.17@18
Tractate.
S sal.7 V6® 8%
Copper—

Di'Ufi*

'4 @48 com

00@25

P .uslid copper, @16
Aid Oxauc.
li.@i4 14x48 plan“
isneu.
35
tart.4'@42
Ammonia—
Roirs.
20
a ra) b.J 6@2( 1 Y M sheatn
i fi
Ashes por....Q% @8
YM Bolts..
27
Hals copabia
61 @70IBottoms....
2S@sa
B eswax.3fc(&4()|lai'Ot...
13@14
Blch powders
6! Tin14
Borax.12®
Straits. 22® 24
Brimstone....^ .2U-@o English.23@ 26
Cochineal. 4('@ 18 Char. I. CO..7 00®.7 60
Copperas
1V®@2 Char. I. X...9 25ffl»66
Cream tartar... So«36 Terne.6 00@8 50
Bx logwood.12@161 Antimony.1 «<« i 8
GumaraDic... 70@lx2 Coke.6 00(38 fin
A oes cape. I6a2
Zinc.7 60@8 00
munohor. 60@f>2 solder %xysi6y3
IUtlamo.
Myrrh. 6(,@’6
Opium.2 25*. 60 Porto Rico ... P0@40
Suellac. 36@«0 Barbadoes..^....32.0133
Indigo....... 8fi@t 0 Cienfaegos. 38@30
Iodine.3 76 34 00 (soiling.
Ipecac.2 0oT2 25 Fancy Ponce....39@40
and

«>ye*.

,.

....

Nail*.
Licorice, rt.i6@io
Lai ex.3 4@4‘j Cask, cut
190@2 00
...

Wire...2 1E@2 25

iix®i 35
25@3 BO
tJtXifV. 50

26@3

uo

Naval 8tares.

50 Tar 'ip bbl...8 7554 00
is Goal Tar....6 26 r»6 60

28®33 Pitch.3 oo®.i 26
Chlorate. l @i* Wil. Pitch... 3 00&3 26
I '«itde.2 3r@-i 00 Rosin.3 oo®4 no
Quioksllver... i0®96 Turpt’ne, gan 39® 49
Qulune....... 3 @3>> O&kuin. 8 1®9
Oil
Lhcuqarb, rt..76@i 60
Kt suaae.80(0.40 Llnseea.88®<3
Saltpetre.Boiled.41®4B

S 3nua.26® to
Ciuaryseed.... 4 4Va
Cardamons..1 or®. 76
Soda, bicarb.3% 6»4

Soerm.. .1 00®

17

Whale.E0@60

Bank.. 3i ®45
3hore...80^33
Sal.2W@3
Porgie.00®95
Sulphur.3’*® % Laru.66®75
S’lgar lead.20 a22 Castor.1 26@l 35
W iite wax.6> @6 Neatsfoot.90^1 Oo
Vltrol, blue.8^, 0 Blaine.26®6u
Vanina, Dean. $1C®18I
Palms.
I Lead—
Pure ground 7 00@7 60
32 <Jure ury....7 00®7 BO
28 Ked.7
@"V4
20 Sug Ven Rod. 3®3o*
8 ..
IS Am. Slnz....6 0 >&< 00
10 oz.
15 rwiohella Yellow.. .2 vi
Rice.
Ouauswdtr
«h®i. Rice p1 lb.6V»@7
0!>
Blasting.3 60@4
Ranguou.6Vaif6
Snleratiik.
Sporting.... 4 * u®6 50
I> <>n shot. 25 lbs..i 60 Saleraius. 6@6Vi
Burk. B, BB,
*>ipc<r,ek.
T, TT, F.1 76 Cassia, pure 15 ®17
Mace... 75® 0
Uuj.
Pressed.$12®is Nutmegs.... 70<r 3
ilneit.
No 1.
No 8..
N> 10.

—

Straw.$ 9®10 Pepper.

18@21

Iron.
Cloves. 1: ® d0
Common.2 @2Vs 'Huger. 1S®15
Refined.2 Vj a 2 r
Htmreii.

Novway.3%@3% Laundry. 3%@7ya

Cast steel.
German steel.
S!'oe steel....
S leet Iron—
Common.4

Tea*.

w*

@3y2 Souchong...
do choice..
@2%
Jspan.
@4% Oolong..

HC.4%@5

do choice..

Russia.13%@14
Galv.

18@50

3ft u50
2' @ <o
3< @30

89&40

Tohnerw.

i@7

..6

Best brands.60 @60
Medium. 30,<i 4 i
Common. 2i@30
Sheet.6%@7
P oe.
6@6% Hall
Pig ••••#•• (M4
@7 |Natural leaf. 60@70

Imports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. 8 eamshio Numidian—
pkg seed t« Kendall & Whitney, 10 cs acid to
H H Hay & Son 10 do oranges to F Smith.
1

Matanzas, empty

hbds 60c.
Schr F. Crockett,Brunswick, Ga», to Portland,
lumber 86.
Schr H. F. Carleton,Perth Amboy to Portland,
coal 76c.
Schr J. & H. Crowley, Port Johnson to Portland, coal 65c.
Schr Emma S. Briggs, Hoboken to Portland,
coal 65c.
Schr C. J. Willard, Portland to Arroyo, PR.,
shooks and heads 23 j.
Schr Edward Waite, Guantanamo to Dela-

8 ift Pine, 36 in.20® 21
H trd Piut-,32 m2&®52*
Hoods 14 ft....$29®! 6
the
“
12 ft....#20®22
“
8 ft....#io@i2
! Red oak staves
Pox shooks....

too large a collar my
mare got afflicted with a sore on the
shoulder, and owing to continued rubbing it became from a quarter to a half
inch thick under the skin. What can
be done for her?—O. F. R.
Remove the pressure from the tumor
by cutting out or padding the collar.
Paint twice a week with the compound
tincture of iodine. If this fail to reduce
or cause absorption of the tumor, it had
best be out out. Make a vertical incision
over th© center of the tumor and carefully dissect out the lump. Then stitch
the skin of the upper two-thirds of the
opening together and treat as an ordinary wound.—Rural New Yorker.
mmm

Brig Ernestine, Boston

icMnouB BUttue oi

the gladiator Strigile, thns blending
emblems of peace and strife.

From

and port charges.

Portland Wholesale Market.

THE BANNER AND THE GLADIATOR,

tut?

The following are recent charters:
Bark Carrie Heckle, New York to ports on
West Coast Central America and back, $12,300

PEACE.

It Was First Exhibited at the Recent
Congress in Rome.
The International Peace congress, recently held at Rome, ranked far above
any meeting ©f that nature convened in
decent times. The rule has been for %

it in

Freights.

was

OF

C).t liver....l
Leiron.3
Olive.1
P'ODI..3
WlatergreenS
Potass br’mde

i.cso

adoption.
Mr. W. A. Shepard

Morumne.. ..lfl5®22<>
O'! bergamot4 00® 4 SB

Foresgn Exports.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Ella—446,805 feet
lumber 10,cOo gais oil.
Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND, Dec. 29,1891.

Central.-j-^118%

New York
New York, Chicago ft St. wa« 21%
do pret... 70
22
Ohio ft Miss....
21%
Out. ft Western..

118
79
22

81%
4-%

Foreign Markets.
IBy lemgrapu.j

21
18

Pacific Mali.37%
37%
Pullman Palace.184

Reading.*»•*• 39%

38%

Rock Island.89
St Louis ft San Fran...

pret.
do 1st prt.-

88

do

St Paul ..«•* 81*4
do

pret.«-..l23%

St Paul Minn ft Man.i.114%
8t. Paul ft Omaha. . 46%
8t. Paul ft Omaha prt.107
Texas Pacific, .. 3 3%
UoionPacific. 47
U s. Express.,. •••■ to
Wabash 8t. Louts ft Pacific.. 14%
do pret. 31%
Western Union.... *3%
Suear Trust. 8G%
Richmond ft West Point..
do pret . B9%
Oregon Nav. 83
New York

123
114

113%
BO
14%
31
hs%
84%
14%

eoy8
b2

Mining Stocks.

Savage.
Gould ft Curry...

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Dec.

Opening.. 90%
Closing. 82%

60%

Dec.

Mav.

41%
41%

—

v,

‘“I*

IV

iuuv»

Hb

■*

UV

>

Kansas Pacific Consols.108%
..
Oregon Nav. lsts
-112
Kansas Pacific lsts.109
Closing quotations of stocks:
Dec. 28
Dec. 29.
146
Adams Express.147
Am.

Express.116

Central Pacific. 34
Ches & Ohio. */6%
Chicago* Alton.... ..140

prefd.160
Chicago
Chicago, Burlington * Quincy 109%
AAlton

Delaware * Hudson Canal Co—124
Delaware, Lacks & Western..141%
Denver & Klo Grande..
17%
Erie.. 34%
Erie pref. 76%
Illinois Central.
10s%
Iod. Bloom * West...
Lake Erie & West. 22%
Lake Shore.126%
Louis & Nash... .. 833/8
Manhattan Elevated.1)4
Michigan Central.......106%
Minn * Bt. Louis.
9%
do
nret. 21
Missouri Pacific. 63%

JerseyiCentrai.113%
Nor. Pacific common. 26%
do pref. 72%
Northwestern.«lle%
New

Northwestern

pref.142%

116

33

26%

140
160

i083/g
123%

I3u%
17

33%
76

108
21*A
125%
62%

103%
loo

9%

ST.LOUIS, Dec. 29,1891.—The Flour market
is mu; ana

easy.

'vneai

jtower;

No 2

red at

911/8a,9iVic. Com lower,No 2 ai 36Ve@3'%c.
Oats dull and weak, No 2 at 3u%c. Rye lower
—No 2 at, 82. Barley steady and more doi.g;
Minn 6 @f2c. Provisions are very dull: pork is

8 62 Vi for old and i0 62Vi for new.
at $5 80. Dry salt meats—shoulders
a $3 77 Va: longs and nbs at $t> 40; short clear
at 6 62Vi
Bacon—shoulders at S6 00, longs
and rib- at 6 o @8 i2Vi; short clear at 6 26.
lower

Lard

at

easier

Hams 9 00@10 oO.
Receipts-*iour 2,000 bbls: wheat 101.000
bush corn 181,000 nushi oats 28,000 bush;
rye 3.000 bush barley 10.000 busn.
Shipments—Flour 16.000 bbls wneat 123.000
bush corn 249,000 bush' oats. 69,000 bush;
rye 7.000 bush. barley lOtQOo busn
DETROIT. Dec. 59 —Whaat—No 1 White at
94c s No 2 Red 94Vic. Corh—No 2 at 42Vic.
1 >atg—No 2 at 34;, No 2
White at 34Vic. Rye

8SV4C.

Receipts—Flour—; Wheat 8,900 bush;
23,900 bu; oats 240d bustf.'*

corn

21

63
112
26

71%
116%
142

Cotton Markets.

[By

Telegraph],

NEW YORK. Dec. 29.—Tfc* cotton market—
quiet and unchanged, sales 97 bales; ordinary
do cull at &%c; Igood ordi*
uplands at 6

2

6
H
0
H

MINIATURE ALMANAC,DECEMBER 30.
Sun sets.4 21 Hl8h water

J.10 47

i-.'.; g;;g;g

3S~EWSl

MA.RESTE

PORT OF PORTLAND.

TUESDAY, Dee 29.
Arrived.

!

j
!

1

i

|
i

i

Steamer Numidiau, (Br) MacNtcol, Liverpool,
Dec. 17th, passengers and mdse to fl & A
Allan.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB,
via Eastport fo Boston.
Sch Bayard Barnes. Mehaffy, Philadelphia—
coal to Me Central.
Sch M D Wood, Spaulding, Rockland lor
Baltimore.
Sen N J Dlnsmore, Dodge, Kennebec for New
York.
Seh Cathie C Berry, Foster. St John. NB for
New York.
Sch Jonu B Norris, Robbins, Bluehil for Boston.
Sch M F Cushman, Butts. Calais for Boston.
Sch Shawmut. Allen, Deer Isle for Boston.
Sch Victory. Ober, Sullivan for Providence.
Sch Annie W Barker, Rockland for New York
6 Sch Ariosto, Klwell, Rockland for Boston.
Sch Onward, Brown, Rockland for Boston.
[ Sch Etta M Barter, Rockland for New York.
8ch Julia 8. Baiiey, Boothbay for New York.
Cleared.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, East Boothbay—
J H Blake.
Sch L E Messer. Weymouth, to load lor
Charleston—P S Nickerson.
FROM OUR OOBKBSPONDKNTH.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Dec 28tb-Ar, schs
Brave. Babbage, Boston lor Ellsworth: John
Girard. Clark. Boston for Deer Isie: D D Patchen, Ord way, Boston for Castine; Julia & Martha, Hamilton, Boston for Bangor; Two Brothers Bickford, Boston for Salem;
Alaska, Brewer for Boston.
Sch Nellie G Thurston before reported asbore
came off with slight damage.
FROM MBROHANT'8 BXOHANOE
Anchored off Boston, 4 pm, brig Annie R
Storer, Md lor Philadelphia.
Cld at Magaguiz. PR, Doc 7, Bessie H Rose,

Navassa.

Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 28th; schs Albertlne Adone,
Rich. Pascagoula; Frank S Warren. Gahau,
Mobile; Lois V Chaples. Grace, Jacksonville.
Also ar 28tb, barque Fted P Litchfield, Pickering. Boston, in tow of tngC W Morse; sch J
G Pills bury, Tuttle, Rocklauo; Wm Todd, Hood
Fall River; Speedwell. Arey. New Bedford.
Sid 28th, schs C E Pickering. Marshall, PortsClara Rankin, Fall River.
mouth;
A04U_U
__

yw

ovu.>

nuauu

tv

vr

1/

JO-UICI'I,,

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a.

m.

and 1.30 p. rn.

RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and9 30 a.
m.

Herman. Philadelphia.
Ar at Matanzas, Dec 22, brig Shannon, Mobile; sch M A Hall. New York.
Cld at Matanzas, Dec 22, scb J W Foster,

Boston & Maine R. R.

ett, to load nitrate for US.
Sid fm Havana, Dec 22, scb Geo Twoby, Pensacola.
Sid tm Port de Palx, Dec 21, scb Maud Briggs
Elbridge, Chester, Pa.
af at Saaua, Dec 22, scb Thomas W Hyde,

New York.
Ar at Saigon. Dec 9, ship El Capltan, from N
York, and sld 20tn for Calcutta.

Spoken.
Dec 24, lat 30 N, lou 80 W, barque Formosa,
Mexico for New York, all well.
RSILHOADM,

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.
Beml-Montbly Parties, Personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pullman sleeping cars.
Call on or address E. E.
CUKK1KK, New England Agent southern
Pacific Co., 192 Washington St. Boston, Mass.
Janl9

In Effect October

Portland# Kocnestcr it. it.
STATIOK FOOT OF PREBLE

STREET.

Lowell, Bouton, t7.00, f8.4o
8.80 p.

m.

For through Tickets to all p«>lnts West snd
South, apply to 8. E.CORDWELL, Ticket Agent
J. W. PETERS. Supt.
Portland, Me.
C'J.WIGGIN. Gen’l. Ticket. AgeptoctBdtf
STKAMliKS.

—

Eaapcrt,

Steamship Co.

FOil

—

Calais, St. John, K 8„ Haiifax, N.S.,

and all parts of New Brunswick, Neva
Mcetia, Prince Edward* Island, and
Cape Breton. The favorite route to Cans
pebello and at. Andrew*, N. B.

Fall and Winter
On and after Nov.

2d,

Arrangement.
and until further

no-

tice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination.
Freight received up to 4.00
.P* M*

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for
other Information at Company’s Office. Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street. J. B. COYLE,
je20dtf _Gen’l Mananer.

BOSTON
STEAMERS.
FALL

AHIU&WalOi.

Fare

ARRAN6EMENT,

Only $1.00

THE NSW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS.

Koudout;_Fortuna, Pierce, Baltimore.

TREMONT and PORTLAND

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 28th, sch B W Morse,
New York.
Ar 2«th, schs Geo A McFadden. from Salem
for Brunswick, Ga; Willlamine, do for a coal I alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF. Portland every evening, Suudavs excepted, at 7
port—botn put In for a harbor and aueh red In o’clock;
arriving In seasou lor connection with
the roads;R & X Hargraves. (n*w), Allen, from
earliest trains for points beyond.
Camden, for Baltimore; Maud H Dudley.Oliver,
Tbrough tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Port Royal: Lulu Everett. Sawyer, New York;
Worce.ter, New York, Ac.
Lygonia, Fullerton, West Sullivan for WashingReturning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
ton ; Morancy, Wilson, Hoboken; Abbie s Walkevery evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
er, Dobbiu, do; Henry Clausen, Jr, from a coast
F. L1SCOMB,
J.
J. B. COYLE,
wiso port.
lieu. Agt.
Manager.
SATILLA RIVER, Ga-Ar 25, sch Helen L
dtf
8epl6
Martin. Fountain, New York.
OAKIEN. Ga—Ar 24th, sch Alice Archer,
Gibbs, New York.
NEWPORT NEWS. Va-Sld 28th, sch C A
Campbell, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 28th, sch Grace Andrews,*
Coos aw SC.
Cld 28td, sch J K Souther. Matanzas.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on WednesAlso ar 28th, barque Skobelelf, Tucker,
days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
Georgetowu.
Also cld 28th, schs A B Sherman, Dill, Portand Saturdays at 4 p. m.
land ; Lorlng <) Ballard, Stone, New York, (and
novlO-dtf
J. B. COYLE, General Agent.
sailed) Jobu Twohy, Thatcher, Salem.
FERNANDINA, Fla—Sid 27th, sch Mary
Lord, Lord, Demerara.
MOBILE—Ar 28th, sch Fred A Emerson,
Royal Mail Steamships.
Johnson, Cienfuegos.
Between
Portland
and
Liverpool.
PHIL4pELPHIA-Ar28rh, sch Alfred W
From
From
I From
Fiske, Kelley, Lanesville.
Isteamshirwi
1
LIVERPOOL |
| PORTLAND 'HALIFAX.
Cld 28th, schs Elm City, Ethridge, Portland,
w H Higgins.
17th Dec.
Bernard, do; W W Converse,
9th Jan!
‘Numidian, L 7ih Jan.
“
Hazdton. Charleston.
3 ist
21st
23rd
Parisian,
*
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 26th, schs Carrie
14th Jan.
6th Feb.
•umgolian 4th Feb.
••
Walker, New York for Boston; William John- 28tn
“Numidian 18th
20th
son, Baltimore for Portsmouth; Bayard Barnes,
*S. 8 Numidian and Mongolian will carry catPhiladelphia F>r Portland: Abbie Bowker, Hotle and onlv cabin passengers.
Cabin $4u to
boken for Bath; Herald of the Morning, Port
Johnson, for do; Davida, New York for Wind- *60, according io steamer and location of suite
second
cabin
room;
$24; steerage $20.
sor. NS; E T Lee, Calais for New
Bedford; Pa01
cific, do for Bristol. RI.
Lme steam'
Ar 27th. schs Spartan, Balt, for
Boston; M 0
Taylor. Elizabethport for Portland; Ella May,
New York and Gla.t.n, via Londonderry,
*
Fisher’s island Sound for Boston.
every fortnight. Cabin $36 and upwards. Return
Sid 27ih. schs Silver Spray, B H King. Carrie
$66 and upwards.
Walker, William Johnson, Abbie Bowker, HerOlaagow to Boaton direct via Derry and
aid of the Morning, £ T Lee, Pacific and SparGalwav.
Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
tan.
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P. MCAr 28th, schs Alfred Keene, S A BlalsdelL
GOWAN,
Portland, or H. & a. ALLAN,
Port Johnson, for Boston; L D Small. Perth
Boston._dec24dtf
for
A
Portsmouth;
B
Amboy
Mitchell, Pniladel
phia for Newburyport; M K Otys. South Amboy
for Salem ;M M Chase, New York for Plymouth; E Arculariii8, Rondout tor Portland: Ellen Perkins. Elizabethport for Bucksport.
^
PROVIDENCE—Ar 28, sch
B <J French,
California, Jaoan, China, Central
Thompson, Noriolk.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 28th, sch Addle P McSouth Amonoa and Muxioo,
Fadden, WriKht, Norfolk; R P King, Powers
s’
From New Fork, pier loot of Canal St., North
Augusta for New York.
Sid 28th, sch Kennebec, Wills New York
Biver, for San Francisco via The Imhtuaa
•f Puarna.
NEWPORT—Ar 28th, sch Carrie O Miles
Marston. Providence for New York.
For Jnsan nod China,
SALEM—Cld 28th, seh G A
McFadden,
sails Thursday, Dec. 31, noon.
COLON
Ga.
Brunswick,
From San Francisco, 1st ana Brannau ms.
Ar 28tb schs Governor, Hoboken; C A
White
Philadelphia; Lygonia. Franklin for Washing
CITY of PEKING, sails Thursday, December
ton; Itaiir. ad. Boston for Portland; Ida do for
31, 3 p. m.
Mlllbiioge;J H Walnwright. do Brooksvm.
oi general information
For
Freight,
Passage,
&ia asm, sens wiuamiue and (J A
MeFadden *
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
bound 8.
E. A. AOAfflH A CO.,
FALL RIVER—Ar 28th, sch J P Wvman Port
Liberty.
115 Suit* Street. Cor,Broad St., Bestoa.
Bid 28th, sch R M Smith.
dtf
jeio
HYANNI8—Ar 28tb, schs Douglass Haynes
from Perth Amboy to discharge; G P iriDo’
New York for Gloucester.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 28th, sch P G Thomnr
son. New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—81d 28, schs
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LI>K,
Herald of the Morning, Lewis, Port Johnson for
Bath: Mary B Wellington. Crosby, do for BosFrom BOSTONewy WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
ton, Minnie C Taylor, Quinlan. New Yo«k for
Portland; Emma Louise, McMillan, Providence
for New York.
From PHILADELPHIA even Tuesdar and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston,
Foreign Ports.
8 p. m. From Pine Street
Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p.
Sid fm Ayr, Dec 26. barque Hattie N. Bangs,
m.
Insurance one-half the
Newcomb, Demarara.
rate of sailing vesgel.
Passed Anjer, Dec 24, ship Mary L Stone.
Park, Manilla for New York.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. R., and
Passed St Helena previous to Dec 20, barque
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
Xenia, Smith, Hong Kong for New York.
commission.
Bound Trip 818.
Ar at Liverpool, Dec 28, ship Abner Coburn,
Pauagt 810.00.
Meals and Boom Included.
philadeldbla.
Sid fm Bermuda, Dec 16, barque Elvina, SawFor freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
yer, Lagena.
Ar at Cardenas. Dec 21, schs H J Cottrell.
E. b. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Gen. ManHaskell. Philadelphia; 22d, Ylla Y Hermann,
ager, 89 State St., Fisk e Building,Boston,Mass.
dtf
oci22
Gill, Calais, Me.

Maine

Steamship Company

For NEW YORK.

~

STATE LIKE I8*™106

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
^

§12.40,

Portland, 7.80, 8.80

A m.,

1.00,

m.

Munday Trains from Union Station, for
Bniou and way stations. 12.55. 4.16 p. m.
EASTERN Bl VISION.
From Union Slation. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 Am.; Amewburv, 9 Oo a. m tt.Oop.m.;
Biddeford, for umoinh. Newburyport,
Nuleu». I,>un, Bouton, (t'.0O a. m. daily)
t9.oo a. m., (§t p m. daily t8.00 p. m.
Bouton for Portland, 7.00 a. in., ((9.00 A
dnllnV

1

O GA

r.

m

r..

dull..

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Pari>m»isih and way stations, 4.40 p.
m. tConnects witn Rail Lines for New Yora,
South and Wrsr.
§Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
{Western Division from No. Berwick Sundays only.
•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and
West for sale at Union Station, Congress street,
and at Commercial srreet statioti.
JAMES T. FURBER,
Vice Pres, and Gen. Man.. Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.. Boston.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
octSdtf

CAMUE

GUAM* IBM UmWAY OP

On and after MONDAY. Drr. 7, IBOI,
trains will tun a< follow* :
DEPmTCRES.
For Auburn am Lrwi.tsa, 7. 0 and 7.20
а. m., and 1.10, 1.30 and 6.10 p. ra. For Barham 7.10a. m. 1.30and6.10».m.For.llonti-eai nud Chicago, 7.10 n. m.. and 1.301). in.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Buckfield and
damou, 7.10 a. in., and 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVAI.il.
From l.ewixton and Auburn, 8.26 a. m.,
12.10, 3.1<t, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From^fJoehain N. II., 8.25 a. m., 12. l(> and 6.60 p. in.
From Chicago uod Ylontreal, 12.10 a. in.,
б. 60 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.

TICKET

International

a.m.,

m.

Bouiou for

4.00 p.

n>

Onandafur MONDAY. OCT. 6,1891, Passenger Trains will LEAVE PORTLAND:
For WORl ESTER, CLINTON, AYKRJONC
TION, NASHUA, WINDHAM and EPPINC
at 7.30 a. in and 12.30 p.m.
For MANCHESTER, CONCORD, and points
North at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 p. m.
For ROCHESTER, SPRJNGVaLE. ALFRED,
WATEKBOROand SACO RIVER at 7.30 a
m., 12.30 and 6.30 p. m.
For GORHAM at 7.3o and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00, 6.3 '. 6.20 and li.15 p. in.
For WESTBROOK, CUMBERLAND MILLS,
WESTBROOK JUNCTION
and
WOODFORD’S at 7.30and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,8.00,
6.30. 6.20 ami 11.15 p. m.
For FOREST AVENU (DEEER1NG), 6.20p.m.
The 12.30 p. in. train from Portland connects
at AYER JUNCTION with” HOOSAUTUNNEI ROUTE” for the West and at UNION STATION, WORCESTER, for PROVIDENCE and
NEW YORK, via ‘PROVIDENCE LINE,” for
NORWICH and NEW YORK, via “NORWICH
LINE” with BOSTON & ALBAN Y R. R. forth©
WEST, and with the NEW YORK ALL RAIL
Via “SPRINGFIELD.”
Trains arrive at PORTLANDfrom WORCESTER at 1.30 p. in.; from ROCHESTER at 3.30a.
m , i.SO andB.60p. m.;fromGORHAM at 6.41.1
8.36 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.60and 7.36 p.

4,

WESTERN Bt VISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Snirboru Bruch, Pine Point, 7.00. 10.16
Old Orchard
A m., 8.30, 6.16, 0.16
p. m.;
Bench. Saco, Hiddrfurd,7.00, 8 6.10.15 a.
12
m.,
40, 3.30, 6.16, 8.16 p. ro.; Kennebnnk,
7.00. 8.46 a m., 12.40, 3.30, 6.16, t. > 6 p. ui.;
We»U Beech. 7.00. 8.46 A m.. 3.30. 6.15 p.
ni.; North B>r«ics, t.ieut Culls, Borer,
7.00, a. 8.45 a. m., 12.40. 3.30 6.16 p. m.;
Alton
Kocheuter, Earmli'iiioa,
Bay,
Wolfboro, 8.45 a m., 12.40, 3.30, p. m.;
Wn>center (via Great Fails aud R cuesrer)
7.00 a. m.; Jluncheuter aud Concord (via
So. Newmarket Junction) 7.00 ». m., 3.30 p. m.;
(via Lawrence) 8.46 a. m.; Hn. Newmarket
Junction,
xeler, lluvcrhili, Lawrence,

eodty

PORTLAKO & WORCESTER LINE

St Kilts; Mary O’Neill, Watts. Fernaodina.
BOSTON—Ar 28tn, schs Unison,
Barter,
Bath; Flora, Lee, Eastport; A Hay ford, Warren.

Effect Nov. 10,1891.

In*

STAGE
CONNECTION*—Dailt—From
W.
Minot (or Hebron Academy;
Bucklleid
(or W. sumner and Turner; Canton (or Peru
Dixfield, and Mexico, also (or Brettun’s Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN. 3upt.
Je37dtl

n

Kins.New York..Bremen ....Jan 13
Westernland ...New York. Antwerp....Jen 13
Bcandia.New York..Hamburg ...Jan 14

Portland & Kumiord Falls Railway.

ham, Philadelphia.
At Valparaiso, Nov 24, barque Oaaway,Crick

2
6

..

Lard—Choice 7c p B> lb tierces and tubs;
10-tfc palls tu es S%c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6o p fb; country
do 6c.
extra creamery 2"®2Hc;
Butter—Western
fancy higher; firsts and extra firsts k8®26e;
extra imitation cream 22®23c; tactory choice
at 20 o 21c {Northern creamery, choice 28@29c;
New York and Vt dairy good to choice at 24
at
(a 2«c: Eastern creamery, good to ohol
25®28c. The above quotations are receivers’
lots.
lor
wholesale
prices
strictly
choice full creams and
Cheese—Northern
twins ll%c; fair to good at 7®He Western
choice lie; fair to good 8%@io%c; sage at

rBy Telegraph.!
NEW YORK. Dc. 29,1891.—The flour market
WHEAT.
—receipts 69,678 packages: exports 6884 bbis
Dec.
May and 61,680 saCits, heavy and fairly active; sales
90%
Opening..
9»y, 27,800 bbis
flour quotationr—law extras at 8 60@416;
Closing.
89%
95%
city mills extra at 6 0@6 26; city mills patCORN.
ents 6 26®6 60 winter wheat, low grades, at
Dec
May
|/abClibO
Opening...39%
41% at 4
60@6 26, Minnesota clear 4 16@i fo,
Closing... 39%
41%
do
at
4 45@510; do oatents 4 60®
straights
f- 25; do rye mixtures 415@4 86; superfine at
Portland Daily Press Stock List.
3 16®3 76: fine 2 8B'5f3 60.
Southern flour
Corrected by swan & Barrett, Bankers and heav and dull at 4 15@5 26.
Rye flour firmer
and in demand at 6 0 @5 R5. Buck wheat flour
Brokers, 18b Middle street.
is dull and lower at 1 8 @1 90. Buckwheat at
STOCKS.
6 @i3e.
Cornraeal lower with moderate dePar
mand
Value.
Bid.
Asked
; Yellow Western at 310@3 40. Wheat
Description.
Canal National Bank.lOO 130
—receirua 148,8t>0 bu«h; exports 6586 bush;
132
Casco National Bank....100 120
sales 104,000 bush; dull, weak and irregular;
lv2
First National Bank.100 100
No 2 Red at 1 0C@l 06% in store and elevator,
102
1 06%@1 <>7% anoat.i (.e%®i 08% f o b; No
Cumberland National Bank. 40
41
43
Merchams’National Bank.. 76 118
3 red at 1 03: No 1 Northern -*t 81 07% ; Nol
120
National Traders’ Bank.100 120
hard at 1 10%@lll: No v Northern at 1 03®
122
l 03%; No 8 spring at 99% c. Rye
Ponland National Bauk....l00 103
106
quiet WesPortland Trust Company....
118
ilk
tern i 01®l 03.
Bsrldy dull; No 2 Mil at 71®
Portland Company.
100
72; Canada country made86e. Cern—receipts
Ponland Ga' Company. 60
80
85
312.660 bush; exports 190,603 bush; sales
Portland Railroad Co.
116
224.000 bush; Irregular, lower, weak aud fairly
120
active; No 2 at 62®62M>c elevator. 63'a53%c
BONDS.
afloat; No 2 White at 62%o; No8at46@47c;
Portland City 6s M’nicip'l various.tOO
no
steamer mixed at 5u%®'2%c, .i»<ita—receipts
Por land City 6s, R. R. aid, 1907..123
J26
ll«,7o0 tush, exports 69,6 6 bush;sales 129,Ponland Citv Funding 4s .102
103
000 nush.- weaker and moderately active No 3
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.10o
los
at 8P@39%c; do Whoe 89%@39%c; No 2 at
BatUUiyesR. R aid, 6s, 1902..106
107% 39% ®41c; do White 40@40%>
No I at 40%;
112
Bangor Citv 6s, long R. R. aid.ilu
do White at 41 %c; Mixed Western 88%'a4lc;
120
Bangor City es, long Muntdpal....ll8
White do at 40a44%c White State 4i®44%c:
Belfast City 6s. R. R. aid.lOtt
107
No 2 Chicago at 40%@4 c. tioiXee—Klo dull
Port and & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1896. ..104
105
and weak :No 7 at 2
@l3c. f»u«»r_raw Is
Leeds & Farmington K. It. 6s,.105
106
dull and about steady; the market for reflnd
Maine CentralK. R. 1st mig 7s....114
ll«
Is steady and unchanged; No6 at 3 1-16; No 7
Maine Genital R. R. Con 7s.*38
135
atss/sc: No 8 at 3 9-lec; No9at3%c; No 10
Maine Central R. R. Con 4%s—103
it s
at 8 7-16c No 11 at 3 11-16c; No 12 at 88/go;
Maine Central R. R. skg fund 6s..103
<05
off a at 3%c; Mould A at 4S/Sc; standard a at
Portland Water Co • s due 1899... 10k
llo
“
4%c; Coutectioners’ A at 4c. cut loaf at 6%c;
“
4s “
1927... 96
98
crushed 6%c: powdered at'4 5-16c. granulated
at 4%®4%c; Cubes at 4 5-16c. Petrolcuni
Boston Stock Market.
st eaay and quiet; united 69c, i*orh easy; old
mess at 9 25; new 9 76®*0 26 Beef quiet and
The following quotations are received dally:
beef hams dull i.eroed beef quiet cut
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. 44% steady;
dull and easy: middies dull and steady.
C. B. & Q.10ey8 meats
Lard lower and more active.^ Western steam at
Mexican Central. 22%
*6
at *5 9i @6 i 0; refined firm with
UniongPaciflc... 46% fair32%; city Contlnen
at «*8 60®6 77%; s. A.
demand;
Boston & Maine R........1661
Botier is in moderate demand and
at 87 60.
Bell Telephone.20
State dairy 16®26c; do crm 2< @25c;
Wisconsin Central. 20% steady;
Western dairy lc®21e. 'Cheese in fair demand
do prefd...a
and
firm
State 9kiill% -.fancy ll@li%.
Flln & Pere Marquette prfd. 86
Preitfhtft io Liverpool steady and dull; grain
do common
per «team 4d.
New York ana New England Railroad.... 40
do prefd...
CHICAGO, Dec. 29,1891.—The Flour market
is ste vty and uuchangeu.
Eastern 6s.
120
Wheat, quiet, aud
closed lower; No 2 spring 894fe®8 %c; No2
ee
at 90%c. Corn is quiet—No 2 at 39%®
New York Stock and Money Market.
39%o. Oats dull; No 2 at E3c. No 2 Rye at
8. %c. No 2 Barley at 69c.
no 1 Flaxseed at
NEW YORK, Dec. 29 1891.
94c. Provisions lower: mess pork 7 4t.®7 60.
Short ribs sides at 6 05@6 16.
The following are to-day’s quotations ot Gov- Lard at 6 97%
Dry salt meats-ehoulders at S4 37%®4 60;
ernment securities:
short clear sides at $6 45®5 60.
117
New 4s, reg...
Kecelpts—Flour 38,ouu bbls. wheat 94.000
New 4s, coup,,,«....<'M.*H,.M*,.....,m,L8
bush; corn 211,000 bush, oats 207.000 bush;
United States 2s res..
Ifln
rye 108.000 bush, barley 56,ooo bush
Central Pacific lsts.li 8%
Shipments—Flour 41.000 bbls, wneat 72.000
Denver* K. G.lst.116
bush corn 332,000 uueh. oats 380 OuO bush,
Erie2ds,..
1(6% rve 14.000 husn barley 65.000 busn

2

Bothnia.New York..Liverpool
Jan 9
Devonla.New York..Glasgow....Jan 9
8paarndam.New York..Rotterdam...Jan 9
La Normandie, New York..Havre.Jan 9
Umbria.New York..Liverpool...Jan 10

ll%c.

Domestic Marktes.

31

Eulaa.New York..Genoa.Jan
Nevada.New York..Liverpool... Jan
Trave.New York..Bremen.Jan
City of Paris....New York..Liverpool ...Jan
Germania,.New York..Liverpool...Jau
Rhyland.NewY ork.. Antwerp .... Jan
Qnnirio
Van*

Boston Producjs Market.
BOSTON Dec. 29, .891. l'he tollowlng are
today’s dilatations of Provisions. Produce.Ac:
Porlc—Long cuts 14 OOs 14 26 short cuts
$14 006)14 60: backs at 14 60@14 75; lean
ends 00 00®16 00; pork tongues Id 60; bun
pork lo 60.
Hams at 9%o; small at 10c; pressed bams

corn.

31
31

Kurnessla.New York..Glasgow ....Jan

110

Hogs—receipts 25,000: shipments 8,000:
rough and common —, mixed ami packers —;
prime, heavy and hutchpi s’ weights at 3 06®
3 07%; light at 3 t0@8 86.
.Sheep- receipts SOOOjsh.pments 1000; fairly
active; lambs higher sheep steady; native
May ewes at 2 00g4 *6; wethers 4 6C@> 20; Wes96% terns 4 75p.6 00.
Lambs 4 00®6 80.
96%

Sid fm Hong Kong. Nov 17, sblp Annie H
8miih. Kendall, New York.
Sid fm Havana, Dec 27, sch Tofa, Wilson,
Perth a mi hoy.
At Matanzas, Dec 28, scb K D Bibber, Pink-

30
3u

RAIliKOAUM

Terceira.

OATH

run

Obdam.New York..Rotterdam...Jan 2
La Champagne. New York..Havre.Jau z

Hale ft Norcross...

50%

Opening.41%
Closing.40%
Tuesday’s quotations,

FKUM

Majestic.New Yora. .Liverpool...Dec
Waesland...New York..Antwerp;....Dec
Russia..New York..Hamburg...Dec
Santiago.New York..Cientuegos..Dec
Labrador.Portland. ...Liverpool. .Dec
Auranial.New York..Liverpool ..|Jan

1 40

2 2'.

Bid 23d, sch Carrie E Woodbury, Bryant, Mobile.
Sid fm Cienfuegos, Dec 19, seh Luis G ltabel,
Henley, New York.
Sldfm Fayal, Nov 16, brig Sullivan, Hastings,

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

|By Telegraph.
NEW YORK, Dec. 29 1891-xhe tollowlng
are to-day’s closing quotations ot mining stocks:
38
Col Coal. .*...
Hocking Coal. 15 00
12
...
4 Vi
Quicksilver.
do pret.
23
44 fo
Ontario.
Best ft Beicher.
2 25
Mexican.
75
2 90
..

—

6I8/4
6i%

LONDON. Dec. 29. t«9i._Consols 96 8-16
lot money and 95»4d (or the account |
LIVERPOOL. Dec. 29, 1891
-Quotations—
WlDter Wheat 8» 3Vsd-8s 4yad: Spring Wheat
8s «yad(a8s 4Hd; California average 8s 9Hd@
8s 9d; Mixed American Corn at SsoHd.
Cheese at 5&s.
LIVERPOOL Dec 29.1891.-Cotton marketdull and weak: middling at 4Hd
sales 7,000
bales; speculation and export 1,600 bales; receipts 144 hales.

!3%

4e%

Receipts by Maine Central R R—For Portland
68;cars miscellaneous merbandise, connecting 12®12%c
Eggs—Eastern extras at 2R@30; fancy near-by
reads 73 cars.
stodt higher; firsts 2rf@27e; extra Vermont
and
New Hampshire at 28®30c. Western firsts
Retail Grocers’ Sugar Rates.
27@00c; Michigan firsts at —®26c. Jobbing
Portland market—out loaf. 6yac; confection- prices lc higher.
Poultry—Northern fresh killed turkeys, chce
ers’, 7c; pulverized, 6c: powdered, 6c; granu16® 16c; fair to good at 12® 14 .choice chtokens
lated, Cc; coffee mushed, 4%c. yellow, 4c.
14® 15a: fowl3 12al3c: Western dry packed
turkeys, choice at 14@16c; fowls at 9*llc;
Grain Quotations.
chickens 1 @14c.
Beanft—New York handpicked pea 1 85s$2;
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
marrow pea 180®1 90; choio screened pen at
BY
&
CORRECTED
CO.
PULLEN, CROCKER
1 6 i@l 76: hand-picked medium ai 1 85®1 9o;
choice screened at 160® 176; choice Yellow
Monday’s quotations.
Eyes l £Og.l 96; California pea beans at 2 10@
WHEAT.
2 30 i
nnsb
hano-pickea at 2 20@2 30; red
Dec.
.ran.
Mav. kid. 2 00®2 10 .robbing prices 10c uigher.
Opening.106%
106%
1(7%
Hay—Cuolce 18 00: soma fancy higher; fair
ioeya
Hignest.106%
107% to good at $16 00@17 00, Eastern fine at
105%
Ltwest...105ya
106% $1.2@14; poor to ordinary $11®14: East swale
105%
Closing.105%
106% $8®3. Kye straw, choice, at $1460; Oat
straw $8®0.
CORN.
Potatoes—choice native and Maine stock
Dec.
Jan.
May. $1
87%®1 60; choice Vermont and N Hamp6‘
51
%
Opening.54
shire ana New York Burbanks —@4fio; Houlton
C 2%
51
Highest. 54
Hebrons
®6Cc: rose 46c AroosUmk Hebrons
5i%
Lowest......62%
60% at
46®47c;Kose at 46c. sweet potatoes. EasClosing......62%
5k%
60% tern
extras bulk stock and cloth heads $l 76:
Tuesday’s quotations.
Jersey double heads 2 26.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins at $1 26® t 50:Maine
WHEAT.
and N H choice Baldwins 1£0.®1 76; GreenDec.
Jan.
May ings at 1 26® 1 60.
Ooenlne.106%
106%
107%
H'vhest.105%
106%
107%
Chicago Cattle Market.
105
Lowest...105
106%
105%
106% •
Closing.106
By Telegraph.
CORN.
CHICAGO,Dec. 29,1891.—The Cattle market
Receipts 7,000; shipments 2000. stead v to
Dec.
Jsn.
May.
med to prime steers at 4 60®6 26; others
52
50% firm;
Opening...62
2 6o@3 76 ;stocker8 2 20®3 00; cows at i
26®
nu'/8
ntgnesi...nz-vs
Lowest.51%
Closing. .......61%

7%o; Gull

new ORLEANS, Dec. 29.—Cotton market is
steadiear; middling at7c
CHARLESTON, Dec. 29, 189E-Cottoa market quiet. middling at 7c.
savannah,Dec. 29, 1891,- Cotton market
easy; middlings at 6%c.
MOBILE,Dec. 29 i891.-The Cotton market
easy .middlings at 7c
MEMPHIS Dec. 29, 18»1.—The Cotton market easy; middlings at 7 He

American.18%

Morth

nary stained 4%c; middling uplands
do at 8Hc; do stained 7 6-16c

20%

50

Exchange St,,

and

OFFICE.

Depot Foot of India Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Jut ction and Danville Junction as follows: To
Chicago 120 and $16.76; Detroit $18.76 and
$12.60; Kansas City $30.00 and $26.76; St.
Paul $31.60 and $27.26: St. Louis via Detroit
$83.76 and $19.75; St. LouisvtaChicago $28.00
and $21.60; San Frau dsco. California, $do.oo
and $80.25. These rates are suMect to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager,
decs
atf

5W aInE^CENTRAL RrR.
For Bitngor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Msnni tiu., Quebec, Mao*
treat, and the Went.
On and after November it*, 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville jct.. auburn and lewiTON, 8.30, a. m.. l.io, 6.85 p. in.
LEWISTON via BRUNSWICK, 7.16a.m., *1.15,
6.00 and ft 1.30 p. ra.
ROCK I, AN I) aud KNOX and LINCOLN STATIONS 7 16 a. m., 1.16 and on Saturdays
only at 5.00 p. m.
BRUNSWICK, BATH.GARDINER, HALLOWELL and AUGUaTA. 7.16 a.m., •1.16, 6.00
and {H.30 p. m.
FARMINGTON and PHILLIPS, via LEWISTON. 8.30 a. in., 1.10 p. in.; via BRUNSWICK, 1.16 p. in.; and lor KANGELKY at
8.30 a. m.
READFIELD
MONMOUTH, WINTHROP,
ami OAKLAND, l.io and 6 05 p. m.
WATERV1LLK. via LEWISTON, 1.10, 6.08 p.
ra.; via AUGUSTA, 7.15 a. in., *1.16, {11.30
p. m.
SltOWHEGAN. via LEWISTON, 1.10 P. m.,
via AUGUSTA, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, {11.30 p. ui.
BELFAST, 1.16 and 11.30 p. m.
DOVER and FOXCKOFT, via DEXTER, 1.16,
11.30 p. m.
U
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AUGUSTA, 7.15 a. m., *1.16 and {11.30 p. m
and siuuiay* only at 7.20 a. m.
BANGOR & PISCATAQUIS R. It., via DKXTEtt, 1.16 and 11.80 p. m.; via OLDTOWN
at 11.80 p. m.

ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR

at 1.15 and

11.8't p. rn.

VANG* BORO,

ST. JOHN, HALIFAX aud
PROVINCES. *1.15 and {11.30 p. m.
HOULTON, WOODSTOCK, ST. STEPHEN
and NORTH AROOSTOOK at 1.16 aud 11.30
p. m.; ST. ANOP.EWS, 11.30 p. ra.
•Runs dally, suudays Included.
{Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, suudays included, hut not to SRuwhegau
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or be-

yond Bangor,

on

Suuday mornings.

While Ueuulaiaa anti Quebec Liar.
For CUMBERLAND MILLS, SKBAGO LAKE,
BRIDG r»»N. FKIKBURG,
NORTH CONWAY. GiEN, BARTLETT FABYA *8. 1ST.
and
NEWPORT
JOtlNSBUKV,
MONTREAL,
8 45 a.m., 3.30 p.m.; JEFFERSON and LAN-

CASTER,

s.45 a. m.

The 8.46 a. in., connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Can. Pac. Transcontinental train for Vancouver aud Pacific Coast
points. The 3.30 p. m. train has sleeper for
Montreal aud connects with trains via "Soo”
Line for Minneapolis and st. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.3* a. in.;
Augusta, Bath ana from Rockland Mondays
only. 8.40 a.m.; Montreal. Bndgton, Use.. 9 30
a. m.; Farwingtou, Skowhegau ard Lewisiou,
12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor, Rockland, sc..
13.30 p. in.; Wateiviile, Bath, Aiuusta and
Rockland, 5.35 p.m; * armlngiou, Skowhegau,
WatervlHe and L wistou, 6.45 p. in.; Montreal, Lancaster, Fahyans, Btldgton, 8.00 p,
m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
•Sunday* included.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, anc Genera! Manager
F. E. BO THBY, Gen’!.Pass, aud Ticket Agent
nov24dif
_Port and, Nov. So, 1891.

ROYAL BLUE

UNE.

FINEST AND SAFEST TRAINS IN TEE WORLD

—between—
New York, Philndetphia,
Ualliuiote and Washington
—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHiO R. B,

All trains vesiitmled from end to end. lighted
by gas. Uuequaled dining car service*
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 16, 1891.
Leave New Yor k from foot of Liberty street
Atwi tu

Aiirri

For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.46, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30a.m., 1.30,2.15.3 30, 4 00, f .00, 8.00,
7.30 p. in.. 12.16 liitht; Sundays—9.00,
10.80.11.30 a. m., 1.30, 8.30, 5.00, tt.LO
p. m.. 12.16 night.
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.8” with dluiug carl a. m.; 1.30, 3.20, dinlug car 6,00 p. in 12.16 night.
Parlor cars on day trains—Sleepers on night

trains,

Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York ana New

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
dec22
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FOR CHRISTIVIAS
SCHLOTTERSECK’S

GERMAN COLOGNE.
Schlotterbeck A Tots

THE

PEESS.

ENFORCEMENT OF LAWSome

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

EIGHTH PAGE.
C. W. Boyd.
A. E. Moore.
Annual meeting.
< >weu, Moore & Co.
Fielscnmami & Co.
M.ricopa Loan & Trust Co.
Dominion Line Steamships.
New Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found,
and similar advertIsements will he found under
the appropri tie headings on page 6.
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 18 Exchange
street at 10 o’clock to-day a stock of furnishiug
goods, boots and shoes, &c. See auction notice.

1890.

a

Child, she cried i o

1891.

October.40 October.38
November.34 November.10
December until the
December until tbe
21.181 21.10

These figures 6how .that at the opening
of 1891, the number of [committments was
about the same, or larger, than at the same
time the year before. This continued! until the May term of the Superior Court.
Since that time the number committed has
been much smaller than for the correspond-

gave her Or.;* aria.

toria.

When she became Miss, she clung to L'astoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
Uecli
eod&wlv
THE KEELEYGOLD CUREFormation

in

»

We hear that a number of gentlemen of
this city are subscribing a fund to enable
confirmed inebriates, who if they could
shake off their troublesome habit, would be
valuable members of eociety, to obtain the
advantages of the Keely Gold Cure Asylum
at Conway.
These beneficiaries have no
means of their own to bear the expense.
We understand that the subscription Is
meetiDg with a generous response and soon
the subscribers will be able to organize and
go to work.
BRIEF JOTTINGS.

heavy southwest wind, accompanied by rain last evening.
Deputy Sheriffs Sterling and Plummer
seized a five-gallon keg of liquor on Salem
street yesterday.
The Martha Washington Society will
meet with Mrs. Edwin Dow, 82 Wilmot
Street, Thursday afternoon.
was a

Members of the Commercial Traveller’s
Association will remember the meetiDg to
be held tomorrow evening.
Mr. Baker, of the Overseers of the Poor,
has furnished transportation oat of the
city for seven beggers since Friday.
Regular monthly meeting of the Portland Society of Art will be held this evening in the Society Building at 8 o’clock.
There was but one real estate transfer
yesterday; that of Luella A. Libby to
Lyman F. Sawyer for 850, consideration.
Smith & Sale, 45 Exchange street, were

Their friends

Yesterday opened quite cool, but th©
from 26° to 40° during the

mercury rose

There were spits of snow in the
morning, and heavy clouds all day.
Will the lady who took a new black lynx
muff by mistake, Monday afternoon about
half past five, please leave the same at 107
Oak street and get her own in return.
Driver Burnham of Hose No. 1 received
the elegaDt gold badge for selling the
greatest number of tickets to permanent
members of the Fire Department. He sold
day.

The annual reunion and dinner of the
Bowdoln College alumni of Boston and
vicinity will he held at Young’s Hotel,
Boston, on the evening of Wednesday,
Jan. 13.
The committee on the mill pond and
Portland & Rochester matter, met last
evening with the City Solicitor and City
Engineer, to make figures to report to the
City meeting next Monday.
The Congress-street M. E. church will
hold Watch-night services beginning at 9
o’clock
tomoirow
The Rev.
night.
W. C. Robinson will have charge of the
the Rev. Hosea
young people's hour;
Hewitt, of Woodfords, will preach, and
other pastors will assist.

a

A meeting of the Children’s Christmas
Club was held in Reception Hall yesterday
afternoon.
The attendance was larger
than at any of the previous meetings and
considerable business was accomplished.
Heads of tables Iwere appointed as follows:
Mrs. Young,
Mrs. C. W. A lien,
Mrs. Chapman,
Mrs. Will Allen,
Mrs. Moore,
Mrs. Brooks,
Mrs Stevens,
Mrs. WiiUnian.
Miss Washburn,
Mrs. B. F Woodbury,
Miss Payson,
M iss Bou Foster,
Miss Colby,
Miss Cora Veirill,
Miss Swett,
Miss Hattie Johnson,
Miss Marion staples.
Each of these heads of tables is expected
to appoint two waiters and the heads are
requested to report at the Ward Room In
City Building, Thursday afternoon at 4.30.
The refreshment room will be in charge
of Mrs. Henry L. Taylor assisted by Mrs.
F. O. Bailey, Mrs. B. F. Nelson, Mrs.
Charles Sills, Miss Annie Bailey, Mrs. C.
A. Weston, Mrs. Cbas. Fobes, Miss Annie
Horn, Miss Mellie Bussell, Mrs. Charles

Bailey.

Mse'.ing 1c

Problt

the

The weather today
U likely
to be

The amusement committee will be

MftRfirq.

.Tnhn

‘Piprpp

Will

Thnmfla.

There were about 200 children presThere were readings and other exercises for amusement.
Mr. A. W. Ricker,
who has been the efficient superintendent
of the school for the past three years, and
who has now resigned, was presented with
a valuable silver water service.
Rev. E.
E. Bacon, in a happily worded speech,
made the presentation for the school. Mr.
Ricker briefly responded.
From the time
that Mr. Ricker assumed the duties of superintendent, the school has steadily increased in numbers, and the earnestness
and devotion that he has brought to the
work is manifest in many ways.
try.

ent.
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Pennell Institute at Gray.
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vacancy in tbe teaching force at the
school has not yet been filled.

By the terms of the will of the late Henry
Pennell of Gray, four trustees of the Pennell Institute were appointed for life, and
in the case of the death of any one of them,
the survivors are to appoint his successor.
In connection with the selectmen of Gray,
Mr. Vinton E. Frank has been appointed a
trustee in place of Mr. Thomas Hancock,
deceased.

mi

muuuaji
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High

A very pleasant Sabbath school concert
given in the Congregational church on

was

Sunday evening.
Miss Bennett’s Lecture on Chaucer.

and flour seeds for Kendall & Whitney,
This is the Numidian's first trip to this
port, and the third she has made since she
was built. She is a sister ship of the Mongolian. a full description of which has been
published in the Pbess.
The Carthagenian on her last trip from
Portland took out the largest cargo ever
taken from this port by 500 tons.
It
amounted to 3946 tons.
The Circassian, of the Allan line, will
not come here, as reported, being on her
way to Baltimore.
The Toronto, now on her way to Portland, will be the first steamer of the winter
to call at Halifax.
The Parisian, of the Allan line, will sail
Thursday for Portland via Halifax.

Aged Women.

The inmates of the Home for Aged
Women live to a good old age. Mrs. Harriet Fogg, who has tesided at the Home for
eighteen years, celebrated her ninety-first
birthday on Dec. 28. She is in comfortable
health and of sound mind, and enjoyed the
calls and gifts of many friends on her anniversary.

was accompanied by very interesting stereopticon views of old illuminated manuscripts, of Chaucer himself, and of his
tomb In Westminster Abbey. Miss Bennett comes from the Ogontz School, and
the proceeds of last evening's lecture went
to the new Episcopal chapel which is being
built at Woodfords.

Wheel Club Wliist Tournament.

Shepley Camp, S. of V.
Mr. Arthur M. Sawyer, city collector,
last evening presented Shepley Camp, S.
of V., with a very elegant and beautiful
steel engraving entitled “Sherman’s March
The picture is elegantly
to the Sea.”
framed and highly appreciated by the
camp, which passed an unanimous vote of
thanks to Mr. Sawyer for his beautiful
The following letter from Mr.
gift.
Sawyer accompanied the picture:
Portland. December 29,1891.
To the Officers and Members of Shepley Camn,
S. of V.:
brothers:—I have the pleasure to present to
your organization the engraving entitled “Sher-

Four tables were started at the Wheel
Giub Whist Tournament last evening. F.
V. Berry stood at the head of the list, and
there were two competitors for the lowest
places. The next games in the tournament will be played January 12,
t

roll call

on

Counter.
We’ve decided

cleared.

Here are a
few prices which tell the
story better than words
ers

of

ours can.

It should be borne in
mind that the original

prices on these goods
were
extremely low, considerably under common
cloak store prices, and the
garments

t onic for

the

and

Twenty
Cheviot

Be

more
beautiful, more pleasing,
more appropriate, more greatly desired by WIPE or DACbBTEtt than

really good

PIA rssr o?
NAUGHT CAN.
THURSTON’S
PIANO HOUSE
perfection.

ALSO ORGANS*
Come and

see or send for Catalogne.
TUNING TO ORDER.

&
Street.

dec26
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SON,

department
heavy frieze

worthy offering-

little

of desir-

merchandise
that
we’ve made this season
and it should have immediate attention,

_

j

PNEUMATIC AND
CUSHION TiRES
to

AN'S
of Safety Bi-

Pneumatic,
$15.
For full particulars
and description oi
Tires, address
cycle.

; Cushion,

CO.,

Portlnud, Me.
dec24dlw*
Telephone No. 429 3.

Dec. 10.
Dec. 2*.
Jan. 7.
Jan. 21.
Feb. 4.

Steamer.

8,581.14

advance.

3,273.00

$451,570.54
LIABILITIES.
capital stock paid In.$100,000.00
Sup I us found.... .
20.000.00
Profits undivided.
4,997.23
Demand deposits subject to check
13,052.85
Certificates ot Deposit.
6,312.00
Bills payable.
4.50
Loans pa*d hut not remitted for...
3,273.00
Loans and discounts sold and guaranteed. 301,930.96

Except 1-2

| From
| From
| Portland. | Halifax.

Portland,

VI-

Jonatwx

Jen. J4

Jao. 16.

SARNIA.
L ABRADOR,

Jan. 28
Feb. 11
Feb. 25

|.Ian. 3».
i

Feb. 13.

| Feb. 27.

Cabin $40 to $60, return $80 to $110; seconc
cabin $25; steerage $20.
for Avouiuonth Dock,
Bristol Service
From
From
Avonmouth.
Portland.
Steamship.

(Signed.)
HERBERT F. ROBINSON, Notary Public.
dec3Geod3t

| January 2.

The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers
nov23tf DAVID TORRANCE & CO.. Agent.
Betore placing yonr Life Insurance
Companies outside the State of
Maine, send to ihe UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
pbaraplets explanatory of its plans, and
for list of claims paid uuder the Maine
Non-Forfeiture Law.
oct24eodtf
in

dtf

DIARIES
-AND-

Account Books
-FOB THE-

NEW YEAR.

INTEREST
-TO-

Grocers and Bakers STEVENS £ JONES

By arrangement with Mr. C. A. Beckford, the
business of Fleischmann & Co’s In the State of
Maine, will from and after Jan. 1st. 1892. be
conducted and’managed by Fleischmann Si Co.,
direct. Regular aod prompt deliveries of fresh
yeast can at all times be relied on soliciting
from futureorders.

SALE.

SPECIAL

Fleischmann 4c Co.

Headquarters

dec30dlw*wlt

—

FOB

—

CHRI8TMASJ3LIPPERS.
SLIPPERS FOR
will receive pupils In Crayon Portraiture; also
In Academic Drawing from cast and from life.
Studio, 34 First National Bank Building, Portland, Me.
dec30eodlm

G.

W.

Brass

BOYD,
Fonndry,

85 EtiN STREET, BI DDE FORD, JIB
Parties In want of Brass. Composition or
Phosphorus Bronze Castings should correspond
before ordering elsewhere. First class work at
reasonable prices.
dec30eod2m
anunal meeting of the Cumberland
County Agricultural and Horticultural Society for the election of 'officers for the en-uiug
year, and other legal business will be held at
Harding’s Hall, Gorham, on Tuesday Jau. 6th.,
1892 at ten o’clock a. m.
Per Order.
D. F. WHITTIER, 8ecy.

THE

decSOdft

DRY GOODS
AT COST.

EVERYBODY,

Prices Rock Bottom.
Every lady

should

own a pair of
Comfort Slippers,
Lidies’ Misses’ and Children’s But.
ton Overshoes for Christmas presents.
Seasonable goods in many styles.
Men’s $3.00 and $4,uO shoes a spe*

Brown’s

Warm

elalty.
Men’s

$2.00

Shoes for yonr

inspeo

tlon.

We desire to merit yonr patron*
age. WE PROPOSE to sell Footwear
and shall endeavor to make oar TWO
STORES of interest to the public. „..

BRANCH,BROWN,
Round the Comer,

KONUMENT

SQ.,

UNION STATION, Slpi mt OtU BmI,
944 Congress St.
dec 12

461 Congress St.
eodtt

Rlnnlr

to make a change in oar
will offer our entire
stock of Dry G *ods at cost for the
next 60 days. N» such chance to buy
nice fresh goods at cost was erer be-

Rnnks

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

Proposing

business,

we

fore offered in Portland.

OFFICESTATIONERY

J.M.DYEMCO.
decl5

dtf

In Great

ip J.J iy*

5 MYRTLE

STREET, REAR CITY HALL.

a

Goods, and also a choice line of tea. All goods
are Imported direct from China, and are of the
finest quality.
We shall be open for business Monday, December 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowest prices.
Please Call and See Us.

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.
dec21d3m

BOYNTON,
5417

Congress St.

Rogers Ac Bros. A1 star brand
Knives, Folks and Spoons.

Cut Glass Bottles
LATEST PATTERNS.

Variety.

SHORT l HARMON.
LURING,
dec26_eodtf^

DECKER
BROTHERS
Kraalchud Bach,Cun a nd Hamlin
Ivors and Fond, Vose and Mona, Jacob

Brother.,

PIANOS.
We carry In stock the Mason and Rlsch Vocalllon
for churches, halls, lodges, etc., the Wilcox an
White self-playlmt Organs, and the Mason and
Hamlin, Wilcox and Whits, and Packard Parlor
Organs. Send for catalogue aud terms.

CRESSEY &

JONES,

394 IT.ngress Street,

apai

opposite

Portland, Main*
CITY
HALL.
eodly

IMHEBKBVGIVEN that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Auimuisirator
with the Will annexed of the estate of
EDWIN COBURN, late of Gorham,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
All |>ersonS
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and
all persons Indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
LEANDER VALENTINE, of Westbrook, Administrator with the Will annexed.
dec23dlaw3wW
Gorham, December 15th.

]\jUXtUK

a-T

Scklotterbeck & Foss

SCHLOTTERBECK ’S

BOYNTON,

Toilet Waters.

647 Congress St.

VIOLET,

—

| DOMINION,

Dec. 37, 1091,

f

I, T. W. Hlne, Manager of the Maricopa Loan
and Trust Company and R. W. Coding and M.
E. Spaulding, two of the Directors of said Company, do solemnly swear that the above statement by us subscribed is true acojrding to our
best knowledge and belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this lltb
day of December, a. D. 1801.

OF

AUGUSTU3 F. GERRISH,
MONROE A. BLANCHARD.
JOHNS. RUSSELL,
Board of Registration of Voters,

flec28_

Territory of Arizona, 1
1

m.

for the purpose of receiving the
of all persons entitled to
vote at the next Spting Election.

T. W. HINE, Manaeer.
R. W. GODINGl Directors
M. E. SPAULDING J
vwvili

Hour from 1 to 1.30 p,

Jamal”

I

OREGON,

an

P. NT.

to 6

names

$451,570.64

(Signed )

LINE.

LABRADOR, Dec72l

TORONTO,

M.

9 A.

9,019.26

377.«6
6,726.68

Royal Mail Steamships.
Calling at Halifax Outwards and Homewards.
From

NIL AN &

nobby

less than half their real
worth.
This is the most note-

Liverpool, j

»tf PrebUHt

are

~DOmmiOH

dtf

hours.

361.80

about to add to our laundry business
WE arestock
of Chinese aud Japanese Fancy

Coats, thick and warm
and our present price is

plain* at

el7

Building, commencing Decern,
her 39,
during the following

4,527.60
8,000.00
2,223.40

reduced from 5.50.

$3,

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

W. P. HASTINGS.

16,643.77

MIKADO LAUNDRY,

These

C&ASS

applied

12.

able

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

to us.

five
double breasted Reefers
for boys, 3, 4 and 5 years
at

PARTLAWH. Ttl F.

fancy

elegantly

are

1ST

Pd.

Past due Int. remitted for but not
Pd to us.
Furniture and Fixtures.
Curient expenses.
Due from sundry persons..
Due from Hank and Bankers.
Cash deposited in National Banks
Cash on hand.
County School Warrants.
Casn irom real estate loans paid In

In the same

Feed!

or

with sable fur,

serge Jackets, jetted all over and trimmed
with fine black fur 18.00,
marked down from 25.

for sale or rent; also

very

all round

to

RESOURCES.
Loans secured by first liens on
real estate.$260,051.89
Loans on col'ateral In possession
of compauy. 112.nR2.36
Real estate acquired by foreclosure
23,832.08
Past due loans remitted for but not

Board of Registration
The
will be In session until further
Room No. 13, Ctty
notice at

agonal

Green Street

FIRST

U1UWU

And two handsome di-

Oats and Corn mixed
per 100 lbs.

{ i

llgUb

Jackets trimmed

20.00

BENSON & DALTON,
-IvlAnriftni

UUi

made, marked down from

This Is the cheapest as well as the best teed
lor poultry; nothing makes hens lay bettei
chan mixed grain.

ok

Maricopa Loan & Trust Go.,

re-

T?_l.VLi 1_£•_

$1.40

Foot

Registration of Voters!

with

grey astrachan 10.00,
duced from 16.50.

lULXSLEXD

Wheat, Barley,

puffed

trimmed

sleeves

lstor8tbpdtl

Poultry

with

Jackets

has long since passed from s
Btate of usefulness to one of omanienl
or sentiment, nut its modern substi*
tnte, n hot witter bottle, is still con*
Bidered quite as much a “comforting
article «<f domestic furniture” as the
warming pan was in Pickwick’s time.
Every convert to its use knows that it
not only contributes comfort and
soundness to a night’s sleep, bat also
by regaiating the circa!ation keeps
I be fret, warm at! the following day,
and removes many chances of falling
a victim to the now prevale at “La
Grippe” by nipping a cold in the bud.
We have a line of these bottles, in
all sizes, that has given our customers
every satisfaction during; the fom
years we have handled them, and the
price at which we sell them should
not deter you from buying one, and we
warrant every one of them.
Middle

57-50,

marked down from 10.
Four black
Cheviot

tie wakur m

H.

fine, heavy
Jackets—black

astrachan

grey

8 Free St. Block, 12 Free St., Portland.
dec24 Open evenings until Jan. 1st.
dtf

H.

cut

Three grey, diagonal
serge Coats trimmed with

S. THURSTON,

HAY

of the lat-

are

down from $&.
Twelve extra quality
Black Beaver Coats $4,
marked down from 6.
Three Black Cheviot
Jackets trimmed with
Plush 53 marked down
from 5.
Four Heavy and black
Cheviot Coats with pearl
buttons and trimmed with
silk braid 87.90, marked
down from 10.50.
Four brown and drab
Irish
Frieze
Jackets,
stitched and faced with
silk, silk frogs, etc., $9,
marked down from 12.

GAN AUGHT

in

this

new

and navy, in a complete
line of sizes at $5 marked

Hood's Sarsaparilla

snpplies these

all

and finish.

fhe best blood purifier, and the best strength
Give it a trail
auilder, the best nerve helper.

a

are

style in material,

est

Aged.
“Augusta, Me., Sept. 26,1891.
“I do not remember when I began to take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla; it was a number of years
igo, and I have found it does me a great deal oi
I am 91 years, 2
jood in my declining years.
Months and 26 days old, and my health is perI nave no aches or pains about
fectly good.
ne. Hood’s Sarsaparilla regulates my bowels,
jtimulates my appetite and helps me to sleep
well. I doubt 11 a preparation ever was made
jo well suited to the wants of old people.’’
L.
B. Hamlen, Etm Street, Augusta, Me.

the other side.

fiJThe engraving reminds us of the Nation’s
defenders, touciiing elbows in the bonds of
comradeship, keeping step to the music of the
Union, imbued with the principles of fraternity,
charity and loyalty.
Hoping this small testimonial will show to
the members of your organization tnat I fully
appreciate the many favors extended to me by
Shepley Camp, S. of V.
I remain truly yours,
Arthur M. Sawyer.

a* a

go out

willing to lose money in
handfuls to get the count-

Letter from

(»ar>nperii(n

to

of keeping Cloaks and
we’re going out quickly if
prices will do it. We are

season
nooa

Presentation to

In spite of the storm, a fair-sized audience
in Baxter hall last evening to
listen to Miss Bennett’s lecture on Chaucer.
To the student of English literature the
lecture was a great treat. The lecturer Is a
thorough student of the works of the
“Father of English Poetry,” and has the
faculty of so arranging her ideas and descriptions that the appearances of pedantry
are avoided.
Although intended for students of English literature particularly,
to the Sea.”
Around the engravthe lecture would interest any audience of man’s Marchthe
tender memories of those who
ing clusters
a fair amount of education.
The lecture weutoutin ’61 and’C5, who today answer the

gathered

f erred to the Cloak

IV!r. iL B. Mamlen
of Augusta

number of years.

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

December, 1801.

91 Years Old
Interesting

niMCBLLANKotl.

Located at Phoenix, County of Maricopa,
Territory of Arizona, on the 10th day

com-

The committee on tables is made up of
Messrs Adna Dennison and Ed. Eaton.

nfw ai»v KHTtwnmKi'fnrn.

-OF THE-

Portland* December so, 1891.

The directors of the Mile Track 'Association held a meting at the Preble House
Letters were reyesterday afternoon.
vived from horsemen all over the country,
rhe'mostof these letters expressed the
;ame views as this one from John Shepard
)f Boston, who writes: ’“In answer toyout
letter of Inquiry of the 17th Inst., I beg to
lay to inquiry number 1: I should prefer a
track located four miles from any sea
front, well protected by woods and high
land. 2. I should not be willing to send
valuable horses to a track located on ocean
front for training and record. 3. It would
sot be as safe to start valuable borsesiou a
brack located one quarter of a mile from
broad ocean, on an afternoon when there is
a. cold sea breeze blowing directly on track,
is an inland one. 4. The inland location
would prove the fastest.”
It will thus be seen that an ocean track
Is considered an unprofitable venture,
while the doctors say that cooling on the
joast is most dangerous. This puts Old
Orchard out of the question.

posed of Mrs. McGregor, chairman, Mrs.
Fred Kendall, President Eustis.

French, Germans, Hungarians, Poles,
English and Irish. The ship bad a good
On Monday evening a Christmas sapper
passage considering the head winds.
She
was given the members of the Congregaalso brought over 2000 tons of freight, intional Sabbath school at the church vescluding acetic acid for H. H. Hay & Co.,

Rev. J. C. Perkins, pastor of the First
Parish church, is down with the grippe.
Prof. Geo. P. Phenix of New Britain,
Conn., is visiting his father, Mr. J. P.
Phenix of Woodfords.
The trustees of the Insane Hospital hold
their annual meeting at Augusta today.
Ex-Governor Robie, who is one of the
trustees, Is in that city today, attending.
Mr. H. E. Judkins, formerly of this city,
is now landlord of the Elmwood Hotel at
Waterville. Christmas day the employes
of the hotel remembered Mr. and Mrs. Judkins, presenting to them several fine silver

ADVEBTIMEMENTS.

rainy.

City of Westbrook.

PERSONAL.

Home For

NKW

Christmas

A.___1__
UOll) HUU VIVO
VUUOUUftO

237.

fhn

Yesterday’s

■

busy yesterday moving the job plant they
recently purchased of Mitchell & Bickford.
The children of the Female Orphan Asylum enjoyed a beautiful Christmas tree

nioAaa #ai>

at

Children’s

added to the executive committee. As in
years past Mr. Burnham will have charge
FINE QUARTERS FOR THE W. C. T. U. of the boys’ clothing and Mrs. Hawley will
kindly look after that of the girls.
The Union Purchases the Cahoon House
The next meeting will be in City Hall,
From the Young Men’s Christian
Waid Room, Thursday at 4.30 p. in., and it
is earnestly desired that everyone, childAssociation,
ren as well as grown people, be present so
It will be remembered that some time that this
year’s festival may be as great a
the Young Men’s Christian Asso- success as the former ones.
ago
ciation purchased the Libby property on
FOUND DEAD IN A SHEDthe corner of Free and High streets, runfrom
the Free street church on the
ning
Michael
Death
Flaherty’s
Probably
east to the High
street church on the
Caused
By Alcohol.
south. The purchase included the Cahoon
house, so called, the house adjoining the
Free street church. We are Informed that
Yesterday afternoon Officer Fickett was
the Woman’s Christian Temperance. Un- called to a shed at the foot of Market
ion has purchased from the Young Men’s street by the report that a man was lying
Christian Association the Cahoon house, there dead. Upon investigation the officer
and will erect on the lot immediately a fine ascertained that the report was correct.
building which will be the state headquar- The dead man was Michael Flaherty who
ters of the Union.
The purchase
was was about twenty-three years of age. The
made, we are lnformrd, for the Union, by ambulance was summoned and Flaherty’s
Mrs. Hannah J. Bailey.
body taken to the station where the physicians decided that death was caused by
Funoral of Miss Alice Warren.
alcoholic poisoning and exposure comThe funeral of Miss Alice Warren took bined. The man had
probably become
place at 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon at thoroughly intoxicated, and had wandered
the residence of Judge Nathan Webb, No. into the shed to
sleep off the effects of the
127 Pleasant street.
The services were liquor. There he had died. Coroner
Perry
marked by the attendance of large num- considered an
inquest unnecessary. Flahbers of the former and recent pupils of the erty’s friends state that the
cause of his
deceased, by all of whom she was greatly death was not alcoholism but heart
beloved.
Rev. Dr. Henry Blanchard, of disease.
the Congress Square Universalist church,
Cape Elizabeth
conducted simple services. There was no
Mr. Lewis B. Bell and sister of Ohio, are
music. After reading the selections usual
on such occasions, Dr. Blanchard quoted visiting at Scott D. Jordan’s at Pond Cove.
The cabbage market is very dull. There
from Whittier’s beautiful poem “Gone”
is no sale at any price.
the following lines:
Another hand is beckoning us,
Mrs. James Sweetsir is quite sick. Dr.
Another call is given;
L.
C. Jewell is in attendance.
And glows once more with Angel steps
The path which reaches Heaven.
Mr. Ephraim Dyer has been to Rockland
the past week to set up pumps for the
The blessing of her quiet life
Fell on us like the dew;
water works at that place.
And good thoughts, where her footsteps
Last week being so stormy was' very bad
pressed.
Like fairy blossoms grew.
for Christmas. At the Baptist church at
the Centre, there were to have been a conSweet promptings nnto kindest deeds
__1_J3
Were inner very look;
<J»Uj UUb/ lUCJ WtllO
We read her face, as one who reads
until
postponed
Saturday
evening, and bad
A true ana boly book.
to be given up entirely.
The measure of a blessed hymn,
A small building is to be built on tbe
To which our hearts could move;
The breathing of an Inward psalm;
bluff, east of tbe Two Lights, to be used by
A canticle of love.
tbe Life Saving crew as a station for the
We miss lier In the place of prayer,
day watchmen.
And by the hearth-fire’s light;
At the meeting held; in the Grange Hall
We pause beside her door to hear
Saturday evening, Dec. 19, the following
Once more her sweet “good night.”
officers were elected: Master,(Cbas. E. JorThere seems a shadow on the day
Her smile no longer cheers;
dan; Overseer,IFrauk C. Nutter; Lecturer,
A dimuess on the stars of night,
Scott D. Jordan; Chaplain, Harry S. Jon
Like eyes that look through tears.
dan Treasurer, Chas. C. Jordan; Secretary,"
Alone unto our Father’s will
Clara I. Dyer; Steward, Harry C. WaterOne thought hath reconciled;
house; Assistant Steward, Harry Peebles;
That Ho whose love exceeaeth ours
Hath taken home His child.
Lady Assistant, Mabel W. Jordan; Ceres,
The principal of the High School, a large Arabella Jordan; Pomona, Jennie L. Jordan ; Flora, Alice G. Dyer; Gate Keeper,
delegation of the teachers of that school Joseph A. Stanford.
and other city schools, and members of
The Ocean Steamers.
the school committee, attended.
Of the
The
scholars
In
the
school
Numidian,
Capt. Macnical, of the
a large
present
High
number were present, and mingled with Allan line,
arrived from
Liverpool
them were many who had eDjoyed Miss yesterday morning.
She brought four
Warren's instruction in years past. The
Beecher Club, one of the largest in the cabin, 23 intermediate, and 130 steerWoman's Literary Union, was represented age passengers. The steerage passengers
included Russians, Norwegians, Swedes,
by nearly its entire membership.

Portland.

yesterday at the Asylum.
sent in many presents.

Perfected
the

iu

been smaller than for

There

of

Henry Hinkley have been appointed aids.
uuc .yctti xom/.
xuo uumuri
At this meeting Miss Edith King was
committed since the September term has
imiuma

A Society in Process of

Meeting

Marcu.43 March.29
April .331 April.Xb
May...34 May.24
June......30 .tune...20
July.49; .Julv.20
August.50 August..30
September.41 September.35

_febSMW&F&wly
When she was

Cencerning Organization

January.211 January.34
February.30 February.3r.

Mr*. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup
has been used over Fifty Years by millions of
mothers for their children while Teething, with
perfect success. It soothes the child, softens
the Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best remedy for
Diarrhoea, whethei arising from teething or
other causes. For sale by Druggists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. 25c a bottle.

wo

TRACK AGAIN-

Club.

AMUSEMENTS,

sick,

Figures

One of the arguments of some who oppose the enforcement of the liquor law is
that drunkenness is increased, men being
deprived of light drinks like beer and
driven to the use of hard liquors. In the
last year the sheriffs have been very active
and successful in the enforcement of the
law, and if the above argument holds goodthere ought to be an increase of drunkenness.
The best f source of information as
to this point is the record book of the jail.
The number'of committments to the jail
for drunkenness for each month of the
years 1890 and 1891, is as follows.

City Hall—Sheridan Kifles.

was

IV#LE

THE

—

Drunkenness in this County

FINANCIAL.
Swan & Barrett.
N. W. Harris & Co.

When Baby

Suggestive

THE C. C. C. DINNER.

Silver Plated Cups for Child
$1, $1.50, $2, $2,50.
Warranted Quadruple Plate.

rem

The Premiums upon the Policies ot
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY vary in accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at Issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and hence
are suited to all circumstances.

LAVENDER,

FLORIDA.

Schlotterbeck & Foss
HUYLER*S

(Minus Candies,
—

at

—

Schlotterbeck & Foss

'

